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JOANNA

WIMPENNY

Joanna lectures in

animal behaviour.

She says,“The

fables of Aesop have shaped our

preconceptions of the animal

world. But what does science

have to say about these animal

characters?”See p52
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There can’t be many

of us who haven’t

learned a lot of what

we know about the

natural world from

watching the awe-

inspiring wildlife

documentaries that David Attenborough

has been involved in over the past

60-odd years. The skill, patience and

dedication of all of the camerapeople

and sound recordists, plus the research,

planning, writing and organisation of all

of the technical experts, scientists and

backroom staff, have produced footage

that has made TV history, and shown the 

world what our planet has to offer. And,

through it all, the underlying message

that David has helped to deliver is how

amazing and precious the world around 

us is, and how we should cherish it.

Though he’s turning 90, David

Attenborough is by no means done 

with working yet, and the fact that he

can still marvel at new discoveries,

and continue to enthuse us with the

desire to know more, is a tribute to

the powers of a great communicator.

Welcome...

Contributors

JOANNA EEDE

Joanna is a writer

and author on

African wildlife,

indigenous

cultures and wilderness. “It is

devastating that since Born

Free was filmed, African wild

lion numbers have been in

freefall,” she says. See p20

AMY-JANE BEER

BBC Wildlife

columnist Amy

says, “The seal-

monitoring 

achievements of Sue Sayer

and the Cornwall Seal Group

Research Trust are nothing

short of a revelation.”
See p80

THIS MONTH 

WE CELEBRATE 

DAVID’S 90TH 

BIRTHDAY WITH 

AN EXCLUSIVE 

INTERVIEW.  
Find out more on p32
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A raven mobbing a 

golden eagle is dwarfed 

by the enormous raptor. 

Some of the eagle eyries 

checked for the latest 

Scottish survey have 

been used by successive 

pairs for decades.

WILD SPRING
WHAT TO SEE kk WHERE TO LOOK
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C
ircling high above a craggy Munro 

in the Scottish Highlands, a male 

golden eagle slips into a long dive, 

regains height, then dives again. At one 

point the huge raptor rolls from side 

to side, all part of his dramatic spring 

courtship. If you’re lucky, you may 

see the male and female displaying 

together: pick a fine morning with a stif 

breeze (better than a still day) and hope.

Golden eagles often make headlines 

for the wrong reasons, such as the 36 

Scottish birds killed illegally in 1994– 

2014, according to an RSPB report. 

Results are due soon from last year’s 

fourth national survey, with researchers 

eager to find out if conservation eforts 

have boosted numbers since the 

previous count of 442 breeding pairs 

in 2003. “The survey was a massive 

undertaking,” says RSPB conservation 

scientist Daniel Hayhow. “All 693 golden 

eagle territories known to have been 

occupied in Scotland since 1800 had 

to be visited three times. Over 150 

volunteers from Scottish raptor study 

groups spent six months hiking through 

remote peaks and glens.” When the new 

population figure is released, we have a 

hunch there’ll be some good news…

Q BEHAVIOUR

Typical wingspan of a female golden eagle 

in Scotland (she is 10 per cent larger than 

the male). For comparison, buzzard and 

raven wingspans are no more than 1.3m.

THE EAGLES’
RETURN

`
MASTERS  
OF THE SKY, 

EAGLES RIDE 
THERMALS AND 
CLIFFTOP EDDIES 
WITH BARELY  
A WINGBEAT”

S
KHAM’S
T-SEE

FIND OUT MORE   Discover more about the 

conservation of Scotland’s birds of prey at 

www.scottishraptorstudygroup.org

CHRIS
PACK
MUST
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Writer Paul Evans has observed how

our displays of spring wildflowers

seem to be dominated by diferent

colours at diferent times, and wild

garlic is part of a bright white pulse

in April and May that also includes

wood anemone, greater stitchwort,

cow parsley and hawthorn. Also

known as ramsons, this pungent

plant forms carpets in damp, shady

woods and riversides.Young leaves

taste delicious in salads or pesto.

FIND OUT MORE Discover more at

www.plantlife.org.uk/wild_plants

QWILD GARLIC

Q TAWNY MINING BEE

UK HIGHLIGHTSK
The essential wildlife events to enjoy this month, compiled by Ben Hoare.

HEADY AROMA

There’s growing awareness of the vital

pollinating role played by Britain and

Ireland’s 275 species of solitary bee, and

one of the first to emerge in spring is

this furry, fiery-coloured creature. It flies

from late March to June, coinciding with

the peak period for blossom, on which it

feeds. As its name suggests, the female

excavates her nest in the ground – look

for miniature ‘volcanoes’ of loose soil at

the burrow entrance, often in dry grass,

earth banks or flowerbeds.

GET INVOLVED Take the ‘Pollinator Pledge’

at www.buglife.org.uk/buzzing-projects

BLOSSOM BEE

POND DRAGONS

Newts usually wait until after the mating

frenzy of frogs and toads has died down

before heading to ponds to breed. The

smooth, or common, newt is the most

abundant of Britain’s three native species,

and in spring the male develops an orange

belly and wavy crest along his back, bringing

to mind a tiny aquatic dragon or stegosaur.

In this finery, it’s easy to mistake him for the

scarcer great crested newt, but that species

is darker, wartier and considerably smaller.

GET INVOLVED For advice on creating newt-

friendly ponds, go to www.froglife.org

Q SMOOTH NEWT
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Q THREE OF A KIND

THE COLOUR

PURPLE

Waysides, hedgebanks 
and woodland clearings 

are ablaze with 
wildflowers this month, 

and we’ve pictured 
three similar-hued 

species to look for. All 
are widespread and 

common, though sweet 
violet is absent from 
northern Scotland.

WILD SPRING
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IMPERIAL MAJESTY

Q EMPEROR MOTH

Everyone should make an efort

to see the lapwing’s tumbling

courtship, with its barrel rolls and

abrupt, almost convulsive, changes

of direction. A male will tack back and

forth over his territory, while belting out

the ‘pee-wit’ call that gives the species

its alternative name. Often his mate

joins him to perform an enthralling sky

dance. Lapwings breed in damp pasture

and uplands, but pesticide use and the

decline of mixed farming precipitated

steep declines in the breeding population

of this once-plentiful wader. Nowadays

its strongholds include northern England

and Scotland; the spectacle of a lapwing

displaying over lowland farmland is, sadly,

a rare privilege in the south.

GET INVOLVED  Help survey lapwings and 

other waders this spring: www.bto.org/bweuf

PIED PIPERS

Q LAPWING

Sweet violet
VIOLA ODORATA

Flowers usually purple, but also

white or lilac. Similar to common

dog-violet, which lacks its fragrant

perfume and has smooth (not

hairy) leaves and stalks.

Bugle
AJUGA REPTANS

Bluish-purple flowers in upright

leafy spikes; spreads by runners,

forming patches in grassy

areas. Nectar is much loved by

bumblebees and butterflies.

Q BITTERN

This streaky, stealthy reedbed heron

was once known as the ‘fenland tiger’,

while ‘bog bumper’ is one of many old

names alluding to its foghorn voice.

Males sing, or boom, from deep within

reeds in spring: the ultra-low-frequency

sound is like someone blowing over an

empty bottle. To hear the performance,

head out at first light on a calm day,

when the sound is said to travel up to

5km. Bitterns are surveyed by counting

these ‘boomers’ – as recently as

1997 there were just 11 in Britain, but

reedbed-creation schemes boosted

the total to more than 150 by 2015.

FIND OUT MORE For tips on finding

bitterns go to www.wildlifetrusts/

top-UK-wildlife-experiences

m TWEET OF THE DAY

http://bbc.in/1hbnkzN

Who said moths are dull? The emperor, on the wing

in April and May, is one of our most impressive, with

exquisite patterning that’s a match for the similarly

sized small tortoiseshell butterfly.The male (below)

has orange hindwings and huge antennae, and

both sexes are adorned with four‘eye’spots that

confuse would-be predators. Males fly by day over

heaths, commons and hedgerows, as they seek

roosting females, which fly only at night.

FIND OUT MORE Learn more at www.ukmoths.org.uk

Ground-ivy
GLECHOMA HEDERACEA

Purple flowers look superficially

like bugle, but are on low,

creeping stems up to 1m long.

Leaves are also rounder and

hairier, with a pungent smell.

BOOM TIME
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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

WALKING

Take a stand for elephants nd make a ethical travel choiceTake a stand for elephants and make an ethical travel choice,  
wit l f R

R
ickshaw Travel are a passionate bunch. 

As well as offering trips across Asia that 

come with a meaningful twist, when 

you travel the Rickshaw way you’ll find 

yourself immersed in the local way of life and 

experiencing wildlife responsibly. 

And on that note, isn’t it time to talk about 

the elephant in the room? Despite the sad 

truth behind elephant riding in Asia, where 

cruel practices are often used to break the 

animals’ spirit, it remains a popular activity 

amongst travellers. Rickshaw want to change 

that, and invite you to join the movement.

With a dedicated team of Meaningful Travel

Warriors focused solely on sustainability,

Rickshaw has made it its mission to stand up

for elephants by replacing all elephant riding

excursions with ethical experiences – a worthy

goal as we approach Save The Elephant Day,

on 16 April.

Warrior, Hannah explains:“We’ve carefully

chosen a handful of ethical experiences which

have elephant welfare at their heart;

promoting a natural environment and  

helping local communities along the way.”  

Try these three ethical elephant adventures 

and help create a better world for these gentle 

giants by putting a stop to elephant riding.   

Thailand 
Visit the Elephant Nature Park in Chiang Mai 

– an elephant rehabilitation centre funded by 

Save Elephant Foundation, a local project 

supported by Rickshaw. See the residents of  

the park roam as a herd, learn about how to 

contribute to their ethical treatment and

even prepare them a tasty lunch.

Sri Lanka
If there’s one thing you’re sure to see in Sri

Lanka, it’s elephants. Meet them responsibly

during Rickshaw’s trip to Yala National Park

by visiting the Elephant Transit Home, a centre

set up to care for injured and orphaned babies.

Watch from a respectful distance before

spotting wild elephants on a jeep safari and

drifting to sleep in a tent in the heart  

of the park. 

Sumatra  
Sumatra is home to an array of wildlife and 

adventure possibilities. Head deep into the 

jungles of Tangkahan to treat the elephants  

to a wash in the river, surrounded by nature 

and a chorus of exotic birdlife. What’s more, 

this experience benefits the local community 

by supporting a grassroots project which  

hires and trains ex-loggers to be guides.

For more information and to book, head to rickshawtravel.co.uk 

Email: hello@rickshawtravel.co.uk Tel: 01273934822

Rickshaw recommends...
Journey From Ancient Ruins to

Swaying Palms 16 days / 15 nights

Routing: Bangkok – Sukothai –
Chiang Mai – Golden Triangle –
Thai homestay – Khanom - Bangkok 

Includes: accommodation,
breakfast, all excursions and
local transport

Best time to travel: Nov - Apr
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GARDENWATCH

NATURE
TABLE
Uncovering the science of seasonal treasures.

AMY-JANE BEER’S

Woodpigeons are among the
most unfairly overlooked
British birds. ‘Woodies’ are
doing well in this country, due
largely to recent population
increases in urban areas
– in most cities they now
outnumber feral pigeons, or
rock doves. They also benefit
from having relatively few
natural predators. Peregrine 
falcons and goshawks are
the only birds of prey likely
to target them routinely –
when they do the result is
a conspicuous explosion of 
feathers on the ground.

The woodpigeon’s famously
stout appearance and ‘waddly’ 
deportment are largely down
to its plumage, which weighs
much more than the bird’s
entire skeleton. But the burden 

is more than justified inn terms
of performance, with thhe broad,
vaned outer feathers seerving
the requirements of flight,
waterproofing and dispplay, and
the downy underlayer pproviding
exceptional insulation both on
the body and in the nest.

Feathers are by far the
most diverse, complex and  
multifunctional form of body
covering for vertebrates. They
are made of beta-keratin, the  
same protein found in beaks
and claws. This is closely
related to the alpha-keratin  

Leaving a few ‘weeds’ can turn

your garden into a nursery for

tiger moth caterpillars.

Garden tigers overwinter as small

caterpillars bristling with tufts of

short hairs, or setae.About one

in five will survive the

cold to begin feeding

up in spring on

nettles, docks

and a variety of

other common

‘weeds’.The

caterpillars grow

rapidly, and moult

to full ‘woolly bear’

glory in late May.The 

setae, which can irritate human

skin, are shed for the last time

as each larva prepares for its

final dramatic metamorphosis,

and then used to reinforce the

delicate silky walls of the cocoon

from which the equally

spectacular adult

moth will emerge

in July or August.

Unfortunately 

the species is

struggling in

the UK, and has

declined by 92

per cent over the 

past 40 years.

Q THE SCIENCE OF NATURE

15 WOODPIGEON 

DOWN FEATHER

CUCKOO-PINT FLOWERS
ENERATE HEAT TOT
ELP SPREAD THEIR
ECAL STINK.

The bizarre flowers of cuckoo-

pint (also known as lords and

ladies) attract tiny pollinating

flies by releasing volatile organic

compounds, including ammonia

and the imaginatively named

putrescine.The flower then

generates heat, a process called

thermogenesis, to help vaporise

the stinky cocktail and send 

it wafting on its way.

`
THE PLUMAGE 

WEIGHS MUCH 

MORE THAN THE 

BIRD’S ENTIRE 

SKELETON”

of mammalian hair and horn,
but tougher weight for weight. 
This extra performance is
important because for birds,
every gram saved helps to reduce
the vast energetic cost of flight.

Each feather comprises a
central stem called the rachis,

with side branches
(barbs) and sub-
branches (barbules).
In vaned feathers,
the barbules interlock
by means of tiny
barbicels, but these
are absent on down
feathers. So instead
of aligning neatly, the 

barbs fluff out in all directions,
creating a matrix in which air
movements, and particularly
the convection currents that
carry heat away from a warm 
body, are restricted.

You can easily test this for
yourself by heaping a few down 
feathers on your fingertip.
Within seconds you’ll feel the
temperature rise as the heat
radiating from your skin is
trapped. It’s no wonder that
we use down in cold-weather
clothing and bedding.
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KNOW?

AMY-JANE BEER is a naturalist. Her
new book of fun facts Cool Nature is 
out now (Pavilion, £9.99).

An explosion of woodpigeon
down feathers on the ground
may be a raptor kill.

HEL
FAE

Look for 
it in April  
and May.
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WILD EVENTS

WHERE

Haverfordwest,
Pembrokeshire, SA62

WARDEN

Birgitta Büche

WHY YOU SHOULD VISIT

Spring on this Wildlife Trusts
island is a magical time of
year because thousands of
seabirds are coming back to
their breeding sites, including
fulmars, guillemots, razorbills,
kittiwakes and puffins (right).

WHAT YOU CAN SEE

Visit to marvel at carpets of
beautiful bluebells covering
the island, and flowering
scurvy grass and sea campion
adorning the cliffs. During low
tide up to 300 grey seals can

be seen basking in the sun on
Skomer’s beaches.

TOPWILDLIFE SPOT

My favourite walk in spring takes
me from Old Farm to Bull Hole
via the Garland Stone. During
the walk I look out for migrant
birds, such as golden orioles,
nightingales and cuckoos.

JOIN ITS EVENT

Find out how to use your digital
camera to capture Skomer’s
rich wildlife at a workshop on
10 May: http://bit.ly/1To5oKr.

HOW TO VOLUNTEER

Every week six volunteers help us
to run Skomer. Visit http://bit.ly/
1OsDiGi for information.
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NATURE
RESERVE
SPOTLIGHT

SKOMER
ISLAND

Naturalist and wildlife film-maker 

Dan Eatherley will be talking 

about celebrated herpetologist 

Raymond Ditmars and his quest 

for a bushmaster – the largest 

viper in the world. Ditmars was 

the first curator of New York’s 

Bronx Zoo. His fascinating life 

inspired Dan to write a book 

about his colourful career, and 

to try to find a wild bushmaster 

himself on Trinidad. “Ditmars 

wasn’t blind to the devastating 

efects of snake bites, and was 

instrumental in the development 

and distribution of anti-venom 

across the USA and beyond,”  

says Dan. Tickets are free though 

a donation to the museum of £3 

is encouraged.  

Find out more at www.dorsetcounty 

museum.org. Dan is speaking at 

several venues this spring – visit 

www.daneatherley.com/events

REINCARNATED
RUBBISH
Animals including a sabretooth

tiger are recreated using recycled

materials by artist Val Hunt in this

free exhibition at Shire Hall Gallery,

Staford. The exhibition moves to

Bangor Art Gallery in July.

http://bit.ly/1p4ar6P

BRISTOL BIOBLITZ
Bristol BioBlitz aims to record as

many diferent species as possible

in 24 hours. Visit Hollywood Estate,

the home of The Wild Place Project,

to join a wildlife survey team, go on

a guided walk or see what has been

discovered at base camp.

www.festivalofnature.org.uk

BEES (AND THE ODD
WASP) IN MY BONNET
Artist Kurt Jackson highlights the 

importance of bees at the Oxford 

University Museum of Natural 

History this month, in a free 

exhibition that includes research 

into the hazards facing pollinators.  

www.oum.ox.ac.uk

HEDGEHOG
AWARENESS WEEK
Simply creating a 13x13cm gap at

the bottom of fences and walls will

let these beloved mammals access

more gardens, and increase their

chances of feeding and breeding.

Find out other ways you can help

by visiting the website below.

www.britishhedgehogs.org.uk

EVE
NT

CHO
ICE

WHAT Hunting the 

Snake Hunter 

WHEN 7pm, 28 April  

WHERE Dorset 

County Museum

Brightly beaked puins 
return to Skomer Island 
in spring to breed.

SPRING WILDLIFE EVENTS
SPEAKERS’
CORNER
DAN EATHERLEY `
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Until Sept

1-7 
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a gorgeous
snow leopard toy

an adoption pack regular updates
from the field

from just

£3 a
month

=+ +

I would like to give £3 £5 £7 01£

My choice £  each month (min. £3)

Title:_________ Initial:_________ Surname: ___________________________________

Address:________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________ Postcode: _____________________

Tel no: ____________________________________ Date of birth: ___________________

DIRECT DEBIT – WWF-UK

Instruction to your Bank or Building Society to pay Direct Debits. 

Service User Number 9 9 1 4 7 3

1. Name and full postal address of your Bank or Building Society Branch

To the manager of:_______________________________________ Bank or Building Society

Address:_______________________________________________________________

___________________________________________ Postcode: ___________________

2. Name(s) of account holder(s)

3. Branch sort code - -

4. Bank or Building Society account number  

6. Instructions to your Bank or Building Society
Please payWWF UK Direct Debits from the account detailed on the instruction subject to the safeguards
assured by the Direct Debit guarantee. I understand that this instruction may remain withWWF UK and, if so,
details will be passed electronically to my Bank/Building Society. Banks and Building Societies may not accept 
Direct Debit Instruction for some types of account.

Signature(s):                Date:

 

Please indicate how much you would like to give each month

Purchaser details

Gift recipient details (if applicable)

Tick this box if your adoption is a gift, then complete the details of the recipient below

Title:_________ Initial:_________ Surname: ___________________________________

Address:________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________ Postcode: _____________________

Gift recipient’s date of birth: ______________________

Would you like us to send the adoption pack directly to the recipient? Yes No

5. WWF-UK Reference Number (Office use only)

Email:* _________________________________________________________________

*Please supply if you would like to receive emails from WWF (you can unsubscribe at any time)

Yes, I would like to adopt a snow leopard today

Your money will support our work to help save the snow leopard  
as well as other vital conservation projects.

We’d like to keep you up to date with our projects and activities by post and telephone. If you’d prefer not to
receive information in this way you can email us at supportercare@wwf.org.uk or call us on 01483 426333.

Adopt a snow leopard today by filling in the form

below, visiting wwfsnowleopard.com
or calling 0845 200 2392

APU001018

Snow leopards have survived in the Himalayas

for thousands of years. But right now, there are

as few as 300 left in Nepal. The harsh reality is

that they’re being slaughtered by poachers for

their bones and precious fur – and they urgently

need your help if they are to live on.

By adopting a snow leopard today, you’ll help protect this
endangered big cat for future generations.

Your present. Their future.
For as little as £3 a month, you or your loved
one will receive an adoption pack, an adorable
cuddly toy and regular updates from people on the ground
working tirelessly to help save the beautiful snow leopard.

What’s more, you’ll have the satisfaction of knowing you’re
helping us to train and equip courageous anti-poaching
rangers. And you’ll discover what it takes – and how it 
feels – to help save a species.

ADOPT HIM TODAY.
OR LOSE HIM FOREVER.
Will you help the snow leopard claw its
way back from the brink?

ADOPTIONADOPTION

Freepost RTSK-ZCLS-EEUZ, WWF-UK, York House, Wetherby Road, Long Marston, York, YO26 7NH
WWF UK, charity registered in England number 1081247 and in Scotland number SC039593 and a company limited by guarantee, registered in England number 4016725.
Panda symbol © 1986. WWF World Wide Fund for Nature (formerly World Wildlife Fund) ® WWF registered trademark. VAT number 733 761821.
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SOURCES Current Biology
LINKS http://bit.ly/1M6wUF6

RIESDISCOVER
gdom.The latest in scientific research from all over the animal king

ARASITISM

A
parasite has been
found to manipulate
the behaviour of its

chimpanzee hosts, making them
morbidly attracted to the odour
of their only natural predator.

Toxoplasma gondii is a
tiny single-celled cat parasite
that also infects a range of
other mammals and birds as
intermediate hosts, forming
cysts in their brains and other
organs. These hosts must be
eaten by a feline if the parasite
is to complete its life-cycle.

There is good evidence
that the parasite aids its own
transmission to cats by modifying
the behaviour of its intermediate

hosts so that they are
more likely to be killed
by felines. Rodents, for
example, take more
risks and lose their
aversion to cat urine.

It’s far from clear,
though, whether such
changes are really the
work of the parasite or
down to impaired judgment – a
side effect of having cysts in one’s
brain. The new research bolsters
the case for the former.

Scientists working in Gabon
found that infected chimpanzees
are attracted to the urine of
leopards. Crucially, however, this
fatal attraction did not extend to

the urine of lions or
tigers, neither of which
prey on the apes.

“This suggests that
it could be real parasite
manipulation,” said
the leader of the
research Clémence
Poirotte, of France’s
Centre d’Écologie

Fonctionnelle et Évolutive.
Humans can contract

toxoplasmosis, too – those
who are infected suffer from
concentration problems and slow
reaction times. Intriguingly, there
is some evidence that they are
attracted to the urine of domestic
cats, even though these particular

felines don’t eat humans.
“The behavioural changes

reported in humans are generally
assumed to be side effects of
a manipulation that evolved in
appropriate hosts, like rodents, to
increase parasite transmission to
cats,” Poirotte told BBC Wildlife.

“It is possible that the parasite
acquired the ability to manipulate
our ancestors when they were
predated by big cats, and that
such an olfactory modification
in infected humans nowadays
is an ancestral legacy of this 
evolutionary past.”

A FATAL ATTRACTION TO FELINES

DID YOU KNOW?

QUp to 40 per cent

of adults in the UK are

thought to be infected

with toxoplasmosis.

The impact on their

reactions means that

they are 2.65 times as

likely to be involved in

a traic accident.

EVIDENCE SUGGESTS THAT A PARASITE ENCOURAGES CHIMPANZEES INTO ENCOUNTERS WITH LEOPARDS.

Written by
STUART 

BLACKMAN
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A western chimpanzee in 
Senegal. A cat parasite 

can exploit the behaviour 
of infected chimps to 

complete its life-cycle.
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SOURCE ZooKeys LINK http://bit.ly/1L

SOURCE Biophysical Society

Q BIRDS

PROTEIN POWER
The teeth that inflict the

circular scars that decorate

many a sperm whale’s face

are built from proteins that

rival the strongest materials

known, new research shows.

The sucker ring teeth of

squid and other cephalopods

are made of proteins called

suckerins. Akshita Kumar

of Singapore’s Nanyang

Technological University said

that these have “a unique

combination of mechanical

and biophysical properties

that appear to make them

superior to other synthetic

or natural polymers”.

Chemically, the material

is rather like spider silk, and

has comparable strength and

flexibility. But it holds several

advantages. Suckerins can be

moulded when heated, unlike

silk. Also they are smaller and

simpler than silk proteins,

which should make them

easier to synthesise with low-

temperature “green chemistry

methods,” said Kumar.

The team is now exploring

how this biomaterial might be

used in biomedical equipment

and structural e

Researchers 
have shed new 

light on dodo 
intelligence.

SOURCE Zoological Journal
of the Linnean Society
LINK http://bit.ly/1UmOyvc

A male Johnny
Cash tarantula –

females are
mostly brown.

WHAT IS IT? Aphonopelma johnnycashi is one of

14 species of tarantula recently described from 

the southern USA. It is named after the country-

music legend Johnny Cash, whose sartorial 

style earned him the sobriquet ‘the Man in 

Black’ which tallies with the appearance  

of the males of the species.

WHERE IS IT? The spider lives in  

silk-lined burrows in the western foothills of California’s  

Sierra Nevada mountains. Its range happens to encompass 

the jail that was featured in Cash’s song Folsom Prison Blues.
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DEAD

DOD
Dodos may have been cleverer
than we thought. CT scans of
the brain casees of a dodo and
its close relatiive the Rodrigues
solitaire, whicch is also extinct,
reveal that – rrelative to their
large bodies –– their brains were
on a par with other members 
of the pigeon family.

“I would immagine that their
extinction hadd more to do with
them being thhree-foot [0.9m]
flightless birdds, trapped on a
small island h y g yhunted by hungry
sailors, than any measure of
intelligence or learning,” said
Eugenia Gold of the American
Museum of Natural History,
who led the study.

The scans also identified
unusually large olfactory
bulbs – the region of the brain
that processes smell. “Flight
navigation relies on visually
inspecting the upcoming
environment. This could
override the expansion of the
olfactory bulbs and keep them
small,” said Gold. “However, 
since the dodo and solitaire
could not fly, the  
birds’ brains
may have
emphasised
smell instead.”

NEW SPEECIES
SPOTLIGHT

T H E  J O H N N Y CAS H  TA R A N T U L A

FLAGSHIP SPECIES
Conservationists often

focus on large, charismatic

species such as tigers, bald

eagles, pandas, wolves and

elephants in order to attract

both funding and attention.

This risks neglecting less

charismatic, perhaps rarer

species, but many such

flagship species double as

umbrella species – their

protection benefits other

species in their habitat. A

survey conducted last year,s d t d l t

for example, found that

Chinese forests protected

for giant pandas hosted

high concentrations of

other threatened mammals,

amphibians and birds.

The teeth of the 
longfin inshore 
squid are built 

from incredibly 
tough proteins.

Q CEPHALOPODS
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THE WISDOM OF CROWS

Q BIRDS

An ingenious experiment
performed on ravens suggests
that these clever birds are capable
of understanding the state of
mind of other individuals.

The question of whether non-
human animals have a so-called
‘Theory of Mind’ is an age-old
biological and philosophical
problem. For instance there
is good evidence that some
primates and corvids will guard
a cache of food if they know
that a rival saw them hide it.

However, it has proved tricky

to eliminate the possibility that
animals are simply responding
to the direction of others’ gaze,
rather than understanding what
the potential rival can see – or,
indeed, that other individuals
are able to see at all.

The new research involved
training ravens to watch
through a peephole while other
ravens hid food. The observing
birds were then savvy to the
idea that rivals might also be
able to watch them through
the peephole. This meant that

when it was the observers’ turn
to hide food, they would guard
their cache if they could hear
ravens on the other side of the
peephole – even though they
could not see where, or if, they
were looking; and what’s more,
they would only do this when
the peephole was open.

The scientists argue that this
requires a basic understanding of
what others can and cannot see.

SOURCES Nature Communications
LINKS http://bit.ly/1Px6pNJ

Ravens already
have a reputation

for intelligence, but
may be even cleverer

than we thought.

WILDLIFE
UPDATES

The sea butterfly Limacina helicina has more in

common with insects than just its name. The

planktonic mollusc swims rather like flies fly.

“Using appendages as wings to generate

circulation and lift is actually fairly common in

aquatic species,” said David Murphy, who led the 

research at the Georgia Institute of Technology. 

“But it occurs among larger species, like fish using 

their pectoral fins as wings, or turtles using their 

front flippers.” At smaller scales, sea water is just 

too viscous for animals to ‘fly’ through. “Most of 

the small guys use their appendages as paddles.”

The sea butterfly is a rare exception, flapping 

its fleshy ‘wings’ in a figure-of-eight motion 

characteristic of flies, which as a result work like 

aerofoils rather than paddles. It also uses the fly-

like technique of clapping its wings together at the 

top of each stroke and pulling them apart to create 

low-pressure vortices that generate extra lift.

Q MOLLUSCS
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SOURCE Jnl of Experimental Biology LINK http://bit.ly/1TvrATi

A sea butterfly 
takes flight 

underwater.

WILD NEWS

THE MOLLUSC 
THAT ‘FLIES’ 
LIKE A INSECT

NEW LIFE BELOW

arkable plantA rema

has been ddescribedh b

from the islland of

Yakushima in

The Journall

of Japanese

Botany.The

species Sciapphila

yakushimenssis

is almost entirely

subterraneann,

stealing energgy and

nutrients fromm fungi. Only its

flowers and fruuit emerge

above ground.

RARE BRITISH SPIDER 

CAUGHT ON CAMERA

One of our rarest and most

elusive creatures has been

photographed alive for the

first time.The horrid ground

weaver, an endemic British

spider 2.5mm long, is

known from just a few

sites in Plymouth. In

2015 its presence

halted a housing

development

in the city.

SPACE SURVIVAL

Antarctic fungi can survive

for at least 18 months in

Mars-like conditions created

aboard the International

Space Station.The journal

Astrobiology reports thaty

60 per cent of cells survived

the low pressure, lack of

and high radiation,oxygen

me were even able toand som

enerate new coloniesge

nce be back on Earth.on

IBERIAN GRASS SNAKE 

IS A NEW SPECIES

The Iberian grass snake,

previously considered a

subspecies, is found in

Spain, Portugal, southern

France and North Africa, and

is less dependent on water

than its familiar cousin.The

Biological Journal of the

Linnean Society reports thaty

the snake can be recognised

by its orange iris.
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F
ighting for Birds. Not
Doing a Little Bit for
Birds or Trying Quite
Hard Sometimes for
Birds, but actually

fighting. I like ‘fighting’ and 
I like people who ‘fight’.

I don’t mean fisticuffs, of 
course, but people standing 
up for their beliefs with little 
concern for the odds. I like 
people who have the courage 
of their convictions and who 
want to make the world a 
better place, for birds, other 
animals or us. I don’t like 
fence-sitters – and nor does 
Mark Avery.

As it happens, Mark’s PhD 
was not on birds, but on the 
winter behaviour of pipistrelle 
bats. Later, he was lucky 
enough to study bee-eaters in 
sunny France, before joining 
the RSPB. He ended up as its 
head of conservation – a job 
he held for years – and, as his 
2012 book Fighting for Birds 
tells us, was quite busy. This 
is worth a read because it’s an 
eye-opener into the world of 
contemporary conservation: 
you’ll learn how it works, and 
how, sometimes, it doesn’t.

I was lucky – Mark gave 
me an early copy before 
the publisher’s lawyers got 
hold of it. A few things were 
judiciously removed, but the 
alterations were made pretty 
cleverly so you can still read 
between the lines and figure 
out the truth. Clearly Mark 
was never slacking in his 
RSPB days, though at times 
he understandably had to 
keep his gloves on. But he left 
the RSPB in 2011, and now 
he’s a full-time ‘bare knuckle’ 
conservationist. How I wish 
there were more like him.

We spoke… no, actually, we 
ranted on the phone the other 
day about the continued use of 
lead shot in the UK. You see, 
there’s no ambiguity about it: 
lead is poisonous! Everyone 
knows that now, and it’s why 
lead is no longer allowed in 
petrol, paint or piping. But it is M
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Mark Avery 

A tireless campaigner and prolific blogger, Mark debates 
some of the UK’s thorniest conservation issues.

You can read all his essays 
on his website – and may I 
suggest you do, as they offer a 
great deal of information and 
many home truths that would 
otherwise likely pass you by. 
Read the comments that his 
readers add too, though; it’s 
worth trying to understand 
both sides of any debate.

And let’s be clear: Mark 
never shies away from any 
argument. He has been at 
the vanguard of hen harrier 
conservation for some time, 
doggedly drawing attention 
to the species’ diminishing 
numbers and its continued 
illegal persecution.

Of course, Mark likes his 
birds – his favourites are 
the hen harrier and roseate 
tern. Both are rarer than they 
should be in the UK, with (at 
the last count) 662 and 112 
breeding pairs respectively. 
Numbers of this lovely tern 
are actually increasing due to 
the RSPB’s intensive work on 
Coquet Island, but the hen 
harrier still struggles.

Numbers, statistics, charts 
trends… they matter to Mark. 
Because, when it comes to 
campaigning, he likes hard 
facts most of all. This is his 
strength – he is a scientist at 
heart, who bases his opinions 
and resulting arguments on 
real evidence not emotional 

y other agenda. 
ism, combined 

determination 
asoning, is 
n contemporary 
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teadily growing 
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o ask for change 
who are 
red to fight  
wildlife. 

allowed in shotgun cartridges, 
and in some angling weights, 
so lead can legally end up 
scattered over the landscape. 
Research published in 2015 
estimated that up to 100,000 
wildfowl die each year in the
UK due to lead poisoning
from spen
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Chris with Mark – 
a great advocate 
for British wildlife.



Born Free
Fifty years after the film of George and Joy Adamson’s lives became  

a global hit, the president of the Born Free Foundation visited vital lion 
conservation projects in Kenya. Joanna Eede accompanied him.



A lioness hunts at 
sunset in Kenya’s 

Maasai Mara – female 
lions do the majority 

of the hunting.

Joy Adamson’s 
book about Elsa 
was published in 
1960, and was a 
bestseller even 
before the film 
was released  
six years later.W

ill Travers was only five years old 
when his parents, the actors Bill 
Travers and Virginia McKenna, 
stayed in an old settlers’ house at the 
foot of Mount Kenya while filming 
the classic film Born Free (1966).  
But Will and his siblings weren’t 
allowed anywhere near the film set,

he explains now, over the engine drone of a Twin Otter.  
I have joined him to fly from Nairobi 
to Meru National Park in northern 
Kenya, where the action portrayed  
in Born Free took place.

“Kids and lions don’t mix,”
Will continues. “The behaviour of
children is just too volatile. We could
have triggered unwanted responses 
in the lions being filmed.” So Will
and his siblings spent 10 months 
studying safari ants and learning how
to ride horses (and the occasional 

boran cow). “I remember the venomous snakes in the 
loos,” he smiles fondly. “And I spent hours sitting under 
a fig tree, fishing in the river.”

BACK TO THE BEGINNING

Meru National Park has been closely associated with 
lions since game warden George Adamson and his artist 
wife Joy raised an orphaned lioness cub called Elsa to

adulthood, and successfully released her back
nto the wild. Joy wrote about their intense love
for Elsa in her book Born Free, which was made
nto an Oscar-winning film.

To mark the film’s 50th anniversary, Will –
now president of the Born Free Foundation,
he wildlife conservation and animal-welfare
organisation – is en route to Meru to visit some
exciting new projects that aim to protect lions. 
The initiatives could be vital if lions are to survive
in the area – populations are under real pressure.

The impact of Born Free on conservation,
and attitudes to wildlife generally, is hard to 
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ELSATHE LIONESS

Joy and George Adamson raised Elsa to maturity

after she was orphaned as a tiny cub in 1956, 

when George shot her mother when she charged. 

For the first few years of her life, she and her two 

sisters lived with the Adamsons at their game 

warden’s house in northern Kenya.

After her sisters were sent to Rotterdam Zoo, the 

Netherlands, Elsa joined Joy and George on safari, 

travelling across the dry lakebed of the Chalbi 

Desert to the volcanic slopes of the Marsabit 

Mountains and to Kenya’s coast. Joy referred to 

Elsa as “a clumsy little velvet bag” with “perfect 

manners”; the lioness’ paws became damp when 

she was nervous, and when fully grown she still 

fell asleep with Joy’s thumb in her mouth. This 

intimacy continued until the end: Elsa died of  

tick fever in 1961, her head in George’s lap.

Joy scratches Elsa’s 

face. The Adamsons 

adopted Elsa when she 

was only four days old.

A lioness and her cub 
at dawn in Serengeti 
National Park, Tanzania 
– the country supports 
two of the world’s largest 
surviving lion populations.
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work today, naming all our local lions according to their
personalities and traits.” The Adamsons’ attitude towards
lions, unusual for the time, was born of what renowned
biologist Julian Huxley referred to as a “passionate patience
and an understanding love”. To them, lions were simply
individual creatures that responded to human kindness.

“Working on the film introduced us to the concept of
seeing each lion as unique, with its own distinct character,”
agrees Virginia McKenna, who co-founded the Born Free
Foundation with her husband. “Bill and I learned so
much from George Adamson’s deep understanding of 
wild animals, and it allowed us also to respond to them 
individually like he did.”

Now the Born Free Foundation has declared 2016 the
‘Year of the Lion’ to highlight the rapidly growing threats
to African lions. “All too often, we send out the message 
to our children that wild animals are disposable,” Virginia
says. “The very opposite has to be true. We need to teach 
the next generation to care for wildlife.”

The media furore surrounding the killing of Cecil the lion 
by a trophy hunter in Zimbabwe in 2015 alerted the public

Top: Will Travers
examines lion
spoor in Meru
NP with Geofrey
Bundotich and
Shadrach Kimeu
of the Kenya
Wildlife Service.
Above: a lioness
carries a gazelle 
in the Mara.

overstate. “For many people it was… an inspiration,” says
Adrian House, author of The Great Safari, a biography of
the Adamsons (William Morrow, 1993). “They suddenly
felt how important it was to bridge the widening gap
between man and the natural world.”

Shivani Bhalla, an award-winning scientist who runs
Kenya’s grass-roots lion conservation organisation Ewaso
Lions, says that the Born Free story informed her whole
career. “I really believe that Elsa lives in all of us – in
every conservationist who works to protect lions and
other species,” she tells me.

“Elsa was significant
because she represented
one of the first times 
– or maybe the very
first time – that a lion
had been given a name 
and was regarded as 
an individual,” Shivani
adds. “We follow this
philosophy in our 

“ ELSA REPRESENTED ONE  

OF THE FIRST TIMES THAT  

A LION HAD BEEN GIVEN A 

NAME AND WAS REGARDED 

AS AN INDIVIDUAL.”
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to the catastrophic decline in 
Africa’s lions, but numbers 
have been in freefall for 
years. In 1966, there were 
about 200,000 in Africa; 
today, there may be fewer 
than 20,000. Estimates 
vary wildly – one in 2014 
suggested that the Kenyan 
population, a key stronghold, 
could be just 2,000.

But there are still places that offer hope, such as the 
800km2 Meru National Park, one of Kenya’s oldest parks 
and part of the wider Meru Conservation Area which lies in 
the eastern shadow of Mount Kenya. This is lion country, 
a vast complex of protected areas that include the Bisanadi 
and Mwingi National Reserves, and Kora National Park.

Meru was severely affected by rampant poaching during 
the 1970s and 80s, but the Kenya Wildlife Service helped 
to bring lawlessness under control, and today the park is 
recognised as having greater biodiversity than any other in 
East Africa. As we drive to pay our respects at Elsa’s grave, 
the landscape is wild, lush and deep green from the longest 
rains the area has known in a decade. We cross mountain-
fed rivers and clear streams lined with black-barked doum 
palms, where freshwater turtles sunbathe on smooth rocks.

Elsa’s grave lies in a shady glade on the bank of the 
River Ura, close to the Adamsons’ former campsite in the 
south-east corner of the park. A couple of metres away is 
a fig tree under which Joy used to paint, while Elsa draped 
herself along its boughs. Stretching into the distance on the 
opposite bank is a vast field of sorghum – the park remains a 

wilderness, yet human encroachment is evident everywhere.
“The causes of lion depletion are many and complex, 

but in the end it all comes down to people,” says Will as 
we listen to the sounds of children playing in the river 
downstream. The human population of rural Africa has 
increased exponentially; much lion habitat has been 
lost through the conversion of great tracts of land to 
agriculture, while poaching reduces the availability  
of traditional prey such as gazelles and antelopes.

CONFLICT WITH HUMANS

Hungry lions turn to easy targets such as livestock.  
In retaliation the owners shoot, spear or poison the 
cats that jeopardise their livelihood. “The greatest 
threat to lions is essentially the subdivision of land,” 
Will continues. “Pressure from urbanisation and land 
conversion is immense, so it’s essential to focus on not 
taking every bit of land for humans.”

Many lion experts, 
such as Hans Bauer 
of Oxford University’s 
Wildlife Conservation 
Research Unit (or 
WildCRU), think it 
is a pity that trophy 
hunting gets so much 
attention. “Trophy 
hunting is obviously a 
major ethical issue, but 
biologically it’s less of 
an issue for lions,” he 
explains. “The point is 

After she died  
in 1980, Joy’s 
ashes were buried 
at two sites – 
the grave of her 
beloved cheetah 
Pippa, and Elsa’s.

LION NUMBERS ARE IN 
FREEFALL. IN 1966, THERE 
WERE ABOUT 200,000 IN 
AFRICA; TODAY, THERE MAY 
BE FEWER THAN 20,000.



Born Free changed everything. 

“Elsa the lioness had become an 

ambassador for her kind,” wrote 

zoologist Desmond Morris. “She 

had [also] made people start to 

query the morality of keeping 

animals in captivity.”

Over 20 diferent lions represented 

Elsa and other lions on set, including 

cubs sent from 

Ethiopia by Emperor 

Haile Selassie and 

two that had been 

mascots for the Royal 

Scots Guards in 

Nairobi. The camera 

crew shot scenes 

from the safety of 

a cage, but Virginia 

McKenna and Bill 

Travers refused  

body doubles.

Through working 

closely with George 

Adamson, they were soon walking 

on their own with the lions, playing 

football with them at dawn and 

sharing their lunch. For Virginia and 

Bill, working with lions was to shape 

the rest of their lives; they became 

committed wildlife activists and 

founded the Born Free Foundation.

O Find out more: www.bornfree.org.uk

BORN FREE AND ITS LEGACY
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that we are losing many of the large ecosystems where lions
are apex predators. These wild places are very valuable, and 
intensively managed reserves are a poor substitute.”

In 2015 the Born Free Foundation, in association with
the Kenya Wildlife Service, Land Rover and the local
Meru community, launched a new lion conservation
project called Lion Rover. “If you protect lions, you
protect other wildlife as well,” says WildCRU’s Claudio
Sillero, who is head of conservation at Born Free. He
adds, “Equally importantly, the lions in Meru link other
lion populations to the east, in Tsavo National Park and
near the coast, and to the west, for example at Laikipia.
This helps to maintain genetic connectivity.”

Lion Rover’s first priority is to conduct research into the
number of lions in Meru. “We have to know how many
of the cats there are in order to implement a conservation
plan,” explains Tim Oloo, Born Free’s country manager for
Kenya. “Current estimates vary between 30 and 150 lions
in Meru. Once we have a baseline number, we’ll repeat the 
census in two, four, then six years.”

Will and I join a team surveying an area where lions have
been seen, and through our open-sided Land Rover Will
scans the road for paw prints. There is wildlife everywhere:
helmeted guineafowl scuttle into the undergrowth, a rare
Grévy’s zebra gallops away at the sound of our vehicle
and a huge martial eagle watches us from a baobab tree.

Then the lead tracker raises his hand and jumps down
from his front-mounted ‘spotter seat’ to draw a circle in
the red, sandy earth. We see the unmistakable pads of a
large lion print. The margins are still sharp – the equatorial
wind has not yet blown dust across the edges and filled the
indentations, showing that the tracks are only hours old.

Clockwise from
far left: an African
lion in the Maasai
Mara – Asiatic
lions have shorter,
thinner manes; a
census is revealing
how many lions
live in Meru
National Park;
Born Free’s Victor
Mutumah shows
how a wire snare
traps an animal.

Virginia McKenna fell in 
love with lions during the 
making of Born Free.
Inset: Virginia and Bill 
Travers feed a cub – the 
pair set up the Born Free 
Foundation in 1984.
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“George Adamson used to say that studying the animal
prints he found every morning around his camp was
like reading a newspaper,” Will explains. Sure enough,
our tracker identifies that the spoor belongs to a young
lion, because the pad is still grooved – mature lions leave
smoother prints. “Think of it like a tyre tread,” Will tells
me. “The older the tyre, the smoother the tread.”

Lion Rover’s census also deploys a ‘call-back’ survey
technique. This uses a vehicle-mounted loudspeaker
to broadcast the eerie sounds 
of hyenas at a kill or a buffalo
calf in distress, which lure lions
nearer so that they be counted
and photographed. Data from the
Meru census will be published later 
this year, though early findings
suggest good numbers of lions,
leopards, hyaenas and black-backed
jackals. “The next phase will involve
profiling individual lions and
building up a robust database,” says
Will. “And after that, we’ll think
about collaring some lions.”

Another key element of project
Lion Rover is anti-snaring work.
The traps are used indiscriminately
by people living on the edge of 

FIND OUT MORE

Watch David

Attenborough’s

classic 1961 film about the

Adamsons, Elsa the Lioness: 

http://bbc.in/1UfBLLN

+JOANNA EEDE is a

conservationist, writer and

editor who has a special

interest in Africa. Visit

www.joannaeede.com

for more information.

the park to capture wildlife for bushmeat, and in recent
years this has had a significant impact on the availability
of lion prey. “People think of poachers using guns,” says
Tim Oloo. “But this type of poaching is just as dangerous.” 
Lions themselves are seldom directly targeted but are
inadvertently trapped, injured or killed, so the Born Free
de-snaring scouts spend three days a week meticulously 
combing the bush for wire snares.

A DANGEROUS MISSION

We join the scouts one afternoon on a search through
long grassland. A park ranger carrying an AK-47 assault 
rifle walks beside us. It is essential that we make as
little noise as possible; we are warned not to call out if 
we see a snare. “We’ll clap or whistle to alert you if we
find something,” instructs Newton Simiyu, Born Free’s
assistant field officer. Scouts tend to find snares in bushes
near riverbanks, along boundary fences and across animal
tracks; when each lethal noose is removed, the GPS co-
ordinates are noted. The team has already retrieved over 
1,000 snares since 2015.

The sun is lowering over the western Nyambene Hills,
so we drive in the direction of Mughwango Hill, where a
beautiful tourist lodge, Elsa’s Kopje, has been sculpted into

the granite promontory. We take a diversion down a
barely passable track to ‘George’s Pool’, where George
Adamson used to swim in a hollow high on a crag. It
s quiet but for the sound of clucking hornbills, the oboe-

call of a wood dove and the distant crashing of a lone 
elephant through a thicket of African myrrh.

The bluff affords us extraordinary views over the
volcanic plains to Kora, where George continued his
work with big cats. “The true story of Elsa’s journey
to freedom inspires everything we do,” says Will.
“Africa without lions is simply unimaginable.” 
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O Natural High Safaris (01747 830950, www.natural 

highsafaris.com) organises three-night trips to Meru 

National Park from Nairobi, staying at Elsa’s Kopje  

Lodge, generally as part of a longer safari.

O Exceptional Safaris (01608 638777, www.exceptional-

travel.com), Mahlatini (0289 073 6050, www.mahlatini.

com) and Yellow Zebra Safaris (0203 199 9423, www.

yellowzebrasafaris.com) also visit Meru National Park.

O Lion-watching tours elsewhere in Kenya are organised 

by Africa Travel (0207 843 3500, www.africatravel.com), 

Cox & Kings (0203 797 1524, www.coxandkings.co.uk), 

Expert Africa (0208 232 9777, www.expertafrica.com), 

Naturetrek (01962 733051, www.naturetrek.co.uk), 

Spencer Scott Safaris (01825 714310, www.spencer 

scotttravel.com) and Wildlife Worldwide (01962  

302086, www.wildlifeworldwide.com).

HOW TO VISIT AFRICA’S LIONS
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Above: a lioness
and her ofspring
– Elsa carried her
cubs this way.

Below: George
Adamson, here
aged 70, worked
with lions for
most of his life.
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CELEBRATING

ATTENBOROUGH SPECIAL    

On 8 May, David Attenborough 
turns 90. To mark the occasion, 
we have dedicated this special 
section to him and his incredible 
64-year career as a naturalist 
and broadcaster. In our exclusive 
interview David reveals why he 
loves London, how he feels 
about having a building named 
after him and his hopes for the 
future. We also take a look at 
some of the remarkable animals 
he has brought to our screens.
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B
ritain’s best-loved broadcaster chuckles, as if
he can’t quite believe his luck. “Having fun is
not difficult! It’s one of the few talents I have –
enjoying myself. So it’s obvious why you do this
– you’re having a ball. People say: ‘But you’re so
old. Why are you going on working?’ Because
I’d pay to go on doing what I’m doing!”

Still bright-eyed and floppy-fringed, David
Attenborough is as magnetic a presence in the flesh
as he is on screen. Ever the storyteller, he peppers his
anecdotes with “Crikey!”, “Unbelievable!”, “Amazing!”,
“Wonderful!”, constantly shifting in his chair, arms
whirring, his boyish enthusiasm and sheer zest for
life undimmed. Several times during our two-hour
conversation he is so ebullient he’s practically shouting.

But David can also sometimes appear to be a mass of
contradictions. He is the globetrotter who never learned
to drive, the A-list celebrity without a PR team or agent,
the owner of one of the world’s most bankable, instantly
recognisable voices who steadfastly refuses offers to do
commercials, the trailblazing TV producer who doesn’t
use email and still prefers VHS tapes to DVDs or

downloads, the climate-change campaigner with a sky-
high carbon footprint, the workaholic perfectionist who
insists that, really, he’s just “swanning around”.

And another thing – David adores metropolitan life,
though you could easily picture him holed up in some
idyllic corner of the countryside, much like his naturalist
heroes Gilbert White or Charles Darwin. “I’m a very
urban man,” he says. “London is the most fantastic place
if you’re interested in scholarship, learning, music…
the greatest libraries in the world are here, the greatest
natural-history museum in the world is here. But I have it
both ways. I can also pop off to Borneo for three weeks.”

Yet though he may seem contradictory and a one-off,
David is perfectly adapted to his niche, a bit like other
natural curiosities such as the marine midge, carnivorous
dung beetle and vegetarian vulture – which all actually
exist (no doubt to his delight). And we love him for it.
On the eve of his 90th birthday, he remains one of our
most influential and authoritative public figures, often
described as a ‘national treasure’ or the ‘conscience of the
BBC’ (ever self-effacing, he has no time for such labels).

When I visit him in March, he is preparing for the

ATTENBOROUGH SPECIAL 

FORCE 
OF 
Nature

As the BBC prepares to celebrate his 90th 
birthday, David Attenborough is as busy as 
ever. Ben Hoare meets a man on a mission.

Photos by Tom Gilks
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Modesty aside, it is clear that he is immensely proud 
of the eponymous building, as well as fond of the city 
in which it stands. “Cambridge is where I first saw the 
diversity of the world,” he says. “In biology at school I 
learned there is a crayfish and a dogfish and a cockroach 
and a rabbit, and that was about it. But when I came to 
Cambridge as a student in 1945, my eyes were opened. 
I remember one lecture on amphibians, focusing mostly 
on breeding strategies of frogs. I suddenly went ‘Wow!’ 
The adaptive radiation of frogs was just astounding.”

Is David optimistic about what the new centre can 
achieve, in the face of overwhelming biodiversity loss? 
“Of course. You have to be. It is going to bring together 
all of these people concerned about the natural world… 
the biologists, the conservationists, the charities. Other 
disciplines will be represented too, such as sociologists 
and anthropologists. So it’s going to be a huge melting 
pot. Wonderful things will happen.”

The building’s lower floors will also rehouse the 
University of Cambridge zoology museum. “This is 
one of the really nice things about the project,” David 
enthuses. “It’s also got a historical perspective. Many 
of the museum’s old specimens are of great historical 
importance. Let’s not denigrate taxonomy; taxonomy is 
like learning the alphabet. It’s concerned with definitions. 
You can’t speak English properly unless you’ve got 
definitions, and you can’t do zoology properly unless  
you know all about the structure and relationships of  
the animals you’re discussing.”

At this point David leaps up to show off some of the 
treasures in his own impressive collection, including 
a fossilised serrated tooth from the giant extinct shark 
Megalodon (it fills my palm) and the skeleton of a tiny 
crustacean called Kiwa tyleri, a species of deep-sea yeti 
crab only discovered in 2010. “This is my favourite object 
– it sits on my desk,” he confides. “It was collected from 
a hydrothermal vent at the bottom of the Atlantic near 
South Georgia. No human could ever survive alongside 
this marvellous little thing.”

Warming to his theme, David points out that zoology, 
from Pliny onwards, started as cataloguing species and 
remained that way until the 20th century. “People were 
more interested in finding and classifying new species 
than in observing everyday nature on their doorstep. Even 
in my time as a student, academic zoology was very lab-
bound. The professor of zoology was an expert on animal 
locomotion but he didn’t observe it outside, he’d get 

official opening of the David Attenborough Building in 
Cambridge. First mooted more than two decades ago, this 
campus dedicated to preserving the planet’s biodiversity 
already houses more than 500 academics, experts and 
students. The ground-breaking project has been overseen 
by the Cambridge Conservation Initiative, a collaboration 
between the university and nine leading environmental 
organisations based in the region, forming the largest 
gathering of conservationists anywhere.

SCALING NEW HEIGHTS 
With a showman’s flair, David reveals his idea to mark 
the occasion by using a harness to descend from the top 
of the building’s plant-swathed ‘living wall’. The stunt is 
typically adventurous, as you might expect from someone 
who at the age of 88 climbed into a deep-sea sub for the 
BBC One series Great Barrier Reef. But he confesses: 
“It’s a very funny business, having buildings named after 
you. Sure, it is a great compliment. However, you don’t 
want to sound as if you are somehow responsible for this 
institution’s existence or that you have funded it – you 
can’t take credit for that.”

I’M A VERY URBAN MAN.
LONDON IS THE MOST 
FANTASTIC PLACE IF YOU’RE 
INTERESTED IN SCHOLARSHIP, 
LEARNING, MUSIC…”

David in his 

natural habitat: 

at home in 

Richmond, south-

west London.

“
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an animal and put it on a treadmill in a laboratory. Field 
zoology, or being a naturalist, was until recently quite 
separate from academia.”

Why, I wonder, did an iconic conservation campus 
take so long to happen? Business, medicine, computer 
science, law and so on have long had their shiny faculty 
buildings, so has conservation been treated as second- 
or even third-rate by comparison? David agrees, adding 
that in an age of austerity environmentalists just have 
to shout even louder to make themselves heard. “I see 
environmentalism as something you have to do – it is not 
a mere passing interest. And things are getting worse…”

CLIMATE-CHANGE CHALLENGE 

Over the past decade David has become increasingly 
vocal about environmental crises, so I ask him what is 
the biggest ecological change he’s seen. Quick as a flash, 
he replies: “Human beings. The world population has 
tripled since I started making programmes in the early 
1950s. Tripled! In no time at all… so now wherever you 
go, you see human beings and the consequences of what 
human beings have done. That’s the huge change.”

It’s not just population growth but also ballooning 
consumption, I say, mentioning that I recently visited the 
USA and was stunned by the energy-intensive lifestyle. 
David nods. “The worst thing, if you go to the American 
West – New Mexico or southern California – is that every 
house, every house, has an air-conditioner banging away 
on the roof or sticking out of a window. The energy 
consumption must be phenomenal. You think: ‘Have 
they no idea?’ Worse is sprinklers on artificial lawns. 
Not even irrigating for food, but just for lawns. Aquifers 
are running dry, rivers are drying up… awful!

“It’s why I support the Global Apollo Program,” David 
continues, referring to the campaign to ramp up the 
international response to climate change. “It is called that 
simply as a parallel, to make the point that if people can 
put a man on the moon in 10 years, why shouldn’t they 
be equally determined in developing a way of collecting, 
gathering and storing one five-hundredth of the amount 
of energy that the sun sprays on the Earth every day. 
If you did that, you would deal with the entire power 
requirements of the human race.”

Can we do it? “The situation is unprecedented. In the 

ATTENBOROUGH SPECIAL 

David has 

an extensive 

collection of 

fossils, which, 

he says, are 

fundamental to 

understanding 

natural history.
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nothing attacking or frightening them. The earthworms 
themselves can’t see. So what on Earth is going on?

“Now it’s well-known that there is a gene for 
luminosity, which occurs in various simple invertebrates 
such as plankton, dinoflagellates, jellyfish and 
earthworms, as well as fungi. So it leads you to suppose 
that the gene must have occurred at an early stage in 
evolution. Well, crikey! If that’s so, then maybe creatures 
of the Cambrian Period such as graptolites and trilobites 
were luminous. And you say to yourself: yes, trilobites do 
have those big eyes, don’t they? Maybe the ancient seas 
were glowing. Wow! But where does the light come from?
Possibly it’s a by-product of physiological processes, such 
as waste disposal or something of that sort.”

Perhaps there will be an upsurge of academic interest  
in bioluminescence after the programme is broadcast. “Oh 
I hope so,” says David, and his eyes twinkle. “It just seems 
to me like the most magical thing.” 

entire 200,000-year history of the human race, the whole 
human population has never come together before. We’ve 
always been fighting our own corner. Now we have to say: 
“OK, there is only one way out of this. We are all in the 
same boat.” The problems with creating enough clean 
renewable energy are technical, not fundamental. And 
developed countries have got huge reserve budgets. So 
you need to take a tiny proportion of those, and, like the 
space race, aim to do it within a decade. If we can get a 
man to the moon, I’m sure we can solve these problems.”

FEET ON THE GROUND

Speaking of space exploration… should we be trying to 
colonise other planets? “No, of course not! You mean go 
and make a mess of them too?” Stephen Hawking is an 
advocate. “On what grounds? We don’t know of anywhere 
where human beings can remain like human beings. 
They can remain like bottled specimens, tied up in their 
own mini atmospheres, plodding about, but that’s all.”

You can’t help feeling that if anyone can bang heads 

together to help raise awareness of environmental 
crises, it’s this softly spoken, Tiggerish and soon-to-be-
nonagenarian broadcaster for whom retirement is not an 
option. Certainly, his star appeal and appetite for work 
show no sign of waning. Attenborough and the Giant 
Dinosaur, his riveting documentary about the discovery 
and subsequent reconstruction of an enormous fossilised 
titanosaur skeleton in Patagonia, which aired on BBC 
One in January, was the most-watched natural-history 
programme in Britain for five years.

“I started my career as a producer, and prefer to think 
of myself as a programme-maker and not simply a 
presenter,” he says. “But I’ve been spoiled because of 
Alastair Fothergill and all those other top producers who 
also hire me as a narrator for their epic documentaries.” 
David’s several new projects in progress include a fourth 
run of Natural Curiosities, a series originally made for 
UKTV’s Eden Channel but now co-owned by the BBC, 
and a programme about bioluminescence for BBC Two. 
Planet Earth II is also due to screen this autumn.

“You couldn’t even begin filming bioluminescence  
15 years ago,” he explains, “because the cameras weren’t 
sensitive enough. It’s such a romantic subject though. 
Glow-worms in the British countryside? American woods 
full of fireflies? Amazing! Do you know that there are 
luminous earthworms? They look very like the worms 
you get in the garden, but if you dig a hole to find them, 
they’re glowing. Why? They can’t be seen. There’s 

THE WORLD POPULATION 

HAS TRIPLED SINCE I STARTED 

MAKING PROGRAMMES IN 

THE 1950s IN NO TIME AT ALL… 

THAT’S THE HUGE CHANGE.”

BEN HOARE is the features editor of BBC Wildlife. For more 

exclusive extracts and audio clips from this interview, visit 

www.discoverwildlife.com/attenborough

FIND OUT MORE

● Inspiring 

Attenborough: 

Sir David at 90 

airs on BBC One 

on 8 May.

● Discover more 

about the David 

Attenborough 

Building at www.

conservation.

cam.ac.uk

+

Bioluminescence 

is the latest 

subject to ignite 

David’s infectious 

enthusiasm.

“
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S
ince making his first programme in 1952, 
David Attenborough has taken viewers on 
a journey across the Earth, from the most 
scorching desert to the deepest ocean. He 
has introduced us to animals and plants that 
have never been seen before, and revealed 
behaviour that we never could have imagined. 

He has brought to the world’s attention the creatures 
that are thriving, those that are struggling to survive,  
and others that may never be seen again.

Over the next few pages, we recall some of David’s most 
iconic moments on television, from the moment he found 
himself being invited into a troop of mountain gorillas in 
Rwanda to the huddle of emperor penguins protecting 
their eggs from the full force of the Antarctic blizzards. 

David’s natural history series have always kept abreast 
of science. Over the years, research and discoveries have 
encouraged production teams to explore new territories 
and bring new species and behaviour to the world. 

At the heart of the programmes are rafts of producers, 
camera crews and technical teams, both from the BBC’s 
famous Natural History Unit and independent production 
companies, who travel to some of the most remote 
and inhospitable locations on Earth to capture some 
of television’s most memorable sequences. With each 
series, it seems the technology becomes more and more 
elaborate, delivering scenes that we’d never even begin 
to imagine. Here, we also look at some of the pioneering 
filming techniques used over the years, from simple  
infra-red to the full spectrum of 3D and HD.

David’s career may have already spanned an incredible 
seven decades, but there is still plenty more to come. He 
is involved in a host of productions for 2016, including 
Light on Earth, a new programme on the phenomenon of 
bioluminescence. He will also narrate and front Planet 
Earth II, the long-awaited six-part landmark BBC series 
due to hit our screens in the autumn.

David Attenborough has been
making natural history television
for more than 60 years, bringing 
the vivid world of wildlife to our 
screens. Here we explore some  
of the species that live on land,  
at sea, in the air and on ice. 

ATTENBOROUGH SPECIAL 

ATTENBOROUGH’S 

Animals
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Thermal springs 

in Jigokudani 

are a popular 

spot with 

macaques.

JAPANESE MACAQUES

In hot water
Japanese macaques, also known as snow monkeys, are 

the most northerly of the primates. They have developed 

various strategies to survive in Hell’s Valley in the Japanese

Alps, where temperatures can reach –20°C. One of these is 

to make use of natural hot springs. 

But it was the macaques’ behaviour at the springs that 

provided an insight into the strict social order within the 

troop. At 40°C the hot water provides an important source 

of warmth for the monkeys – but not for every individual. 

Guarded by an aggressive, dominant male, only selected 

females and chosen young are allowed into the spa; the 

rest are left in a freezing huddle on the side.

LAND
When the duck-billed platypus

was first filmed for Life on 

Earth, the footage was limited 

to what could be seen above 

ground and underwater. But 

platypuses have dens, with 

entrances as much as 20m 

long, in which they lay their 

eggs. In 1979, there was 

no hope of capturing the 

species at home. But when 

David returned for The Life 

of Mammals in 2002, he had 

a new tool: an optical probe. 

The team bored a hole into the 

burrow at a point where they 

believed the den was, and from 

the surface were able to film 

the animals in intense detail. 

A baby had just hatched and, 

from its hairless, grub-like 

appearance, appeared to be 

just a few days old. The images 

were clear enough to show 

its mother excreting milk – 

through her skin. This ability to 

lactate is one of the features 

that classifies the platypus as 

a mammal, despite the fact 

that it lays eggs. 

MOVIE
MILESTONES

there are two good reasons why his hunt for a specific Madagascan
species failed when he first set out to find it in 1960. The minute
leaf chameleon Brookesia minima, which is tiny enough to perch on
the end of your finger, is one of the smallest reptiles on the planet.
Second, David was looking in the wrong place, searching among
the bushes. When he returned for Life in Cold Blood, local experts
directed him to a more appropriate location: the forest floor,
among the leaf litter. The clue was in its common name.

PYGMY CHAMELEONS

Small successes

Unlike a duck’s, 

the platypus’ bill is 

soft and leathery.

The minute  

leaf chameleon 

grows no longer 

than 33mm.
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Gigantic, ferocious reptiles as big as a man,

living on a remote island at the tip of the 

Indonesian archipelago. It’s no wonder that 

Komodo dragons had gained something of 

a mythical status, with some questioning 

whether they existed at all. Even in nearby 

Java they had never been heard of. It’s no 

surprise then that David chose to find out 

for himself. Zoo Quest: Search for a Dragon 

was one of his earliest expeditions, in which 

he braved whirlpools, smugglers and a near-

shipwreck to seek out the species.

In 1956, very little was known about 

Komodo dragons. When David returned  

for the 2008 Life series to shoot the first 

ever footage of the animals hunting and 

killing a bufalo, there had been some 

significant discoveries.

Closely related to the water monitor, 

Komodos are an impressive size: adults can 

be 3m long with a powerful tail and weigh 

70kg. But it is their method of killing that 

has earned them their reputation. Initially 

thought to carry harmful bacteria, it has 

now been found that the dragons’ saliva 

contains a poison that passes into the 

bloodstream of their prey. It may not take 

efect for a week, resulting in a long, painful 

death. Meanwhile the dragons watch and 

patiently wait for their quarry to die.

To sustain their bulk,

Komodo dragons need

substantial amounts of food.

Meals can be limited on their

island home, but the solution is

obvious: eat each other. The smaller,

more agile youngsters often climb trees

to avoid being cannibalised.

New discoveries continue to be made.

Only recently was it found that the species 

is parthenogenetic: the females can lay 

fertile eggs without any input from males. 

This will only reproduce identical young, 

however. For the species to continue to 

adapt, it needs to mate. 

The success of wildlife film-making
lies in the planning, and of course
the ability to sit for hours waiting for
something to happen. But sometimes
things don’t go quite as anticipated
– and the result is something much
more marvellous.

When the Life on Earth team wenth
to Rwanda to film mountain gorillas
the aim was to show how they use
their opposable thumbs and big toes.
An opposable thumb is capable of
moving and rotating independently
of the other fingers, enabling greater
manipulation and usage of tools.

The expectation was that there

would be a few shots of David
talking with the mountain gorillas
in the background. But what no one
expected was that David would find
himself being groomed right among
the animals, for all the world a part
of their troop. Any explanation was
forgotten. “You can’t talk about the
opposable thumb and the importance
in the primate evolution of the grip
if someone is taking off your shoes,
particularly if that somebody is two
baby gorillas,” said David.

In the pre-digital age, very little
footage of it exists, but what was
captured has passed into TV history.

KOMODO DRAGONS 

Beware the bite of the dragon

MOUNTAIN GORILLAS

The moment David joined the troop

David in the midst 

of mountain gorillas 

27 years ago.
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The giraffe’s long neck enables it to
feed from higher branches, accessing
food that other animals struggle to
reach, but its neck is also used for
more violent purposes: fighting.
A crew had heard of this behaviour
and spent 30 days trailing a group
of giraffes for Africa. But nothing
prepared them for the ferocity of the
blows when they finally witnessed
two males using their necks as
enormous, swinging clubs in a

duel over a female. It was a battle that
ended with two bloodied combatants
and a knockout.

Timelapse camerawork has
become a staple technique in
wildlife film-making, but it was the
use of slow motion that revealed
the intensity of the fight and the
impact of the contact on the giraffe’s
body. It left a lasting impression on
cameraman Martyn Colbeck, who
described it as “a once in a lifetimer”.

GIRAFFES

Waiting for a fight

The komodo’s

forked tongue

can detect

the direction

of its prey.

Girafes will fight

to the death to

win a mate.
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PITCHER PLANTS

A carnivore by any other name
Not everyone can claim to have a plant named after them, but 

in 2010 the International Institute for Species Exploration at 

Arizona State University chose a Filipino pitcher plant Nepenthes 

attenboroughii as one of the ‘top 10 new species described in 2009’. 

The euphoria was short-lived: in 2012 it appeared on the IUCN’s list  

of threatened species. 

Pitcher plants have a 

significant claim to fame: 

they’re carnivorous, trapping 

anything from ants to termites 

and frogs. While David has 

not yet filmed his namesake, 

he is no stranger to pitcher 

plants. The largest is N. rajah, 

shown in The Private Life of 

Plants and reputed to eat rats. 

Scientists now believe the 

plants welcome the rodents 

rather than kill them, because 

their faeces provide a source 

of essential nutrients.

Symbiosis: 

Nepenthes 

rajah and  

a shrew.

THE FROG’S FAREWELL 

The chytrid fungus sweeping across 

South America has severely impacted 

its frog population. The fungus attacks 

vertebrate animals, specifically 

amphibians, and is believed to be 

capable of infecting most of the 

world’s 6,000 amphibian species. The 

Panamanian golden frog is one victim, 

now the subject of a conservation 

programme. Its communication system 

involves raising its front legs in a gentle 

wave. When filmed for Life in Cold Blood 

in 2008, it could not have been imagined 

that this was a wave of farewell.

Another rare frog, the Darwin’s frog, 

was included on David’s list of animals 

to save for Attenborough’s Ark. A 

mouth-brooding species, it incubates 

its young in its mouth, spitting them 

out when they are ready to emerge. 

Extinction was declared likely (though 

not certain) in 2013.

In captivity: 

Panamanian 

golden frogs. 

TERMITE MOUNDS

Architectural animals
It is not just the behaviour of animals, but also what they create and 

construct that captures the imagination. But forget the complex 

webs and intricate nests. It was a termite mound in East Africa that 

was described by David in The Trials of Life as “the most remarkable 

animal structure I have ever seen”. Housing 1.5 million inhabitants, 

all dependent on the mound remaining at optimum temperature, 

the dwelling contained an elaborate series of tunnels and a 

sophisticated, eicient cooling system. The construction 

was on such a large scale – proportionally the human 

equivalent of a mile-high building – 

that David was able to climb into 

the ‘cellar’ to appreciate 

the architecture of the 

termites’ work. 

Defending the 

carefully built 

home is down to 

termite soldiers.
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The coelacanth was for many years believed to be the
ancestor to all animals that moved from water to land. It
has a second, more current, historical significance: it was
the fish that gave birth to David Attenborough’s career as
a naturalist and broadcaster. In 1952, David was a BBC
producer when news came that a coelacanth, a so-called
fossil fish, had been found off the coast of the Comoro
Islands in the Indian Ocean. With his background in
biology, David was asked to put together a 15-minute
programme on the evolutionary significance of the fish.

Many international crews have tried to find the fish
since it was first identified in 1938 off the shore of South
Africa, with limited success. Numbers are still unknown.

The coelacanth has now been ruled out as the father
of all land-dwelling animals. The clues were there when
cameraman Peter Scoones finally managed to film it for

Life on Earth in 1979: at no point did it attempt to move
along the sea floor using its fleshy fins.

Its place in the grand scheme of natural history has
now been replaced by Tiktaalik roseae. A fossil discovered
in the Canadian Arctic in 2004 indicated that it had very
developed hind fins, characteristics that scientists believe
hold the key to the evolutionary transition of aquatic
animals from water to land It has been nicknamed the
fishapod, a nod to its pla
emergence of tetrapods.

“I am waiting for the
that a living Tiktaalik ha
been fished out from th
deep sea somewhere,”
says David. “I can’t wait
to have another go.”

SEA

At 30m long and weighing up to 175 tonnes, 

the blue whale is the largest mammal on the 

planet. It is also one of the loudest, with its low-

frequency, rumbling call capable of travelling 

many miles under water.  At 155–188dB this 

vocalisation is the aural equivalent of a jet plane 

taking of, loud enough to cause permanent 

damage, even eardrum rupture, in humans.  

It’s a wonder, then, that the blue whale proved 

so hard to track down when a production team 

wanted to film it for The Blue Planet in 2001. 

Admittedly, there was a significant logistical 

barrier in that the mammal’s migration route 

had never been documented; numbers had 

been severely depleted in the 1900s due to 

whaling, and the creatures’ migration patterns 

had evolved as a result. It required patience. 

Cameramen spent three years on standby 

waiting for the whales to appear, taking to 

the skies in a microlight to land on the water 

when they finally located them in the Gulf of 

California in the East Pacific.

BLUE WHALE 

The waiting game

COELACANTH

It started with a fish

Thought to be 

extinct for 60 

million years, 

coelacanths

were only known

The blue whale 

population of 

the East Pacific 

is now thought 

to be the biggest 

in the world.
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Weedy sea dragons are not the fastest of

fish – they are more drifters than swimmers

– and can grow to a length of 46cm. To avoid

predators, their first line of defence is simply

to stay out of sight, which explains the

species’ elaborate camouflage (also seen in

their close relatives, the leafy sea dragons),

comprising appendages that resemble the

fronds of kelp and seaweed that adorn its

southern seas habitat. The male and female

perform an elegant, synchronised courtship

dance, captured during the filming of Life

in 2009. The display concludes when the

female transfers her eggs to her partner,

who carries them on the underside of his

tail until they hatch. David has listed the

weedy sea dragon among his all-time

favourite animals.

WEEDY SEA DRAGON  

Hidden dragons

STRENGTH IN DEPTH

A glass sponge, Venus’s flower basket 

is made up of tiny silicon rods or

spicules, but its elegant, delicate

appearance is deceptive. Its strength

lies in its construction, with the spicules

woven into a complex framework that is

robust enough to withstand the ocean 

depths. Hair-like appendages also

enable it to stay anchored to the ocean 

floor in the face of strong currents.

David chose “this little-understood

marine species” as one of the creatures

he would save from extinction for

Attenborough’s Ark in 2012.

BANKING ON SAND

Raine Island o� the coast of Australia is

the world’s most important green turtle

nesting site. David first visited it in

1957 for Zoo Quest, but by the time he

returned last year numbers had fallen

by 80 per cent. Scientists discovered

that changes in the sand were causing

the nesting site to flood from below,

drowning the buried eggs before they

hatched. The solution was to artificially

raise the level of the beach. Early

indications are positive, but it will be

many years before researchers know

whether the strategy has worked.

Filming under water carries specific

challenges, but the approach of 

Attenborough’s teams has always been 

to test the boundaries. One early attempt 

involved using an electronic camera – fairly 

revolutionary for its time – on the end 

of a wire to relay pictures of the elusive 

coelacanth. The inevitable happened: the 

camera became irretrievably trapped in the 

depths and any lurking coelacanths escaped 

their moment in the limelight.

But it was The Blue Planet that showcased 

the biggest breakthrough in underwater 

wildlife television. The challenge was to find 

a way of filming in the deep ocean. Acrylic 

sphere submersibles cannot reach the depths 

required, so a US Navy submersible, the DSV 

Alvin, was commissioned. The Alvin had a 

high-profile track record: it was used to film 

the wreck of the Titanic in 1986. This time, 

mission was accomplished and the series 

captured animals at extraordinary depths, 

many for the first time.  Production teams 

have moved on to smaller modes of transport, 

but the Alvin continues to be operated by 

the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 

for the purposes of observation, data and 

sample collection, and studying previously 

inaccessible environments and wildlife.

For last year’s Great Barrier Reef, made by 

Atlantic Productions, the deepest ever dive on 

the reef – up to 300m – took place in a Triton 

submersible, the Nadir. The cabin, like a large 

goldfish bowl, was only 2m in diameter yet 

could house three crew, eight cameras, lights 

and a toilet. The design of the vessel a�orded 

near-360˚ views of the reef, and gave David 

an experience that could not have been more 

di�erent from his first expedition 60 years 

ago, when even a night dive was considered 

too dangerous. “It is jolly nice that someone 

of my age can be taken down in fantastic 

comfort,” says David, “sitting there looking at 

the most extraordinary place on Earth. It is a 

privilege given to very few.”

MOVIE

MILESTONES

Weedy sea 

dragons have no 

teeth and use 

a pipe-shaped 

mouth to suck  

in their prey.

Co-pilot Mark 

‘Buck’ Taylor 

joined David 

in the Triton 

submersible to 

explore the reef.

Green turtles 

spend  

40 years  

at sea.
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MANTA RAYS AND CLEANER FISH 

Nature’s beauticians
Manta rays are among the ocean’s giants, with some 

species reaching up to 7m in length. Despite their size, 

their diet is surprisingly modest, comprising mainly 

zooplankton and only the occasional smaller fish. This still 

might present a risk for cleaner fish, however, were it not

for the expert service they provide. Rays have no means

of removing parasites themselves so they rely on visiting

established cleaning stations where diminutive species,

often wrasse, groom their entire bodies – including,

rather boldly, inside their mouths.

DUMBO OCTOPUS

Cheers, big ears
The possibility of observing deep-

sea animals in detail was once just

a twinkle in the Attenborough eye,

but it came to pass with creatures

such as the dumbo octopus. Found

on the abyssal plain at depths of up

to 4,000m, the octopus acquired its

nickname because of a resemblance

to the Disney character. But its long

ears serve an essential purpose,

enabling it to propel itself efortlessly 

through the depths in its hunt for prey. 

Captured on film for the first time in 

The Blue Planet, it impressed David 

enough to be included in his list of  

all-time memorable moments.

It might not be the biggest of all crustaceans,
but the mantis shrimp can still claim to be
something of a record-breaker.

Its visual system is reputed to be one of
the most advanced in the natural world, with
a combination of attributes that enable it to
see things with a clarity that is unimaginable
to us. With each of its two eyes on separate
stalks, it is capable of independent vision
with both. Each eye can also see
three different images
at once, and with 16

photoreceptors it can detect additional light
sources, including UV and polarised light. It is
thought to be able to see the kind of light that
no other animal can.

The shrimps also have another couple of
tricks up their crustacean sleeves: specialised
raptorial appendages. Mantis shrimps are
broadly divided into two groups: the smashers
and the spearers. The smashers’ adapted

appendage is shaped like a club
that they can unfold at high

speed and with incredible power, allowing the
shrimp to pack a punch equivalent to a .22
caliber bullet. That’s powerful enough to crack
the shells of crabs and oysters. The spearers
don’t quite match the smashers for speed, but
make up for it in accuracy, using a spiked,
barbed appendage to stab soft-fleshed prey.
The creatures do have a gentler side, though. 
For last year’s Great Barrier Reef, cameramen 
filmed a male mantis shrimp meticulously 
clearing its burrow of unwanted sand and 
rocks before conducting an elaborate and 
elegant courtship dance.

MANTIS SHRIMP

Smash and grab

Manta rays 

were filmed at 

their cleaning 

stations in last 

year’s Great 

Barrier Reef. 

Smashing: 

the peacock 

mantis 

shrimp.

There are 

18 species 

of dumbos.
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AIR The stunning king 

of paradise in its 

New Guinea realm.

Some animals that spend their lives on land 
have occasions when they need to be airborne.

Getting around can be a challenge when you 
are only the size of a full stop, but springtails 
have a special lever at the base of their abdomen 
that enables them to travel through the forest 
in a series of backwards somersaults. They 
can jump up to 15cm in the air, which may not 
sound much, but the human equivalent would 
be leaping over the Shard building in London, 
and it’s handy when travelling through the 
undergrowth is a challenge. 

The titan beetle, featured in Life in the
Undergrowth, has the opposite problem: as the
largest beetle in the world at 17cm, flying is
something to which it is not best suited.
It is so heavy that it can’t take off 
from the ground and has to use a 
tree as a launch pad. Its purpose 
in taking to the air is basic: to 
find a mate. Titan beetle larvae 
have never been found, which is 
surprising as they are suspected 
to be at least 30cm long.

THE SPRINGTAIL & THE TITAN BEETLE 

Reach for the skies
Handle with care: 

South American 

titans have razor-

sharp mandibles.
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Sometimes the most memorable
moments are not ones that are seen
or heard, but those that are smelt.

When David visited the Gomantong
bat caves of Borneo in 1973 for Eastward
with Attenborough, it was to observe the
thousands of bats (there are more than
25 species here) that spend their days

waiting for sundown when they can go
out and hunt. But 200,000 bats means
a proportionate amount of guano. The
result was an overwhelming and eye-
watering stench of ammonia that was
so strong that, for a moment, David was
rendered uncharacteristically speechless. 

The aroma didn’t prevent him
from returning to the caves more than
40 years later for Conquest of the Skies.
While his first journey was on foot, this
time full use was made of technology,
from a remotely controlled octocopter
to infra-red, slow motion and 3D. But
the defining moment was the decision 
that David should be strapped into
a chair and hoisted 75 metres up in
the mouth of the cave. The result was
worth it: as dusk fell, thousands of bats
hurtled past the suspended naturalist 
at nearly 50kph.

flamboyance. With spectacular plumage in intense

colours, from aquamarine to scarlet to sulphurous

yellow and iridescent silver, it is easy to see why

their feathers have been coveted for regal emblems

and fashion accessories.

But they are also creatures of myth and legend.

When the first examples were brought back to

western Europe nearly 500 years ago, the beaks and

legs had been removed from the corpses, which led

to a whole range of fantastical theories: that they

only consumed dewdrops, and that their lives were

spent hovering in the skies because they had no

legs. The latter assumption earned them a name

that persists: Paradisaea apoda, or footless bird,

which is today’s greater bird of paradise. Other

species have names that cement their status: king

bird of paradise Cicinnurus regius; magnificent bird

of paradise Cicinnurus magnificus; superb bird of

paradise Lophorina superba.

The various legends about the birds have been

picked apart one by one, but they retain a magical

aura, which perhaps explains why, over the course

of his career, David has kept returning to what he

describes as “the most glamorous of all birds”.

It was the chance to capture their courtship

ritual that was David’s holy grail. He first went in

search of the birds for Zoo Quest in 1957, though

as all television then was in black and white, they

may not have been fully appreciated. It was another

40 years before he was able to witness one of the

most colourful and creative courting displays in

the animal kingdom in Attenborough in Paradise.

It is only the male birds that have the startling

plumage and it is not just the colours, but the

construction of the feathers. There are extended

plumes and diaphanous textures: sometimes they

don’t look like birds at all. They have a sole purpose:

to attract the females enough to be considered a

worthy mate. The birds go to some extremes, with

elaborate and sometimes very individual dances.

Bi d f di t k bl

BIRDS OF PARADISE 

Paradise regained
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The life of a giant mayfly is one

of extreme urgency. From the

moment it hatches, it has about

half an hour to find a mate. There

is no time to eat, which is just

as well as giant mayflies do not

have a functioning mouth. The

females have a little longer as

they have an additional job to do

after mating. Giant mayflies lay

their eggs on fresh water, but if

the females were to lay where

they themselves hatched, their

eggs would be swept too far

downstream. With an abdomen

full of fertilised eggs, the females

fly upstream in huge convoys.

Once the eggs are laid, their part

in the reproductive process and

time on the planet are over.

GIANT MAYFLIES

Under pressure

David first witnessed the 

bats’ dusk exodus in 1973.

THE BAT CAVES OF BORNEO

“The smell brings it all back to me”

Brief encounter: 

North American 

giant mayflies.
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Barnacle goose chicks in Greenland have a 

rather tough start in life. In order to protect 

their eggs from predators, the parent birds 

often build their nests and lay their eggs 

high up on clifs. 

So far so good, but when the babies

hatch, they aren’t fed in their nests.

Instead they have to make the perilous

journey to the bottom of the clif. There is 

only one way to do this: jump. When they 

make this early, terrifying leap, the chicks 

are just three days old, an advantage as 

their featherlight weight means that  

they usually survive unscathed.

This behaviour was captured for Life

Story in 2014, as the chicks bounced down

the clifs in an alarming 120m descent. 

Filming required a co-ordinated efort 

between the cameraman on the cliftop 

and those on the sides and at the bottom. 

Viewers were able to see the full adventure 

– the moment the chicks leapt, their

squeaking plunge downwards, and the

reunion with their parents on the ground.

and polar bears

present a risk to

the new chicks. 
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A SORRY TAIL

What sets the marvellous spatuletail

apart from other hummingbirds is its

spectacular tail, all the more remarkable 

because it consists of only four feathers,

two of which end in large, blue, racquet-

shaped discs. They can be three times

the length of the bird’s body and are a 

cumbersome hindrance for courting

males. Living on the edge of forests,

the species has a small range and is

threatened by deforestation at the

foothills of the Peruvian Andes. By the

time David featured it in Life in 2009, 

the bird was considered

to be Endangered.

As few as 250 

spatuletails remain.

In the early part of David Attenborough’s 

career, the will might have been there but 

the technique wasn’t. It wasn’t until 1998 

in The Life of Birds that it became 

possible to film shy animals at 

night without scaring them away. 

One of the first subjects was the 

nocturnal kiwi and the technique 

was infra-red camerawork, used 

for the very first time. 

Kiwis are flightless. The 

absence of many land-dwelling 

predators in their native New 

Zealand is cited as one of the 

reasons why they never learned 

to fly – they just didn’t need to. 

This relative safety means they 

lay eggs on the ground, too. The 

kiwi’s egg is up to a quarter of the 

size of the female, and is thought  

to have the largest egg-to-body  

ratio of any bird. The female lays  

just a single egg per season.

Kiwis use their sense of  

smell to hunt for food.

MOVIE 

MILESTONES

BARNACLE GEESE 

Leap of faith

d  

ATTENBOROUGH SPECIAL 
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RECORDING THE WILD
Are you an aspiring nature filmmaker? Do you dream of learning 
how to capture the sights and sounds of wildlife?

I
t’s a hard life, being a nature documentary

maker. Getting close to wildlife and

capturing intimate moments through your

lens or microphone is incredibly rewarding

– but it’s a process that can be fraught with

difficulties and regular disappointment. And

yet, when everything falls into place and you

grab that one perfect shot, the rush of

excitement and satisfaction is unforgettable.

Even better, with the moment recorded, you’re

able to relive it time and time again by yourself 

and with others.

LEARN FROMTHEBEST
Film Nature have a rich history providing

filming, photography and sound recording

courses throughout the UK for all levels of

experience.You’re more than welcome to use

your own equipment, or, if you’d rather, Film

Nature can provide you with industry-standard

cameras and microphones to work with.

Either way, the experienced tutors will teach

you the best ways to achieve once-in-a-lifetime

recordings and shots.When you finish, you’ll

have your own edited film to keep and share

with your friends and family.

Why not combine your course with a wildlife

experience on the stunning Isle of Skye? Film

Nature can help coordinate your visit with one 

of its partner companies for the ultimate

wildlife escape. Try these two combinations.

AN ISLANDGETAWAY
Enjoy a gorgeous holiday on the Isle Of Skye in

a spacious converted church. Spend your days

learning from experts on personal wildlife

filming and photography courses run directly

from the island, with the chance to get up

close with the abundant wildlife that calls

the Scottish island home. Find out more at 

theoldchurchskye.co.uk

WILD SKYE BOATTRIPS
Like the idea of filming and photographing

a variety of relaxed marine life in their natural

habitat? Try a boat trip from Isle of Skye. Lucky

groups regularly encounter white tailed eagles,

bottlenose dolphins, porpoises, common seals

and many more species of birds and aquatic 

life.  Learn more atwildskye.co.uk

Common dolphin

White tailed eagle

Grey seal mother and pup

Eurasian otter

Wild Skye boat

The Old Church

To find out more information and to book,  
head to filmnature.co.uk or call 01470 592293



Staying alive in the icy wilderness of the Arctic 

requires a combination of special physical attributes 

and a degree of resourcefulness. With their white 

coats, Arctic wolves have the advantage of blending 

in with their snowy surroundings, but their fur is also 

specially adapted to withstand sub-zero conditions. 

It comprises two layers – an inner layer that forms a 

waterproof barrier, and an outer layer that thickens 

to trap air during the coldest months. The wolves 

need to retain as much body heat as possible and 

their small ears and muzzle minimise heat loss. They 

also have the ability to live of body fat, which means 

that they can last longer without food than many 

other species of wolf.

With meals in short supply, Arctic wolves need to 

be able to tackle prey much larger than themselves, 

something they can only achieve through teamwork. 

The Frozen Planet crew captured a pack of wolves 

tracking a herd of bison, working together to

successfully bring down a young animal. One bison 

provides enough food for a pack, but catching one 

isn’t guaranteed. Smaller animals such as Arctic 

hares are more common quarry.

Arctic wolves have also had to adapt to their 

breeding environment. The permafrost means they 

can’t build dens, so they live and raise young in rocky 

crevasses and outcrops, usually producing a litter of 

two or three pups.

ARCTIC WOLVES

Survival strategies 
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After humans, orcas are thought to be the most
widespread mammals on Earth. They are not
fussy eaters and tailor their diet according to
the availability of a good food source. There is
now evidence that there is an ecotype, with a
characteristically yellow-stained belly, that is
thought to exist on a diet of fish, as opposed
to other marine animals such as seals, to the
extent that it could be considered a separate
species. A Frozen Planet camera team capturedt

a pod of fish-eating orcas spy-hopping among

breaking sea-ice in the Ross Sea, Antarctica. By
spy-hopping through gaps in the ice the orcas
can survey the area and determine how they 
can reach new fishing grounds.

To film the full extent of this behaviour, the
crew were dropped into position by helicopter.
Rather precariously, they filmed while standing
on a mere metre or two of ice. At the same
time, the spy-hoppers were filmed from the
air, and a camera on the end of a pole captured
underwater images.

FISH-EATING ORCAS

Coming up for air

MOVIE
MILESTONE

The spectacle of male emperor

penguins huddling together to survive

the severe Antarctic winter was

one of the most memorable wildlife

sequences ever seen on television.

They do this for two reasons: to retain

body heat and to protect the eggs that

they carry on their feet above the ice.

Using cameras that had never

previously been used in temperatures

of –30°C, the crew spent six months

observing the animals in conditions

that varied from bright sunshine to

blizzards, when the penguins were

barely visible. The iconic sequence in

Planet Earth, reputed to be one of the

most expensive documentary series

ever made, involved suspending the

cameras high above the colony and

using timelapse photography to show

the constantly moving colony, as the

penguins struggled to keep warm.

It was the first time the behaviour

had been filmed.
LICHENS, MOSSES AND MITES

Rocks and a hard place
In the Antarctic, extreme low temperatures, permafrost

and dehydration make it tough for vegetation to survive,

and at less than 60 degrees latitude only two flowering

plants have been found. Head further south and it is

down to the lower order of vegetation – algae, lichens

and mosses – to bring colour to the wilderness.

Lichen is a composite organism made from algae

or cyanobacteria (or sometimes both) living among

strands of fungus. It has to be adaptable: Antarctic

lichens have developed the ability to extract nutrients

from bare rock. While filming Life in the Freezer in 1993,r

David discovered some tiny lichens living on rocks

within 200 miles of the South Pole.

The vegetation provides a

valuable source of sustenance

for the tiny mites that emerge

during the warmer months.

The mites can survive in

temperatures as low as –30°C

because their blood contains

a kind of natural antifreeze

and continues to flow.

Arctic wolves have 

specially padded 

paws that enable 

them to negotiate 

their icy habitat.

Antarctic mites

are 1mm long.

This pearlwort is 

one of only two 

flowering plants 

in Antarctica. 

David also  

encountered  

king penguins for  

Life in the Freezer.

A mother and 

calf spy-hop in 

Antarctica.
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BRIGHT FUTURE
Bioluminescence – the

phenomenon by which

animals create their

own internal light –

exists in the land, sky

and sea, but technical

constraints mean its

full magnificence has

never been captured on

screen. The forthcoming

BBC production Light on Earth uses ultra-sensitive

cameras and submersibles to capture even the

faintest of lights from bioluminescent creatures. The

programme will reveal a glowing world that we were

previously unable to see, from millipedes living in

the soil to the bright belly of the lantern shark.

PLANET
EARTH II
It is 10 years since

Planet Earth was

first screened.

As the first BBC

natural history

series to be

filmed in HD, it

was a landmark moment in broadcasting. Planet Earth

II, a six-part series, continues the ground-breaking

traditions set by its predecessor. Shot in UHD, the

series crystallises all the techniques developed over

the years. It has been three years in the making and will

once again explore the full range of the world’s habitats,

including deserts, jungles, islands and cities, creating

natural history footage on an epic scale.

SIR DAVID AT 90
To coincide with his birthday,

David will be joined by

interviewer Kirsty Young and a

studio audience to talk about

his career and inspirations.

Featuring archive footage, the

programme will portray some

of the defining moments taken

from more than 60 years of

making wildlife documentaries

and will include contributions

from the film-makers,

scientists, conservationists

and broadcasting pioneers

who have helped to create his

remarkable body of work.A
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ON THIN ICE 
Polar bears are now on the IUCN list 

of Vulnerable animals, one step away 

from being classified as an Endangered 

species. Trapping and killing of the 

bears has played its part, but is only 

one of the threats the animals face.

Polar bears are specially adapted to 

live on ice, which provides them with a 

launch pad from which they can hunt 

their natural prey of seals and walruses. 

Global warming has forced the sea-ice 

to retreat, reducing the number of 

these platforms. This creates a domino 

e�ect: an underfed mother means 

underweight cubs, which struggle 

to survive their first year in harsh 

conditions. Competition for food is 

fierce. In Life, polar bears were filmed 

fighting for a piece of a decomposing 

whale. On the edge of starvation, bears 

are also at risk from each other – males 

have been known to kill and eat cubs.

ere are 19 populations 

polar bears worldwide.

He may be celebrating his 90th, but David Attenborough’s career is keeping him  

as busy as ever. Here are the new productions to look forward to later in 2016.

ADÉLIE PENGUINS

Living on the edge

Adélies can be

identified by the

distinctive white

ring around

their eyes. 

have been know

The

of p

ATTENBOROUGH SPECIAL 

Emperor penguins may have left a lasting 
impression, but it is the Adélies that can 
claim to be the most southerly breeding 
species. Adélies, named after the wife of a 
French explorer who discovered the islands  
in south Antarctica, follow the sun, living  
and hunting on the edge of the ice. 

Adélies build their nests in gaps in the 
ground and stack stones around them to 
protect the eggs from the melting ice. Though 
they might live in a colony, it’s not all love 
and peace. In Frozen Planet, a penguin is 
seen diligently building a nest stone by stone, 

oblivious to the fact that each time its back is 
turned, a less-than-scrupulous neighbour is 
stealing each carefully placed building block.

David first encountered the Adélies when 
filming Life in the Freezer. When he returned 17 
years later, he noticed that there was much less 
sea-ice in the penguins’ breeding area, which 
is bad news for the birds. The Adélies have also 
suffered a more recent and significant blow. In 
February 2016 an estimated 150,000 individuals 
died after an iceberg the size of Rome became 
grounded near their colony, forcing them to  
trek 60km to the sea for food.
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A
round 500 BCE on the Greek 
island of Samos, a slave, said to 
have been horribly deformed, 
won his freedom as a reward 
for clever storytelling – or so 
the legend goes. That slave was 
called Aesop and his stories 

became known as Aesop’s fables. They are 
among the most iconic fiction ever written. 
They may have been composed over 2,500 
years ago, but you’re probably familiar with 
at least a couple. What’s more, they have 
influenced common expressions we still use 
today, from ‘slow and steady wins the race’ 
to ‘sour grapes’, ‘honesty is the best policy’ 
and many more.

But Aesop’s moral messages are not 
the only things to have stuck. As popular 
bedtime reading, his fables have also 

influenced our opinions of animals, 
something recognised by the philosopher 
Apollonius of Tyana in the first century CE 
– at least according to an attributed quote 
in a biography: “For after being brought 
up from childhood with these stories and 
after being, as it were, nursed by them from 
babyhood, we acquire certain opinions of 
the several animals and think of some of 
them as royal, others as silly, others as  
witty and others as innocent.”

AN ELEMENT OF TRUTH

The preconceptions defined by Aesop 
remain today, and continue to shape – and 
are further influenced by – how animals 
are portrayed in the media. In recent years, 
however, there has been a growing interest 
in understanding the science contained 

Aesop’s tales are timeless 

classics but they’ve also 

shaped our understanding 

of the natural world, says 

scientist Jo Wimpenny.

fables
truth
in

The
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within literary works. Kathryn Harkup’s 
book A is for Arsenic (Bloomsbury, 2015) 
examines the chemistry of Agatha Christie’s 
poisons, for instance, while the science 
of Rudyard Kipling’s Just So Stories was 
explored in Just So Science on BBC Radio 
4 (catch up with the series at http://bbc.
in/24OiBAA). These are just two of many 
examples, so it’s timely to ask whether the 
assumptions about animals described by 
Aesop have any scientific truth. Are his 
fables grounded in fact, or fiction?

The Tortoise and the Hare, arguably the 
best-known fable, is a good place to start. 
The moral attached to this tale is ‘slow and 
steady wins the race’, with hard graft (the 
tortoise) winning out over arrogance and 
shoddy work (the hare). But who can believe 
that a tortoise could ever really beat a hare?

Brown hares are the 
fastest land mammals in 
Britain, and can reach speeds of 72kph. 
Tortoises, on the other hand, are very slow. 
Even the holder of the Guinness World 
Record, a South African leopard tortoise 
called Bertie, stands no chance with his  
top speed of a shade over 1kph.

You’d need to chase the hare, because 
they only sprint when in imminent danger; 
but once the animal was persuaded to break 
cover, it would run circles around the tortoise 
– quite literally. Hares are extraordinarily 
manoeuvrable and perform high-speed turns 
to evade pursuing predators. So if the tortoise 
was incredibly lucky, the hare’s tortuous 
route might mean that it never actually 
reached the finish line.

As a fan of crows, who spent four years 

researching their fascinating behaviour (in 
particular tool use), I’m especially drawn 
to the tale of The Crow and the Pitcher. This 
fable sees a thirsty crow chance upon a 
water pitcher, only to find that it can’t reach 
the water inside or push it over. So the bird 
picks up stones one by one and drops them 
into the pitcher to make the water level 
rise. The naturalist and author Pliny the 
Elder (c23–79 CE) bolstered the fable by 
claiming to see a parched raven pile stones 
into a memorial urn that contained rain – 
a tantalising report, but it doesn’t exactly 
count as scientific evidence.

Fast-forward almost two millennia and 
the aptly named Chris Bird, then a PhD 



student at the University of Cambridge, 
recalled the fable when he was considering 
the problem-solving abilities of his captive 
rooks. He needed to adapt things slightly, 
because depriving an animal of water to the 
point of dehydration is far from ethically 
acceptable, but the principle was the same: 
a favoured treat, in this case a worm, 
bobbed on the surface of a water column, 
and to reach it the birds had to displace 
water by dropping stones.

THE CLEVERNESS OF CORVIDS

Bird’s first subject, a male rook 
named Cook, solved the problem 
on his very first attempt. Bird tested 
him again. And again. Then he 
tested three other rooks. All four 
of the birds solved the problem 
repeatedly. That’s not to say that 
they didn’t sometimes try other 
techniques; one of the rooks was  
so intent on reaching its prey that rather 
than use any stones it tipped itself over  
and found itself stuck in the tube.

Subsequent studies of jays and New 
Caledonian crows have produced similar 
results. This suggests that stone-dropping 
may be linked to corvids’ general ability 
to solve problems quickly and flexibly, 
something that has been confirmed by 
many other researchers. Chris Bird and  
his colleagues concluded that: “What was 

once thought to be a fictional account 
appears to have been based on a cognitive 
reality.” Aesop would be proud.

From one thirsty bird to another. Aesop’s 
pigeon was also desperate for water, but 
was portrayed very differently in The Thirsty 
Pigeon. The parched bird mistook a painted 
water jug on a signboard for the real thing 
and flew straight into it, damaging her 
wings. Today the feral pigeon, or rock dove, 
is a much-maligned creature, sometimes 

mocked for its perceived lack of intelligence 
– that comically bobbing head on a plump 
body doesn’t instil confidence. 

But that view is way off the mark. In fact 
pigeons have remarkably sophisticated visual 
systems, and for decades have been model 
subjects for research into learning. Japanese 
scientists found that the birds are capable  
of discriminating art by Monet from that  
of Picasso, and paintings by Renoir from  
those of Matisse, even when faced with  

previously unseen pieces. More recently,  
a team from the USA showed that pigeons 
could distinguish between certain features 
of cancerous and benign breast tissue when 
presented with medical images.

Pigeons have demonstrated impressive 
skills before. During World War II the 
US military funded Project Pigeon, an 
investigation to see if pigeons could be 
used to guide missiles. Though the birds 
showed excellent accuracy, senior figures 

couldn’t quite bring themselves to 
substitute them for human operators. 
Nevertheless it seems that in this case 
Aesop underestimated the pigeon.

THE BENEFIT OF INDUSTRY

There is much uncertainty about 
Aesop’s life – in fact many people 
question whether he was even real. 
If he was indeed a slave, then he 
might well have noticed the ants that 

scurried across the dry earth where he toiled. 
Perhaps this inspired his fable The Ant and 
the Grasshopper, in which the ants work all 
summer to store food, while the grasshopper 
sings and taunts them. However, when 
winter arrives the starving grasshopper 
begs the ants for food, but they scorn its 
summertime laziness and it starves.

In fact grasshoppers live such short lives – 
from a few months up to about a year – that 
they don’t need to store food for the winter. 
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THE PRECONCEPTIONS DEFINED  
BY AESOP REMAIN TODAY, AND 

CONTINUE TO SHAPE THE MEDIA’S 
PORTRAYAL OF ANIMALS.
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AESOP’S FABLES RELATE TO A
DIVERSE RANGE OF BEHAVIOUR,
INCLUDING SOME TOPICS THAT
STILL FASCINATE RESEARCHERS.

WILDLIFE ESSAY

They experience an intense summer in 
which they sing, mate and then die. Aesop 
was spot-on in describing the behaviour of 
harvest ants, though: they collect seeds to store
in underground granaries and even bring 
damp seeds out to dry. Equally fascinating 
are leafcutter ants, which cultivate a specific 
fungus on decomposing leaf matter, and 
honeypot ants, which store sugary nectar  
in their bloated abdomens to form living 
larders for the colony.

The difference between fact and 
fable lies in the mechanism governing 
food storage. In Aesop’s tale, the ants 
think ahead; but though ant colonies 
are tremendously impressive societies, 
they boast collective intelligence rather 
than individual cognitive prowess. So 
the insects couldn’t have derided the 
grasshopper for a lack of forethought, 
because there’s no evidence that they 
possess any themselves.

Better candidates for forethought exist 
elsewhere in the animal kingdom. One study 
showed that bonobos and orangutans selected,
transported and saved appropriate tools for 
use in a later task, while experiments have 
revealed that the western scrub jay, a North 
American species that routinely caches food 
and is known for its sophisticated memory 
skills, appears to anticipate future food 
conditions. For example, the birds ‘planned 
for breakfast’ by caching food where they had 

JO WIMPENNY lectures in animal behaviour  

at the University of Manchester, and is a co- 

author of Ten Thousand Birds: Ornithology 

since Darwin (Princeton, £30.95).

learned there would be none the following 
morning, and they stored the types of food 
that they would prefer to eat at the time 
of cache recovery, rather than at the time 
of storage. The Western Scrub Jay and the 
Grasshopper doesn’t have quite the same  
ring, but would be more valid scientifically.

Aesop’s fables relate to a diverse range 
of behaviour, including some of the most 
fascinating topics for researchers today. In The 
Dog and the Bone, a dog sees its reflection in 

a stream and, believing it to be another dog, 
barks at it and drops the bone it’s carrying. 
It was the psychologist Gordon Gallup 
who, while shaving one morning in 1970, 
wondered whether other animals could also 
recognise their reflection.

Gallup’s famous ‘Mark Test’ found that 
chimpanzees that have red paint dabbed on 
their eyebrow and ear touched their faces far 
more when they were in front of a mirror, 
and they often peered at and sniffed their 

fingers. Other animals have also passed 
the test, including orangutans, bonobos, 
bottlenose dolphins, elephants and magpies. 
Domestic dogs, on the other hand, initially 
respond to their reflection as if they’re seeing 
another dog, and after a while simply ignore 
it. This has been interpreted as showing a 
lack of self-awareness.

However, this conclusion is controversial. 
With up to 300 million olfactory receptors in 
their cold, damp noses, dogs rely far more on 
smell than sight. By contrast, we have a paltry 
six million receptors, so can’t begin to imagine 
the world of scent that dogs inhabit.

Indeed, in 2001 the animal-behaviour 
expert Marc Bekoff pioneered an alternative 
‘Yellow-Snow Test’ (yes, it is what you’re 
imagining) with his dog Jethro. The findings 
so far are inconclusive, but establishing a 
scent-based test may reveal more about canine 
cognition than mirrors ever could. Either way 
Aesop was right in his characterisation.

TO THINE OWN SELF BE TRUE

Aesop portrayed many other species with the 
ability to imitate, co-operate and deceive, all 
of which have been the subject of significant 
research. He was also remarkably prescient 
when he portrayed innate behaviour in The 
Scorpion and the Frog. A frog is persuaded 
to carry a scorpion across a river by the 
arachnid’s promise not to sting him, 
because if he does both animals will drown. 
However, at the halfway point the scorpion 
does sting the frog, and as paralysis sets in 
the amphibian asks why. “It’s in my nature,” 
is the arachnid’s response. 

Because scorpions have survived largely 
unchanged for hundreds of millions of 
years, their stinging reflex is likely to have a 

strongly genetic basis. It’s the result 
of nature rather than nurture. That 
Aesop already understood this over 
two millennia ago is remarkable.

This is, of course, just a snapshot 
of the science in Aesop’s fables. 
We’ll never know much about the 
man himself or the true extent of 
his understanding of animals, but 
his fables offer a fascinating glimpse 
into his world and will be shared for 

generations to come. We’ll go on cautioning 
against ‘crying wolf’, and continue to think 
that certain species are sly, silly or brave. And 
if that sparks enthusiasm for learning more 
about the species with which we share the 
planet, then so much the better.
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ii UNDERSTAND THE ISSUES | BE PART OF THE SOLUTION

ALARM OVER ORANG DECLINE

AGENDA
FARMERS
APPLY FOR
EXPANSION OF
BADGER CULL
O CONTROVERSIAL POLICY COULD BE
EXTENDED TO 10 NEW AREAS — SEE P64

ANALYSIS

The current known range
of the Sumatran orangutan – a
separate species to those found on
Borneo – now covers 17,797km2,
more than two-and-a-half times 
the area it did before.

“These results should not be
interpreted as indicating that
Sumatran orangutan numbers
have increased, nor that their
range has expanded,” the
scientists conclude.
“Since 2004,
their numbers
have declined,
and they continue
to do so because
of deforestation
and poaching and
persecution.”

Indeed, the study – led by Dr
Serge Wich of Liverpool John 
Moores University – found
that the population is likely to
decrease by 4,500 by 2030.

Helen Buckland, director
of the Sumatran Orangutan
Society, said there were
particular concerns about the
loss of habitat in the Leuser
Ecosystem in Aceh Province,

the species’ main
stronghold.

Companies, she
argued, should be
careful about their
practices in the light
of development
plans being made
for the region.

“Purchasing palm oil and
other commodities from
plantations [there] carries
extreme risks, so we urge
companies sourcing from
northern Sumatra to engage
with landscape-level efforts
to protect Leuser,” she said.

Orangutans in Borneo are
also at risk from the ongoing
spread of oil palm plantations,
though their population is
thought to be somewhere
between 45,000 and 69,000
individuals. James Fair

S
cientists have found that
the number of orangutans
living on Sumatra is

more than double the previous
estimate – but insist that their
findings are not good news.

That’s because the study also
determined that deforestation
rates are so high that many of 
these ‘new’ orangutans will be
lost within the next 15 years.

The population is now
assessed at 14,613, compared
with 6,600. The higher number
is based on orangutans being
found at a higher altitude than
previously anticipated – up to
1,500m, as opposed to only
900m – and because they can
live in partially logged forests.

STUDY FINDS THAT SUMATRAN ORANGUTAN NUMBERS HAVE BEEN UNDERESTIMATED, BUT WARNS OF DECREASES.
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m Sumatran orangutans 
have been found living 
over a broader area, 
but conservationists 
are concerned about 
habitat loss.

The estimated decline 

that the Sumatran 

orangutan has sufered  

over the past 75 years.

80%
+ FIND OUT MORE

Sumatran Orangutan Society: 
www.orangutans-sos.org
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MONARCHS’ RISE

Monarch butterflies have

made a partial recovery in

their overwintering grounds in

Mexico. The area of forest they

covered in December 2015 was

4ha, compared with 1.13ha in

2014 and just 0.67ha in 2013 –

but researchers warn that the

long-term trend is still down.

briefingCONSERVATION

CLIMATE CHANGE IS

REAL. WE NEED TO

WORK COLLECTIVELY

TOGETHER AND STOP

PROCRASTINATING.”

`

More than two million birds 

were illegally killed across 

the Republic of Cyprus 

during the autumn of 2015, 

with some 800,000 of 

them being taken in the 

British military sovereign 

base areas, according to 

conservationists.

The RSPB and BirdLife 

Cyprus have reported that, 

while some progress has 

been made tackling the 

illegal mist-netting and 

‘limesticking’ of songbirds 

such as blackcaps by 

organised gangs in the 

bases, the overall scale 

of the killing has not 

diminished.

The birds are taken to be 

served up as a local dish 

called ambelopoulia. The

Leonardo DiCaprio calls on the world to wake up as
he accepts his best actor Oscar for The Revenant.

CYPRUS 

BIRD 

KILLING

In situ treatment for chytrid 

fungus o�ers new hope for 

amphibians around the world.

Scientists have found a method
of treating a disease that has
caused major declines in, or
the extinctions of, some 200
species of amphibian.

Until now, there has been no
way of tackling chytrid fungus,
a disease that is devastating
populations of frogs and toads
in the wild all over the world.

But researchers working on
Montserrat in the Caribbean
were able to treat the last colony
of ‘mountain chickens’ – a large
frog found only there and on
Dominica – for a period.

Despite their efforts, all of the 

frogs died out, though 50 were
evacuated to captive-breeding
centres in the UK first. But it’s
been estimated that the use of
an anti-fungal drug extended the
time it took for the frogs to die
out from 49 to 124 weeks.

Michael Hudson, of the
ZSL Institute of Zoology and
Durrell Wildlife Conservation
Trust, described how scientists
and forest rangers repeatedly
washed the surviving frogs with
the fungicide for 26 weeks.

“You are going to need a very
committed group of people to do
this,” Hudson said, “and luckily
we had that. The mountain
chicken is culturally important
to locals, as it is on Dominica.”

Though this failed to stop the

colony’s disappearance, he said
that in another situation it could
buy time to draw up a captive-
breeding programme.

“In the Caribbean, this disease
is only a problem in the colder
months,” he added. “So you only
need to use the treatment in
those high-risk periods.”

On Montserrat, the fungus has
caused the mountain chicken to
decline by 95–99 per cent since
2009, and there are only two
known individuals in the wild.
On Dominica, the population
is about 100. James Fair
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+ FIND OUT MORE

ZSL Institute of Zoology:

http://bit.ly/21D80E1

FROG-DISEASE BREAKTHROUGH

 

€15 million a ye

‘Mountain chickens’ 
weigh almost 1kg and 

live for 12 years, but 
the arrival of chytrid 

fungus has contributed 
to huge declines. 

‘Limesticking’ 
of songbirds is 
still widespread 
on Cyprus.
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WILDLIFE-TRADE PLEDGE-

RARE MONKEY FIND

A population of one of the world’s

25 most endangered primates has

been discovered by Fauna & Flora

International in Vietnam. The 500

individuals increase by half the

previous estimate of the number of

grey-shanked douc monkeys, which

are threatened by habitat loss and

fragmentation as well as hunting.

AGENDA NEWS

The private sector promises to

help end ivory poaching and

other illegal activities.

The leaders of 30 transportation
companies have made 11 key
commitments to help tackle the
illegal trade in wildlife products.

Signatories to the declaration
include the parcel delivery
service DHL, airlines such as
Emirates, Etihad Airways and
Qantas, the shipping group
Maersk and industry bodies
such as the International Air
Transport Association.

The declaration was facilitated
by United for Wildlife, the
organisation set up by the Duke
of Cambridge to fight the illegal

wildlife trade, with a particular
focus on elephant and rhino
poaching and the trade in both
live pangolins and their scales.

“This is truly an international
response to the trafficking
crisis,” said Stephen Broad,
executive director of the trade-
monitoring group Traffic.

But Prince William was
criticised in some quarters at
the time of the announcement
for defending trophy hunting
as a means of protecting some
species in Africa.
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My introduction to

the natural world was

watching my dad shoot

pheasants and fishing for

mackerel. I learned how

Manx shearwaters were

called ‘mackerel cocks’, and

porpoises ‘herring hogs’.

I used to be a twitcher,

but after staring at a field

for three days in pursuit

of an upland sandpiper

that I never saw, I thought,

“There’s got to be more

to life than this.”

‘Mothing’ filled the gap.

My ‘eureka’ moment came

one morning in 2012 when

a Stephens’ gem landed

in my trap at Murlough

National Nature Reserve.

I had never seen one

before and my legs started

shaking. It had come over

with Hurricane Sandy from

Newfoundland, and it was

probably the eighth record

for the Western Palearctic.

Everything I record at

Murlough I put into the

Ulster Museum database.

Some day that data will 

be useful to somebody,

and that’s why I do it –

there has to be a sense of

achievement in what I do.

Identifying moths is 

harder than birds because

there are so many species, 

but ‘mothing’ is easy in

some ways – you just put 

out a trap, then open it up

in the morning.

We run moth-trapping

days for the public at our

reserves, and people see

an elephant hawkmoth,

as pink as rosebay willow-

herb, and go, “I didn’t

know we had that here.”

Once people see what’s

in a moth trap, they realise

they are not just small and

brown and eat their clothes

– there are blues, greens

and yellows, and kids just

love them as they crawl all

over their hands.

+ FIND OUT MORE

Read the declaration:

http://bit.ly/1Raah8f

+ FIND OUT MORE

Andrew found 174 moth 

species on a National 

Trust bioblitz at Murlough: 

http://bit.ly/25fmxdN

The ivory trade 
is depleting 

elephant numbers 
in much of Africa.

2,200
The number of southern right 

whales alive today, according to 

researchers. The figure is 12 per cent 

of the estimated population before 

commercial whaling took its toll, and with a growth rate of 7 per 

cent a year, it will take 60 years for the species to fully recover.

MOTH RECORDER
MOTH-TRAPPING OPENS UP A 
NEW WORLD OF WILDLIFE AND 
CAN BE DONE ANYWHERE, SAYS 
ULSTER WILDLIFE’S RESERVE 
MANAGER ANDREW CRORY.

AGENDA

A Stephens’ gem found at 
Murlough on the coast of 

Northern Ireland. 
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FACT FILE

HABITAT Lowland tropical, 

mainly secondary rainforest; 

likes to be close to water 

DIET Leaves, shoots and 

twigs from a variety of plants, 

particularly those that grow  

in unshaded, open areas

THREATS Habitat loss, poaching 

and the loss of genetic variability 

due to its small population

LIFESPAN 30–35 years

JAVAN RHINO
RHINOCEROS SONDAICUS

The last Javan rhino in 
Vietnam was killed for 
its horn in around 2010, 
leaving the species 
confined to a tiny area 
of Java, Indonesia.
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IUCN RED LIST STATUS

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED!
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I
t may be Critically Endangered 
and the rarest member of its 
family group, but the Javan 

rhino is not finished yet. We are 
now beginning to understand 
what we must do to improve its 
habitat, and how we can secure 
the species’ long-term future.

But first, the facts. The official 
population of the Javan rhino is 
estimated at 58–61, and today it 
is only found in the westernmost 
point of the island of Java, in 
the adjacent Ujung Kulon and 
Gunung Honje National Parks.

Though the species was once 
widespread throughout South-
East Asia (including as far north 
as Bangladesh), the species 
disappeared from Vietnam in 
around 2009 or 2010, leaving  
a single, relict population.

Habitat loss has played a major 
role, but in recent years a new 
threat has become clear – the 
non-native, invasive arenga palm 
dominates the upper canopy and 
blocks out sunlight in Ugung 

Kulon, preventing 
many of the 
rhino’s preferred 
foodplants from 
germinating.

Experimental 
control of arenga 
in a 100ha plot 
has allowed the 
vegetation the 
rhino needs to start
growing, and a  

few individuals are coming to  
our conservation area to feed.

This is great news, but it 
will take a long time to rebuild 

CONSERVATION

INSIGHT
JAVAN RHINO

THERE ARE ONLY ABOUT 60 JAVAN 
RHINOS LEFT, BUT NEW RESEARCH 
OFFERS HOPE FOR THE SPECIES, 
SAYS BIBHAB KUMAR TALUKDAR.

`
WE ARE NOW 

BEGINNING 

TO UNDERSTAND 

HOW TO SECURE 

THE SPECIES’ 

FUTURE”

the population. A female Javan 
rhino may start breeding at the 
age of eight, and the calf will 
stay with her for three to four 
years, meaning she can mate 
again perhaps every five years 
– or roughly five times in her 
expected lifetime.

We now hope to reintroduce 
some of Indonesia’s Ugung 
Kulon stock to another suitable 
forest area, either within Java 
or on neighbouring Sumatra. 
We would also like to initiate a 
captive-breeding population as a 
safeguard – the last of the species 
to be seen in captivity passed away 
in Adelaide Zoo in 1907.
Bibhab is the chair of the IUCN’s 
Asian Rhino Specialist Group 
and Asia co-ordinator for the 
International Rhino Foundation.

Q EXPERT BRIEFING

+ FIND OUT MORE

International Rhino Foundation: 

http://rhinos.org

61BBC Wildlife
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No obligations or catches – simply call

0844 776 1878
†

quoting WLHFR516
*Your free issue will either be the June issue, mailed on 20 May, the July issue, mailed on 16 June, or the August

issue, mailed on 12 July. This o�er is available to UK residents only and limited to one copy per household.

OFFER ENDS 30 JUNE 2016. † Calls will cost 7p per minute plus your telephone provider’s access charge.

Call charges from mobile phones may vary. Lines are open 8am-8pm weekdays and 9am-1pm Saturday.

FREE ISSUE OF 

Gardens Illustrated
*

Here’s your chance to sample an issue of Gardens Illustrated

– the world’s most beautiful gardens magazine –th ld’ t b tif l d i absolutely free!b l t l f !
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WHAT IS PALM OIL?

Palm oil is a vegetable oil
derived from the fruit of a tree
called, rather unimaginatively,
the oil palm Elaeis guineensis.
The species is native to West
Africa, but will grow almost
anywhere in the tropics. 

WHAT IS IT USED FOR?

It is found in about half
of all household products,
from processed foods such
as biscuits and ice cream to
soap and lipstick, though
consumers are unaware
because most of the time it
is listed simply as ‘vegetable
oil’. This is changing, thanks
to a campaign orchestrated
by the Sumatran Orangutan
Society. By December 2017
all food products sold in the
EU must list palm oil where
it’s used. But that’s not the
case for cosmetics, and palm
oil is also in great demand as
a biofuel – which is ironic,
because it is staggeringly
bad for the environment.

WHY IS IT SO TERRIBLE?

Swaths of tropical rainforest are
being bulldozed to make way
for oil palm plantations; when
the forests go, so does most of
the wildlife, and it’s thought
that palm oil production could
be the most immediate threat to
the greatest number of species
on the planet. Clearing forests
also releases huge quantities
of greenhouse gas, while the
rights of local communities are
often ignored, and indigenous
people are forcibly removed.

HOW MUCH FOREST

IS BEING CLEARED?

The area that is used for
the production of palm oil

companies are clueless as
to whether their palm oil is
environmentally friendly or
not. There is plenty of non-
forested land available, but
it is cheaper and easier to
bulldoze tropical rainforests –
and, of course, the timber can
be sold, creating an additional 
financial incentive.

IS THERE A SOLUTION?

We need an immediate
moratorium on converting
rainforest into plantations,
but the ultimate solution is
for purchasers of palm oil –
both retailers and consumers
– to be able to identify
sustainable sources.

WHAT CAN I DO TO HELP?

Avoid those products that
definitely contain palm oil from 
unsustainable sources – the
Rainforest Foundation’s guide 
(see below) is thorough and 
easy to understand, and will
help you shop responsibly.

worldwide has quadrupled
since the early 1980s to
170,000km2. Indeed one
estimate suggests that up
to 2km2 of forest is cleared
every hour to make room for
plantations. Some of them are
established illegally, but most
are created with government
permission, often after
changing the boundaries of
national parks and reserves.

HOW BIG IS THE MARKET?

Huge. The worldwide
demand for palm oil has
increased sharply over the
past few years, to more than
60 million tonnes annually, 
and continues to grow.

WHICH COUNTRIES 

PRODUCE PALM OIL?

Palm oil is grown throughout
the tropics, but 85 per cent
of it comes from just two
countries: Indonesia (50 per
cent) and Malaysia (35 per
cent). Sumatra and Borneo,
with their orangutans,
elephants, tigers and rhinos,
are particularly hard hit.
Thailand, Colombia, Nigeria,
Papua New Guinea and
Ecuador are also major 
palm oil producers.

IS THE PALM OIL INDUSTRY 

DOING ANYTHING TO 

SOLVE THE PROBLEM?

Major palm oil growers,
producers and buyers formed
the Roundtable on Sustainable
Palm Oil (RSPO) in 2004, to
establish a ‘green’ certification
scheme. But it still doesn’t rule
out the clearing of rainforest,
and completely ignores its
impact on climate change.
Meanwhile most of the world’s
largest food and cosmetics

ODownload the Rainforest

Foundation’s excellent guide to 

products containing palm oil:

http://bit.ly/1WcgEH5
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AGENDA COMMENT

MARK CARWARDINE

is a frustrated and
frank conservationist.

O Every month he
demystifies some of the
most important issues
a�ecting the world’s
wildlife and assesses
the organisations
that protect it.

PALM OIL 

COULD  

BE THE MOST 

IMMEDIATE 

THREAT TO  

THE GREATEST 

NUMBER OF 

SPECIES ON 

THE PLANET”

`

PA L M  O I L02

If we want tigers  

to survive, we should 

use our purchasing 

power responsibly.



AFTER THREE YEARS OF PILOT CULLS IN 
GLOUCESTERSHIRE AND SOMERSET, THE 
GOVERNMENT MAY EXTEND THE POLICY  
TO UP TO 10 COUNTIES FROM CHESHIRE  
TO CORNWALL, REPORTS JAMES FAIR.

W
hen Pauline 
Kidner, founder 
of the animal-
rescue centre 

Secret World in Somerset, 
pulled the bodies of four 
badgers out of a nearby stream, 
she knew it was important to 
find out how they had died.

The postmortems revealed 
that they had been shot in the 
head at very close range. “They 
must have been trapped first,” 
she told BBC Wildlife. “That’s 
the only way you could do that.”

But Kidner believes that these 
animals were not killed as part 
of the pilot cull that has been 
taking place in Somerset in an 
effort to reduce levels of bovine 
tuberculosis (bTB) in cattle. 

Instead, she says they were 
illegally persecuted because the 
perpetrators felt emboldened by 
the cull that has been sanctioned 
by the Government.

They aren’t the only ones, 
either – there’s more ‘lamping’ 
going on, she said, as well as 
the illegal use of snares and 
poisons, and badger digging 
and baiting: “The cull has given 
the green light to persecution.”

Her view is partially supported 
by Avon and Somerset Police, 
which said in a statement that 
reported incidents of illegal 
badger killing have increased 
in the past year, though it put 
this down in part to increased 
awareness of wildlife crime 
within the force.

FIRST SHOTS 
FIRED OVER 
BADGER-CULL 
EXTENSIONS

Protestors fear 
that up to 130,000 

badgers could be 
culled as part of the 

Government’s policy 
to reduce levels of 

bTB in cattle.
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AGENDA ANALYSIS

+ FIND OUT MORE

Read the NFU’s statement on 

the badger cull: http://bit.

ly/1ZnHMGf

The NFU told BBC Wildlife:
“The fact that so many areas
have expressed an interest [in
culling] not only shows that
farmers support the policy
and are prepared to put in the
effort and finances necessary
to ensure it is a success, it also
shows how widespread the bTB
problem is and how urgently 

£6,775
The cost to the public of

every badger killed in the

pilot culls in Gloucestershire

and Somerset in 2012–2014,

according to the Badger

Trust – 2,480 badgers were

culled at a cost of £16.8m.

£100m
The cost to the public of

bovine tuberculosis (bTB) in

2014, according to Defra. It

is estimated to exceed £1bn

over the next decade unless

the disease is controlled.

£53m
The cost of the Randomised

Badger Culling Trial (RBCT)

between 1998 and 2005 –

11,000 badgers were killed at

a cost of £4,818 per animal.

it needs to be dealt with.”
Whatever the case, doubts

persist as to whether culling
will help to reduce levels of bTB
in cattle. After killing 11,000
badgers in the Randomised
Badger Culling Trial (RBCT),
scientists reported that it could
lower the incidence of the
disease by up to 16 per cent
over a nine-year period.

CULLING UNCERTAINTY

But many scientists have
pointed out a flaw in what has
happened since. The current
culls are being carried out, on the
whole, by shooting free-running
badgers, not solely by trapping
and shooting which was used in 
the RBCT, so results cannot be
expected to mirror it.

That’s not all, because as
Mark Jones pointed out, no one

THESE 

BADGER 

CULLS ARE  

NOT DESIGNED 

TO ESTABLISH 

WHETHER  

THEY HAVE AN  

IMPACT ON bTB”

`

will ever be able to demonstrate
whether the culls have worked. 
“They are not designed to
establish whether they have an
impact on bTB,” he said. “While
they are going on, there are all
kinds of other measures being
introduced, such as stricter
controls on cattle movements,
and you will never be able to
say for sure that this was due tos
badger culling, and that was duet
to something else.”

And with anti-cull groups 
mobilising to oppose and disrupt
any new operations, farmers who 
allow culling on their land may 
not find it an easy option. 

PROPOSED CULLD CULL 
EXTENSIOON
CULLING MAY BEE

EXTENDED TO NEEW

ZONES – AS YET

UNKNOWN – WITTHIN

THE HIGHLIGHTEED

COUNTIES.

Q Counties with culling

Q Counties that culling

could be extended to

CHESHIRE

SOMERSET

WILTS

DORSETDEVON

CORNWALL

GLOS

WORCS

H’FORD

The rise in persecution since
culling began in 2013 was one of
the points Kidner made at a public
meeting in Evesham Town Hall
in late February. Those gathered
heard how the Department for
Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs (Defra) is planning to ‘roll 
out’ the cull from two trial zones
in Gloucestershire and Somerset, 
and another in Dorset, to new
areas both within those counties 
and beyond.

The organisers of the meeting
– a coalition of groups called
Gloucestershire Against Badger
Shooting (GABS) – believe the
extension of the cull represents
nothing less than a battle for the
soul of Britain’s wildlife.

LESSONS OUT OF AFRICA?

“When the policy was first
published,” said Mark Jones,
a vet and Born Free’s wildlife
adviser, “Natural England
predicted that, if it was rolled
out to its fullest extent, up to
130,000 badgers might be
culled over the next decade.

“If they roll it out to 10 new
areas this year, and 10 next, we
could be getting to that sort of
scale. It would be disastrous.”

Also speaking at the Evesham 
meeting was the great-ape
conservationist Ian Redmond,
who contrasted what Defra is
doing to counteract bTB with
how the authorities in Africa
reacted to an outbreak of another
disease that also impacts on both 
humans and wildlife.

“Their efforts to prevent the
transmission of ebola from
gorillas or chimpanzees to
humans is based on changing
human behaviour,” Redmond
said. “They educate people not
to butcher dead animals, to
avoid bushmeat of unknown
origin, and to go through
biohazard protocols.

“Governments in Africa are
not saying, ‘Let’s reduce that
species population by 70 per
cent.’ And if they did, there
would be an outcry.”

BBC Wildlife contacted farmerse
who are directors of Abcq Ltd, a
company set up to cull badgers
in north Gloucestershire, for a
comment on the cull extension,
but received no response. 

Protestors are 
ready to oppose 
and disrupt the 
badger culls.

Reported incidents of 
illegal badger killing are 
increasing, say police.
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ROAD TRIP
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tall
Girafe experts Julian and 
Stephanie Fennessy describe 
what it takes to keep these 
little-known gentle giants safe.

Walking



Their extraordinary 

appearance may make them 

one of the most familiar and 

recognisable animals on Earth, 

yet girafes – here the Maasai 

subspecies, crossing a dry 

riverbed in Kenya – are rarely  

a conservation priority.
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W
hy did the giraffes cross the Nile? 
To save their skins! It may sound 
implausible, but we’re not being 
flippant. The extraordinary spectacle 
of these 5m-tall animals traversing the 
continent’s mightiest river by boat was 
one of the most important, daring and 

unusual giraffe-conservation initiatives of recent years.
Operation Twiga took place in January in Uganda’s

beautiful Murchison Falls National Park. It was filmed for
a BBC Natural World documentary following a year in the
life of the Giraffe Conservation Foundation (GCF), a small
organisation based in Namibia, for which we work. As you
can probably imagine, the logistics of translocating a herd
of 18 wild giraffes along rough, potholed tracks and across
a vast waterway was mind-boggling, but the intervention
didn’t happen a day too soon.

In the 1990s oil reserves were discovered in and
around the park, and exploration and tests subsequently
established that large-scale extraction was feasible. With
the commencement of drilling becoming a question of
‘when’ and not ‘if’, and the core proposed mining area
overlapping with the last major stronghold of Rothschild’s
giraffes, the Uganda Wildlife Authority and the GCF were
deeply concerned about the risk to this rare subspecies.
To guard against extinction if disaster were to strike the
park, we decided to create new satellite populations by

Above: the 

team bring a 

Rothschild’s 

girafe back to its 

feet following the 

animal’s sedation.

Below: on a 

pontoon ferry six 

girafes set sail 

across the Nile 

to create a new 

subpopulation 

on the river’s 

southern bank.

reintroducing selected animals to parts of their historical 
range. And so Operation Twiga was born.

As giraffe protectors, we have a problem. Put simply, 
these leggy mammals are not the first African animals 
that spring to mind when conservation organisations 
are discussing their priorities. Elephants, rhinos, lions, 
cheetahs, wild dogs, gorillas and pangolins top the bill – 
and rightly so. Yet with as few as 90,000 individuals left 
in the wild – a decline of 35 per cent over the past three 
decades – these elegant creatures surely deserve better. 

Giraffes are already extinct in at least seven African 
countries, with Rothschild’s and West African giraffes 
ranked among the most vulnerable large mammals in the 
world (both are listed as Endangered by the International R
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Union for Conservation of Nature). Today, just 1,500 
Rothschild’s giraffes are estimated to survive in the wild, 
with Murchison Falls National Park hosting more than 
85 per cent of the total population. The remainder are 
clinging on in two other national parks in Uganda and 
new translocated areas in western and central Kenya.

TRAINING DAY

A few years in the making, Operation Twiga was a vital 
initiative in increasing the range of the Rothschild’s 
giraffe. But translocating these gentle giants is a high-
risk business; training sessions had to start in earnest 
once the exercise was greenlit. To begin with they were 
light-hearted, comprising a group of game rangers 
attempting to sling a rope around a middle-aged 
muzungu (‘white man’). He would buck like a wild 
horse until he was tackled to the ground – all amidst 
roars of laughter. It wasn’t long, however, before it was 
time to embark on the real thing.

Above: the Maasai 
subspecies ranges 
across central and 
southern Kenya 
and into Tanzania.
Below: a girafe 
wears a GPS 
head harness 
that enables its 
movements to  
be tracked.

BBC Wildlife

So, how exactly do you catch an animal that has  
legs taller than you are, weighs (in the case of mature  
males) as much as 1,250kg, and gallops at speeds of up  
to 50kph? The answer is... extremely carefully. First you  
must select a suitable individual. You then approach  
it with caution, fire a cocktail of giraffe-specific drugs 
into its hide, and wait a few minutes for the sedative  
to take effect. When the animal becomes drowsy,  
several members of the team run around it with  
a rope to bring it down, cowboy-style.

Once on the ground, the giraffe is injected with 
an antidote to reverse the effects of the initial drugs. 
Several members of the team then hold it down while 
measurements are taken, blood and tissue samples are 
collected, and a GPS ‘collar’ – actually a head harness – is 
attached. Finally the animal is helped to its feet as quickly 
as possible and loaded into a specially adapted trailer. It is 
driven to a boma, or fenced compound, where it can settle 
with other giraffes for a few days before transportation to 
the chosen release site.

BIG BUSINESS

Translocating megafauna is incredibly difficult, 
sweaty, labour-intensive work, and not to be 
undertaken lightly. Moving just 18 giraffes to  
a different area of Murchison Falls National 
Park was eye-wateringly expensive, too, stretching 
the resources of the GCF. It was only thanks to 
support from partners around the world and 
donations raised from a targeted fundraising 
campaign that took place on World Giraffe  
Day 2015 that we were able to do it at all.

Unfortunately there is no single solution to 
giraffe conservation. Threats vary from habitat 
fragmentation to poaching, which is currently 

TRANSLOCATING MEGAFAUNA  
IS DIFFICULT, SWEATY, LABOUR-
INTENSIVE WORK, AND NOT TO  
BE UNDERTAKEN LIGHTLY.
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worst in war-torn and politically unstable regions of
Central Africa. We are hearing increasing reports, for
instance, of insurgent groups who kill elephants for
their ivory and then dine on giraffes, driven by a taste
for their ‘sweet’ meat and the sheer quantity they can
obtain from each of these easy-to-hunt herbivores.

In 2015, Julian and his colleagues had their own
narrow escape while working in Ethiopia’s Gambella
National Park, near the border with South Sudan. The
team was hoping to collect the first DNA samples from
the area’s hitherto unstudied giraffes, and to fit GPS
collars to a small number of individuals. Locating the
animals in such a vast, inaccessible area was possible
only from the air. One day, while out in the helicopter,
the researchers spotted some people moving livestock
on the ground below. It came as a most unpleasant
surprise when their friendly waves were returned with
a burst of fire from AK-47s – the team had come across
a group of South Sudanese insurgents busily stealing
cattle from Ethiopian farmers.

GROWING, GROWING, GONE

Human population growth, however,
is the biggest threat to giraffes, as
it is for many other wide-ranging
species such as lions. With the
wilderness rapidly disappearing,
there’s simply not enough space for
wildlife to roam. The area a giraffe
needs varies depending on the season
and habitat, but in exceptional cases
can be as much as 11,000km2. We
have observed these large-scale home
ranges in Namibia, where some

individuals travel up to 50km in a single day, though
2–3km is more usual elsewhere. Drought triggers
particularly long ‘escape’ movements, as the animals
search desperately for foliage to browse, and – to a
lesser extent – for water to drink.

It’s interesting to compare the varying status of
giraffes across Africa. The rare West African giraffe
today survives only in Niger. The final stronghold of
this desert-adapted subspecies, which has a distinctively
pale cream and tan coat, is a stretch of communal land
approximately 60km outside the capital, Niamey. The
area is bustling with people and their livestock – no other
wildlife remains. Giraffe numbers here fell as low as 50
some two decades ago, and the government decided that
enough was enough. Despite being one of the poorest
countries in the world, Niger made a commitment to
save the last of its precious giraffes – and succeeded.

Amazingly, Niger is the sole country to have a national
giraffe-conservation strategy. Against the odds, it has
managed to implement rural-development initiatives

When water 
is available, 
girafes (here in 
Namibia) drink 
by splaying their 
legs. In very arid 
environments, 
they can absorb 
moisture from the 
condensation that 
collects on leaves 
following coastal 
desert fog.

DESPITE BEING ONE 
OF THE POOREST 
COUNTRIES IN THE 
WORLD, NIGER MADE  
A COMMITMENT TO 
SAVE ITS GIRAFFES.

THE NINE GIRAFFE SUBSPECIES

GIRAFFES

HORNICROFT’S

WEST AFRICAN ROTHSCHILD’S

ANGOLAN NUBIAN KORDOFAN RETICULATED

SOUTH AFRICAN

MAASAI
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“The fantastic success of Woburn 

Safari Park’s breeding programme 

for Rothschild’s girafes is down 

to replicating their natural social 

structure,” explains Lindsay Banks.

“In the wild girafes form herds 

according to the availability of 

space and resources, familiarity 

and kinship. So we have based 

our Rothschild’s girafe breeding 

strategy on this social system.  

For example, our 

female girafes are 

able to form close 

bonds with maternal 

relatives – mothers, 

daughters and siblings 

– like they would in the 

wild. Pregnant females 

remain with the rest 

of the herd at all times 

and are left to decide 

where and how they 

calve. This results in 

relaxed, calm girafes; 

by giving individuals 

the freedom to 

make choices, much 

potential stress and 

anxiety are reduced.

“Calving and breeding has become 

a social event, where all of the herd 

members are given the opportunity 

to learn from, and seek support 

from, one another. Based on this 

philosophy, Woburn’s strategy has 

produced no fewer than 14 healthy 

new girafe calves in just five years.”

O Lindsay Banks is a senior animal 

keeper at Woburn. She has worked 

with girafes for over 13 years.

HELPING HIGH SOCIETY: CAPTIVE-
BREEDING ENDANGERED GIRAFFES

that improve the livelihoods of villagers who share the
animal’s habitat, while raising vital conservation awareness.
Numbers of West African giraffes have now increased to
more than 400, and while the figure remains dangerously
low, the rise nevertheless represents something of a success 
story for African conservation.

Giraffe populations are increasing in Namibia, too.
This is the home of the Angolan subspecies, which is
also relatively light in colour (and, somewhat confusingly,
extinct in most of Angola). Namibia is one of only a few
countries able to boast a growing giraffe population,
which is currently at least 12,000 strong. Much of this is
down to the fact that an impressive 40 per cent of its land
is sustainably managed and protected.

WALKING WITH GIANTS

Communal conservancies are arguably Namibia’s biggest
success. They are home to one in four rural Namibians,
who rely on tourism and the sustainable exploitation of
wildlife for their livelihood. Hundreds of giraffes have
been successfully translocated to the conservancies,
where they are now thriving. Meanwhile, though the idea
is admittedly controversial, trophy hunting has helped to
boost giraffe populations in some conservancies and on
the country’s private farmland.

To the east, approximately 34,000 Maasai giraffes
roam the savannahs of Kenya and Tanzania. Yet even 
this subspecies is in decline and at risk from habitat loss
and fragmentation, and poaching for bushmeat. And, as
with other giraffes, there is a lot still to discover about

the Maasai subspecies’ life and habits. Do animals stick
to the same family groups, or frequently switch herds?
Do they communicate using low, rumbling infrasound,
like elephants? Nobody knows.

So, though there is much to celebrate in giraffe
conservation, there is also much to concern us, not least
of which is these gentle giants’ low public profile. This
is something that World Giraffe Day hopes to tackle.
It’s celebrated on 21 June – the longest day or night of
the year, depending on which hemisphere you’re living
in. Originally the idea was simply to draw some much-
needed attention to giraffes’ plight, but the event has
developed into a firm fixture in the calendar of zoos 
and safari parks worldwide.

While World Giraffe Day 2015 concentrated on
raising funds for Operation Twiga, this year’s event will
focus on the conservation of the reticulated giraffe in
northern Kenya, and on an education initiative that has

been launched in Namibia. This involves taking
children out into the bush to learn about their
natural environment and their wonderful wild
neighbours. If local communities can be brought
on side, then saving the world’s giraffes could
become less of a tall order.

FIND OUT MORE

Girafe Road Tripf will

be shown as part

of the new series of Natural

World, due to air late spring.

Learn more about girafes at

www.girafeconservation.org

and www.worldgirafeday.org

+

The estimated
total number
of reticulated
girafes in the
world (here two
males ‘necking’)
is 8,600. It’s
one of the
most common
subspecies to
be kept in zoos.

Lindsay (centre)
feeds the girafes

at Woburn.

AS WITH OTHER GIRAFFES,  
THERE IS A LOT STILL TO 
DISCOVER ABOUT THE MAASAI 
SUBSPECIES’ LIFE AND HABITS.

JULIAN AND STEPHANIE FENNESSY co-direct

the Girafe Conservation Foundation in Namibia.ffR
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THE CHARITIES

W
alk 4 Wildlife is raising money for five thoroughly deserving 

wildlife charities.  Each one works tirelessly to help protect 

some of our planet’s most iconic, yet endangered species.

From Cornwall to Scotland and everywhere in between – dozens of 

sponsored wildlife walks will be taking place all over the UK throughout 

the year.  Make new friends, raise money for endangered wildlife, join in 

a fantastic event and – for one lucky person – maybe even change your 

life forever!

Will you give up just one day to ‘Walk 4 Wildlife’?  

Visit walk4wildlife.uk to find out more and to join a walk near you.

WILDLIFE

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

CHEETAH 

CONSERVATION FUND

The fastest land
mammal is racing
towards extinction
with less than 7000
left in the wild. Take 
strides in helping  
CCF UK keep the 
cheetah alive. 

Tel: 07956 320048
www.cheetah.org.uk

LIONAID

Leading lion 
conservation charity 
LionAid work globally to 
end the decline of wild 
lion populations. With 
less than 15,000 lions 
left in Africa and only five 
viable populations time 
is running out for lions.  

Tel: 01304 449491
 www.lionaid.org

TIGER AWARENESS

There are 3,000 
tigers left in the wild due 
to man-animal conflict, 
de-forestation and 
poaching. Tiger 
Awareness works with 
local communities and 
supports forest sta� to 
help change that.

Tel: 01162 761221
tigerwild@btinternet.com

THE DAVID 

SHELDRICK 

WILDLIFE TRUST

Every 15 minutes, an 
elephant is killed for  
its tusks.Less than 400,000 
now remain across Africa. 
The DSWT has successfully 
hand raised over 190 
orphan elephants.

Tel: (0)1372 378321 
infouk@dswt.org

SAVE THE RHINO 

INTERNATIONAL

Save the Rhino 
International works to 
conserve endangered 
rhinos in Africa and Asia. 
Rhino poaching is at 
crisis point– shockingly 
rhinos could be extinct in 
the wild by 2026.

Tel: 020 7357 7474
emma@savetherhino.org

A WALK ON 
THE WILD SIDE

Take part for your chance to win an incredible 10-day all-expenses-

paid safari holiday.  You could be o� to South Africa to experience 

big cats, elephants and rhinos in their natural habitat. Or maybe the 

awesome tiger in the wilds of India, 

the choice is yours!  One thing is  

for sure – this will be an experience 

of a lifetime.

Walk 4 Wildlife is organised by 

Walkathon Event Management 

Email. enquiries@walk4wildlife.uk

Tel. 0800 020 9348

TAKE PART FOR YOUR 

CHANCE TO WIN A 10-DAY 

SAFARI TRIP OF A LIFETIME!
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SPRINGWATCH

For more British

wildlife highlights,  

don’t miss

RETURNING IN MAY



A nightingale sings from 

his perch on a branch in 

scrub in Lincolnshire – the 

species sings during the 

day as well as at night.

NIGHT
A seductive yet shy songster, the 

nightingale occupies a special 
place in our hearts. At last we 

are uncovering the secret life of 
this mercurial bird – including its 

migration, says Mike Dilger.

C
ome on, let’s be honest: who has seen a 
nightingale well? I mean really well – out in 
the open, in full view. ‘Elusive’, ‘bashful’ and 
‘retiring’ are the adjectives that best sum up 
the behaviour of this seldom-spotted relative 
of the robin. Those birdwatchers who have 
managed anything more than just a glimpse 

of this classic skulker during its fleeting visits to Britain 
would hardly call it devastatingly handsome. For it is the 
archetypal ‘little brown job’, or ‘LBJ’ for short. But then 
who needs to look like George Clooney when you have  
a voice with more range than Pavarotti?

Phenomenally rich, mellifluous and powerful, the 
nightingale’s song has been eulogised for generations. 
Its performance has inspired countless lyrics, stories 
and poems, one of the best-known being John Keats’ 
much-loved Ode to a Nightingale written in 1819, which 
memorably refers to a “light-wingèd Dryad of the trees” 
and that “immortal Bird”. The nightingale’s prowess as a 
cage bird with an extraordinary voice was even admired 
back in Pliny’s day, who stated that in ancient Rome a 
noted performer could sell for as much as a slave.

This vocal virtuosity was also celebrated in what is 
surely one of the most famous BBC recordings. In 1924 
over a million people were glued to their wireless sets to 
listen to a live outdoor broadcast of Beatrice Harrison’s 
cello accompanying a male nightingale holding territory 
in her Surrey garden. The event was so popular that it was 
repeated every spring until World War II – and there is 
now a campaign for the BBC to bring it back.

But while the nightingale has a rich history in poetry, prose 
and popular culture, a thorough search of the ornithological 
literature has always produced surprisingly little detail 
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MALE NIGHTINGALES’ FIRST 

PIECE OF BUSINESS ON THEIR 

SPRING RETURN EACH YEAR  

IS TO PROCLAIM TERRITORIES  

WITH THEIR DAZZLING SONG.

about the natural history of this mercurial creature, 
which on its English breeding grounds is essentially 
a bird of dense scrub and coppiced woodland, from 
Gloucestershire, Wiltshire, Dorset and Hampshire,  
east to Kent, the Fens and East Anglia.

Throughout its entire stay in southern England, from 
the arrival of adults in April to the departure of the last 
juveniles in September, this summer migrant keeps 
an incredibly low profile. Moreover, the location where 
the nightingales that migrate to, and are raised in, this 
country spend the rest of their year has always been a 
mystery. Until 2010, no nightingales ringed in England 
had ever been reported south of the Sahara Desert. 
‘Somewhere in West Africa’ was our most educated 
guess at their wintering grounds.

REVEALING THE SECRETS

However, those days are over. Thanks to the use of 
cutting-edge technology in the form of tiny geolocators, 
which were developed by the Swiss Ornithological 
Institute and have been pioneered in the UK by the 
British Trust for Ornithology (BTO), the species is  
at last revealing some of its deepest secrets.

No larger than a shirt button and weighing 
merely 0.7g, the latest-generation geolocators are 
revolutionising the way that we study small birds. 
Designed with an inbuilt clock, calendar and light sensor, 
the solar-powered devices constantly measure the amount 
of daylight against the time and date. The equipment 
needs to be recovered at a later date in order for the data 
to be downloaded, but here nightingales are ideal – their 
remarkable fidelity to the same breeding sites from one  
year to the next makes them the perfect research subjects.

Any geolocator retrieved from a freshly arrived migrant 
should enable researchers to calculate where on the planet 
the device, and therefore the bird, has been during the 
previous months. But the technology was still in its infancy 
when attached to the first batch of 20 nightingales in the 
Cambridgeshire Fens in 2009. So five of the six gadgets 
successfully recovered from returning birds in spring 2010 
unfortunately failed to produce any meaningful data.

However, there was a single wonderful, trailblazing 
exception: a male nightingale nicknamed ‘OAD’, after the 
letters on his device. He delivered results so gloriously that 
it led the BTO’s scientist Chris Hewson to exclaim: “We 
have learned more from this one bird than in the previous 
100 years of ringing nightingales!”

In the British Isles, the nightingale appears always to have 
been uncommon. For example, it has never been known to 
breed in Ireland, Scotland or Yorkshire, despite these areas 
seemingly offering plenty of suitable habitat. And from 
this already low starting point, the UK breeding population 
has undergone a shocking 88 per cent decline over the 

A 19th-century 
engraving of a 
nightingale – the 
bird’s song has 
made it a popular 
subject for artists 
and writers alike.
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NIGHTINGALES

past 40 years. With the exact figures from the most recent 
nightingale survey yet to be announced, it is highly likely 
that the population will have reduced even further, from an 
estimate of 4,500 singing males in 1999 to a provisional 
total of about 3,300 counted in 2012 and 2013.

CONTINENTAL VISITOR

Regardless of this worrying decline, the UK total is still 
minuscule when compared with the populations in France, 
Spain and Italy – each of those countries may host nigh-on 
a million breeding pairs. Warmer ground temperatures
could well be the main factor why the vast majority of
nightingales prefer a Continental summer.

Most of the nightingales that stop short of 
the English Channel to breed will attempt to 
raise two broods before their southbound 
migration at the end of summer. In contrast, 
nightingales breeding in Britain find 
themselves at the far northern extremity of 
the species’ natural range, and this may be 
why they follow a ‘one clutch’ strategy.

Despite being notoriously furtive 
birds throughout their stay in England, 
nightingales make it easy to record the 
dates of their spring return each year, since 
the males’ first piece of business is to proclaim 
territories with their dazzling song. Heard any 

time from mid-April to late May or early June, it is invariably 
belted out from deep within dense undergrowth, and is 
instantly arresting for its immense strength and range.

One study showed an individual male’s song to possess 
as many as 250 different musical phrases, compiled from 
a repertoire of 600 different basic sound units. Many of 
the phrases are rich, liquid and bubbling, but they are also 
interspersed with croaks, chuckles and dramatic pauses.

The male nightingale famously sings both day and night. 
During daylight, the song is mainly concerned with keeping 
rivals at bay and holding territory, whereas after dark it is 

thought to be more of an advertisement to any passing 
females looking for a mate. Once a male has secured 

a partner, his night-time song begins to tail off as 
the pair gets down to breeding.

So what about the data recovered from 
OAD? After starting his southbound 
migration the nightingale headed through 
western France and skirted the western 
end of the Pyrenees a couple of weeks 
later, reaching a stop-over site in Portugal. 
He refuelled here for two-and-a-half 
weeks before finally leaving Europe on 

19 September to make the sea crossing to 
Africa. After around a day-and-a-half of non-

stop flight, OAD appears to have paused again, 
possibly at an oasis in the arid Western Sahara. 

Top: females 
usually lay four  
or five eggs.
Above: the 
species mainly 
eats insects, but 
also takes berries 
and seeds.
Below: the cellist 
Beatrice Harrison.

Robins (left), 
song thrushes, 
blackcaps and 
blackbirds all 

sing after dark.
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One of the commonest

mistakes is to assume that

any bird singing sweetly

after dark is a nightingale;

it’s much more likely to be a

robin. Nocturnal singing by

robins appears to be on the

increase, perhaps triggered by

street and security lighting.

Blackbirds and song thrushes

also sometimes sing at night.

But while both are impressively

melodious, neither is a match

for the sustained strength and

pizzazz of a nightingale, which

BBC naturalist Brett Westwood

has compared to a “jazz musician,

improvising on a theme”.

The nightingale’s song is perhaps

most easily confused with that of

the blackcap. This common warbler

sings by day, often in the same

scrubby or open wooded habitats as

the nightingale, and it also has a rich,

bright, loud voice with real vigour.

However, its song is much less varied

in pace and pitch, and lacks the

nightingale’s ‘jug, jug, jug’ notes.

IS IT A NIGHTINGALE?

TOP RESOURCES

O Compare birdsongs 

at www.xeno-canto.org 

and www.rspb.org.uk, 

and with past episodes of 

Radio 4’s Tweet of the Day:  

http://bbc.in/1xtpOHC

O Watch a BTO video 

on how to identify 

birds singing at night, 

featuring the robin, blackbird, 

song thrush and nightingale: 

http://bit.ly/1RQLQZV

The species is often a victim of mistaken identity.
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or it could represent an opportunity to practise their 
complicated song in preparation for the spring.

Further analysis of geolocator data from OAD and birds
tagged more recently has led to more revelations. “Wintering 
nightingales seem to favour different places some years –
they may be responding to rainfall patterns and moving to
moister areas,” says Chris Hewson. “Our tagged birds have
sometimes moved further south along the coast, to Guinea-
Bissau and Guinea, for example.”

A TECHNOLOGICAL BREAKTHROUGH

The senior research ecologist points out that geolocators are
much less precise than GPS tags, since the technology relies
on complex computer analysis of recorded light levels, not
exact global positions. “The level of accuracy is unknown and
varies, depending on the time of day, weather conditions and
where satellites happen to be,” he says. “It’s real detective
work.” But this summer Chris and his team hope to fit the
latest GPS tags to nightingales for the first time. “They will
be 10,000 times more accurate than the geolocators, giving
us pinpoint locations down to 16m accuracy. I can’t wait!”

Revelatory research like this forces us to rethink long-held
assumptions, such as: should we really call nightingales
‘British’? After all, OAD used to spend nearly twice as long in
West Africa as in the fen where he helped to raise a family.
As a species with no regard for borders or frontiers, the
nightingale needs a conservation effort along its whole
migration route if we don’t want all of those sonnets and
sonatas to end up as sad reminders of springs gone by.

HOW TO HEAR A NIGHTINGALE
In Britain nightingales favour scrub,

often near water, and open or coppiced

woodland. They occur south of a line

from the Severn to the Humber, but

are now scarce. Many of the top spots

are nature reserves and ofer guided 

nightingale walks in spring.

TEN TOP LOCATIONS:

Q Alton Water Sur folk (Anglian Water)

Q Blean Woods Kent (RSPB)

Q Clife Pools Kent (RSPB)

Q Fingringhoe Wick Essex 

(Essex Wildlife Trust)

Q Knepp Castle Estate Sussex 

(Knepp Wildland Project)

Q Lackford Lakes Sufolk  

(Sufolk Wildlife Trust)

Q Paxton Pits Cambridgeshire

(Huntingdonshire District Council/

Friends of Paxton Pits Nature Reserve)

Q Swillbrook Lakes Cotswold Water 

Park, Wiltshire/Gloucestershire

(Wiltshire Wildlife Trust)

QWhisby Nature Park Lincolnshire k

(Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust)

QWoods Mill Sussex (Sussex  

Wildlife Trust)

A nightingale takes a 
dip in Catalonia – the 
British population is 
a drop in the ocean 
compared with the 
one in Spain.

NIGHTINGALES

Singing with the Nightingales

(2014) featured Beatrice

Harrison: http://bbc.in/1gI4RSf

Springwatch returns in May

from RSPB Minsmere, where

nightingales are a ‘star species’.

FIND OUT MORE+MIKE DILGER is a

naturalist and BBC

presenter. His latest

book Nightingales in

November is published

by Bloomsbury on

19 May (£16.99).
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He then headed south, perhaps foraging on the move,
eventually arriving in the wooded grassland and coastal
scrub of the Senegambian region by mid-November.scrub of the Senegambian region

Senegal, the tiny countryAlmost entirely enveloped by
on for British birders. Itsof Gambia is a popular destinati
s swelled during winterchecklist of colourful residents i
om British summers,by numerous species familiar fr

ns to reed warblers,ch ternfrom ospreys and sandwic
tingales, which stay tuckednightwheatears, redstarts… and
h that typifies their winterny bushaway in the tangled, thorn
robins singing for theirke the raccommodation. Much lik
d and frosty Britain duringn a coldsupper – and territory – in
e of the nightingales cansomeNovember and December,
ng from deep within the s of sobe heard uttering snatches
f year.ime ofAfrican scrub at this ti
d, their performances innglandBut unlike in En
reserved for the morning,sually rAfrica are us
ending to be shorter, lessongs tewith the so
d more fragmented affairsted andcomplicat
glish symphony. Why thesefull Enthan the f
heir wintering groundsng on thmales sin
ear, but there may be airely cleis not enti
nt to their performance, elemeterritorial 

The nightingale
OAD with the
geolocator that
tracked him to  
his African
wintering
grounds.





A passionate group of enthusiasts is not only looking after our grey 
seals’ welfare, but also gaining fascinating insights into their identities 
and secret lives. Amy-Jane Beer reports from Cornwall.

Seal patrol
Photos by Nick Upton



Michelle Clement of 
British Divers Marine 

Life Rescue inspects the 
tail flippers of a sick and 

injured grey seal pup that 
was found washed up on 

the tideline at Widemouth 
Bay, north Cornwall.
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S
ue Sayer is looking through a digital photo 
album in her cottage above the Hayle Estuary 
on Cornwall’s northern coast. It contains 
several hundred images of grey seals taken the 
previous day, showing hundreds of individuals 
– or maybe it’s a few dozen. You know how it 
is with seals. A head bobs up, disappears, then 

reappears – or is it a different animal? It’s hard for me to 
tell, but Sue doesn’t seem to have any trouble.

An image flashes up on the computer screen. In the 
time it takes me to register sunlit water, a sleek head and 
huge dark eyes, Sue has already clocked several splodges 

of paler fur on the neck, opened 
another window in her program and 

begun flicking though an archived 
catalogue keyworded with patterns 
she sees in the slate-and-silver fur. 
In seconds, she’s found a match.

This seal is Trolley. Or, to give 
him his full moniker: ‘Line Four-dots 
Wave Trolley’. Next up is ‘Antlers 
Horns W Glass Goggles Flipper Line 
Heatlamp Flying Circle’. “I know – 
it’s ridiculous,” Sue smiles. “But it 

works.” The improbable names are 
the result of individual seals being 

re-photographed at different times 
from different angles, enabling  
Sue to see new patterns.

Opening other files on her 
computer, Sue shows me more 

inkblot splodges – a weeping willow, a key and, incredibly, 
the word ‘SWIMS’ in dark swoops on the back of a 
beautiful female that also carries a huge propeller scar.

Sue has been painstakingly recording grey seals around 
Cornwall like this since 1999, when she spotted a few 
while rock-climbing. “I started wondering if the animals 
I saw below me were the same individuals,” she explains. 
“When I learned that each and every seal has a unique 
coat pattern, I was hooked.” Sue has now spent countless 
hours poring over photos, developing a phenomenal 
ability to recognise individuals.

STARTING SMALL

At first Sue began recording the details of seals at a single 
haul-out site. She started by sketching, then progressed 
to film and finally digital photography. Having expected 
to identify about 30 individuals in total – the number she 
typically saw on the beach on a given day – she was amazed 
when it took three months (and hundreds of seals) before 
she finally found a match: a male she calls Chairlift. 

In 2004 Sue began sharing her data and in doing so 
established the Cornwall Seal Group, now the Cornwall 
Seal Group Research Trust. In 2008 the project spread to 
other sites around Cornwall and Devon, with volunteers 
sending pictures to Sue for identification. Seals were 
taking over her life. “I had an advanced teaching job I 
loved. But I realised that other people could do that. I’m 
not sure anyone else could do this.” So Sue gave up her  
salary and became a full-time seal researcher. 

Realising that the project’s long-term future would rely 
on other people being able to record seals the same way, 

Above: grey seals 
rest on a sandy 
beach near St 
Ives, Cornwall.
Below: Sue Sayer 
holds a 9m section 
of fishing net that 
inflicted deep  
neck wounds on  
a grey seal pup.
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Sue began teaching her ID techniques to recorders. Seals 
are now being monitored independently at 15 sites around 
Cornwall by volunteer citizen scientists, many of whom are 
birdwatchers happy to add variety to their patch-watching.

It’s all very impressive – Sue’s personal passion 
and skill, and the colossal spreadsheets of data. But 
is it scientific? “I was very concerned about scientific 
rigour,” Sue says. “Every record is archived – the dates, 
the pictures, the matches – so anyone can go back and 
independently check that there’s no mistake.”

The identification protocols that Sue has developed with 
the University of Exeter require five matching coat patterns 
in the same relative positions, ideally on both sides of the 
body, with no obvious inconsistencies elsewhere before a 
match is confirmed by two experienced researchers. The 
system allows for the fact that seal appearances can change 
depending on the condition of the fur (wet or dry, moulting 
or not), age and the appearance of scars.

Though the grey seal is the largest mammal breeding in 
Britain, its ecology is relatively little known. This is a familiar 
problem for marine biologists, whose subjects spend a 
large part of their lives hidden from view. Big budgets are 
needed to deploy GPS tags, SMS transmitters, data-loggers 
and radio-telemetry to follow seals, whales, sharks and sea 
turtles. In comparison, using photos, mostly taken from the 
shore but sometimes from boats, is undeniably low-tech.

It’s also low-cost and – most importantly – non-
invasive: no seal has to be caught and handled. And 
because the system that Sue has developed enables seals 
to be tracked for their entire lives, it reveals more about 
individuals than any other method and builds knowledge 

Clockwise from 
top left: Sue 
Sayer of the 
Cornwall Seal 
Group Research 
Trust identifies 
a grey seal; grey 
seal pups gain 
weight rapidly 
thanks to their 
mother’s milk, 
which contains 
60 per cent fat; 
Sue photographs 
grey seals on  
a survey trip.

on abundance, habitat use, migration, breeding and 
survival rates, as well as behaviour such as feeding, 
vocalisations and personality.

One of the first conclusions of Sue’s work is that Britain’s 
grey seals don’t live all year in static colonies. “You might 
see 99 seals on a beach one day, and 99 the next, but very 
few will be the same individuals. Seals come and go, using 
locations like motorway service stations.”

“One of our volunteers spent two years photographing 
seals every week without finding a match,” she continues. 
“Another built up a catalogue of 150 animals before one 
turned up twice. But the buzz when you finally get a 
match is amazing.”

SEAL SOCIABILITY 

Clearly seals are gregarious – on land they’re seldom seen 
alone. But given the independence of their movements at 
sea, are they sociable? Sue is sure that they recognise one 
another: “They greet by sniffing each other’s faces and ears. 
The reactions vary from what looks like affection through 
tolerance to recoil, suggesting they can recognise other 
individuals and recall 
past encounters.”

Another uncertainty 
about grey seals is just 
how many there are, 
though we know that 
Britain is home to over 
a third of the world 
population, and that 
there are probably 

THOUGH THE GREY SEAL  
IS THE LARGEST MAMMAL 
BREEDING IN BRITAIN, ITS 
ECOLOGY IS RELATIVELY 
LITTLE KNOWN.
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two or three times more grey seals in British waters than
common ones. Data from the Sea Mammal Research Unit
based at the University of St Andrews also shows that
grey seal numbers have increased since records began but
stabilised over recent years. Population estimates are based
on counts of pups, yet with very little data on survival rates,
the potential for error is significant.

“Pup mortality can be very high,” says Sue. “On the east
coast, 247 pups were washed off a beach in one night during
a storm surge.” Life is tough for the adults too, which are
at risk from seal pox; infections such as septicaemia and
peritonitis; disturbance at haul-outs; entanglement in lost
fishing gear; and chemical pollutants such as polychlorinated

biphenyls (PCBs), levels of
which are monitored closely
in whales and dolphins but
not in the UK’s grey seals.

Sue is of the firm opinion
that there are far fewer
seals nowadays. “Of course
there are. Historic accounts 

THE CORNWALL SEAL 
GROUP RESEARCH TRUST’S 
DATABASE CONTAINS MORE 
THAN 16,000 SIGHTINGS.

tell us that fishermen once
had to wade through seals
to reach their boats in
Mousehole Harbour
near Penzance.”

The Cornwall Seal Group
Research Trust’s database
now contains more than
16,000 sightings, including
records of thousands of individually identified seals. Among
them are undoubtedly many animals that have since died,
and a good number of duplicates – seals are often identified
several times from different camera angles before Sue links
their patterns up.

MONITORING SEAL MOVEMENT

These records make it clear that these are not simply
Cornish seals. Collaboration with organisations such as the
RSPB, the National Trust and the Wildlife Trust of South
and West Wales has shown that grey seals repeatedly
commute between south-west Wales and south-west
England, and Sue recently snapped a seal she knew from
Cornwall across the channel in Brittany. Satellite and
flipper tags also show that seals move to Ireland.

The data has other surprises. The received wisdom is
that female grey seals return to pup on the beach where
they were born, but Sue finds this isn’t always the case. Of
the 44 known seals recorded commuting between south-
west England and Skomer in Pembrokeshire, two mums 
have pupped in both places. And, contrary to expectations
that males disperse to avoid inbreeding, Sue’s data seems
to suggest that at some bigger sites males stick around a
little longer than females. She’s keen to find out why.

Sue is also a volunteer for British Divers Marine Life
Rescue, often working with area co-ordinator Dave Jarvis,
who lives nearby. A freelance quantity surveyor, Dave says
that his regular clients are used to him disappearing for his
‘other job’. He’s on call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and
in pupping season the messages can come thick and fast.

● Email sightings and 

photos of seals in south-

west England to sue@

cornwallsealgroup.co.uk

● If you’re worried about 

a seal, call British Divers 

Marine Life Rescue on 

01825 765546. 

● Don’t get too close to 

wild seals. This especially 

applies to hauled-out seals, 

and mothers with pups.

IF YOU FIND A SEAL

Top: feeding time
at the Cornish
Seal Sanctuary.
Above: Michelle
Clement and
Simon Dolphin
of British Divers
Marine Life
Rescue rehydrate
a grey seal pup
at Crackington
Haven, north
Cornwall.
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Grey seals usually pup in autumn – in Cornwall, any
time from September to December. The females suckle
their white-coated pups on milk almost rich enough for
a cream tea. The youngsters pile on about 10kg a week
and gain strength rapidly – but then they have to, because
when they are just three weeks old their mums leave them
to fend for themselves. As novice swimmers inexperienced
at finding their own food, newly independent pups lose a
lot of weight before working out how to feed themselves.

Some pups face even greater odds. Female grey seals are
sensitive to disturbance, and may abandon their pups early
rather than risk staying on a beach visited by humans and
especially dogs. Extreme weather events can also separate
mums and pups. A lone white-coat pup weighing less than
20kg is doomed – unless it is taken to a rescue centre.
Those collected around the Cornish coast by Sue, Dave
and other volunteers end up at the Cornish Seal Sanctuary
in Gweek, at the northern end of the Lizard Peninsula,
where they receive specialist rehabilitation.

It’s not only pups that have trouble. Seals of all ages have
accidents, and the sanctuary routinely treats broken flippers
caused by boat strikes. Entanglement in fishing gear is a
growing problem, too – some animals swim for months
towing nets or ropes. “Even a small piece of looped net

FIND OUT MORE

● For details of

how to visit the

Cornish Seal

Sanctuary, go to

www.visitsealife.

com/gweek

+

AMY-JANE BEER is a naturalist, writer and columnist. Her

column this month is about woodpigeon feathers – see p11.

SEAL STORIES
The mini-biographies of these grey seals have 
been taken from the ever-expanding database  

of the Cornwall Seal Group Research Trust.of the Cornwall Seal Gro

removed from a beach
could save a life,” says Sue.
“Please pick it up!”

When at sea entangled
seals can’t be helped,
whereas those on beaches
can be caught and freed,
or taken in for rehab. But
this is only possible with young individuals – a frightened
two-year-old seal can easily drag two men off their feet, while
restraining an adult might require six to eight rescuers.

Luckily most of the seals that are rehabilitated at Gweek
return to the wild, and there’s every chance that they will
be seen again and recognised. Every year Cornwall’s seal-
spotters receive sightings of ex-rescue animals from locations
that are as widespread as Devon, Wales, France and Holland.

It all goes to show just how mobile grey seals can be
– and that the rehabilitation work is well worth the effort.
As Sue says, “It’s often freezing cold and wet, but knowing
that our efforts in research, rescue and rehab are making 
a difference is ample reward.”

Ghost
has visited the same Cornish beach for

three weeks every year for 13 consecutive

years to give birth; 11 of her 13 pups have

survived. But so far Ghost has never been

spotted anywhere else. One day Sue Sayer

o discover where she goes.

Waves
has had four pups

(the third is shown

here) at three sites

along a 75km stretch

of north Cornish

coast, and has been

seen moulting on the

south Cornish coast.

This tells us that not

all seal mums are

faithful to the same

site – in fact some

move around a lot.

Spade
made the return trip from south

p

Cornwall to Skomer island, off

Pembrokeshire, for two years

running. She was sadly found 

dead on 8 April 2015.

Rocket
has been identified

73 times, making

four return journeys

between three

monitoring sites. His

movements show thatm

males return to their

natal beaches.

Gull
appeared in a set of photos sent by a new volunteer ina

south Devon, extending the known range of the Celtics

Sea population and demonstrating how even a singleS

photo can improve our understandin

of seal-habitat useo

Spadde

.

Beast
was rescued

from a fishing

net when four

months old. He

was released

from the Cornishh Seal

Sanctuary in March 2015 after his wound healed,

and has been identified 15 times at two locationsand has been identified 15 times at two locations.and has been identified 15 times and has been ident

MOST OF THE SEALS THAT 

ARE REHABILITATED AT THE 

CORNISH SEAL SANCTUARY 

RETURN TO THE WILD.
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ROAD TO RECOVERY: HOW TO REHABILITATE A SEAL

5 
RELEASE
Rehabilitated seals are released on 

quiet beaches. Pups that have reached 

a healthy weight and learned to fend for 

themselves are often released in groups. 

Each one will wear a sanctuary flipper tag 

and be added to the grey seal database, so 

that it will be recognised if it is seen again.

1 
FIRST 

RESPONSE

In autumn and winter most 

calls to the British Divers 

Marine Life Rescue seal 

hotline concern weak or 

injured pups, but the team 

also help sick, injured or 

net-entangled adults. The 

public should keep their 

distance and avoid eye 

contact with the seal – and 

keep dogs under control.

3 
RESCUE
Pups requiring further 

treatment are bagged and 

carried off the beach, then 

transferred to a crate for 

transport to the Cornish 

Seal Sanctuary. Sick and 

injured animals receive 

individualised treatment in 

private hospital cubicles. 

Underweight pups are  

fed up, socialised and 

taught how to hunt.

2 
ASSESSMENT
A medic assesses the 

health of the seal, taking 

their temperature and 

blood samples where 

necessary. They can carry 

out some emergency 

treatments on site, 

including rehydration, 

cleaning any wounds and 

administering antibiotics. 

In the worst cases, seals 

are euthanised on the spot.

4 
REHAB
Most of the animals 

brought to the sanctuary 

will be fully rehabilitated. 

However, those that 

cannot be released 

may become long-term 

residents. These seals 

will be trained to perform 

tricks such as rolling over, 

which enables sanctuary 

staff to carry out routine 

health checks.
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Herons and egrets are making themselves at home in 
the suburbs of California, but human proximity brings 
new dangers. Science writer Brendan Buhler finds out 
how the local community is working to keep them safe.

SUBURBIA
Settling in

Photos by Suzi Eszterhas



A great egret alights in the top of a 

eucalyptus tree to pass a twig to its 

mate in Sonoma County, California. 

The male begins the nest, but 

when he finds a partner the pair 

complete the work together. Great 

egrets are often the first birds to 

nest in mixed heronries of various 

species. Sadly, at the end of the 

19th century roughly 95 per cent 

of North America’s great egrets 

were killed for their plumes as 

ornaments for ladies’ hats – there 

were similar declines in Europe.

PHOTO

STORY
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ABOVE Great, snowy and 

cattle egrets and black-

crowned night herons roost 

together in eucalyptus trees 

at the 9th Street rookery, 

near downtown Santa Rosa, 

California. They are attracted 

to the nearby wetlands and 

creeks and spent years trying 

to establish a colony in the 

area, only to be evicted from 

one back yard after another 

because people objected to 

their copious acrid guano and 

loud cries. The birds eventually 

settled into city-owned trees  

in the middle of a busy road.

LEFT Dawn in Sonoma County. 

A black-crowned night heron 

returns to the nest after a 

hunting trip as a four-week-old 

chick begs for a regurgitated 

portion of the night’s catch. 

PHOTO

STORY
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ABOVE RIGHT It’s feeding 

time at this nest in Sonoma 

County as two four-week-

old great egret chicks beg 

for food. Female egrets and 

herons lay eggs at intervals, 

and chicks hatch in order of 

laying. Older, bigger chicks 

have more success when 

demanding food, and in lean 

years their smaller siblings 

may starve or fall victim to 

siblicide – note the dead 

chick in the foreground.

RIGHT Brigitta Lewis picks up 

a month-old cattle egret that 

has fallen out of its colony 

at the 9th Street rookery 

and wandered into the road. 

Lewis works as a bus driver 

for an elementary school, and 

over the years has rescued 

hundreds of fledglings.



A black-crowned night heron

attempts to look fiercer than

its age (one or two weeks) as it

faces down Suzi’s camera. The

chick has just had its broken

wing set with bright green

elastic veterinary tape

at International Bird Rescue

in Fairfield, an hour’s drive

south-east of the 9th Street 

rookery in Santa Rosa.

PHOTO

STORY
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ABOVE LEFT X-rays of a black-

crowned night heron chick that

was struck by a car. Young birds

have hollow bones and weigh

little, which is why they may fall

out of a tree and sustain almost

no injury; but such a lightweight

build is no defence against traic.

ABOVE RIGHT A black-crowned

night heron chick that is less

than a week old is weighed

at International Bird Rescue.

Fledglings may leave the nest at

one month, but do not fly until

about six weeks old – in the

meantime they join flocks  

to forage by dark.

RIGHT International Bird

Rescue’s Isabel Luevano

examines a one-week-old great

egret chick. Every new arrival is

weighed, has their temperature

and a blood sample taken, and

receives a thorough physical

examination. The most common

injury found by rehabilitation

technicians such as Isabel is  

a broken wing.
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LEFT Snowy egrets huddle 

in the back of an animal 

carrier, awaiting release 

by volunteers of The Bird 

Rescue Center, which is 

also in Santa Rosa. The 

birds grew to full size at 

the facility – all of them 

now wear coloured rings 

and will be tracked on the 

registries of International 

Bird Rescue and the US 

Geological Survey.

ABOVE Only after a period 

of quiet do the snowy egrets 

creep out of their crate into 

the chosen wetland. Like 

most of the birds rescued 

from the 9th Street Rookery, 

they are released near where 

they hatched. The Laguna 

de Santa Rosa is the largest 

wetland near the coast of 

northern California – it 

exceeds 12,000ha – and the 

most biologically diverse 

region of Sonoma County. 

In addition to open water, 

the birds will have access to 

creeks, marshes and woods.
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LEFT Back at International 

Bird Rescue, black-crowned 

night herons aged between 

one and two weeks old 

huddle for warmth in an 

incubator. Rescued birds 

– especially chicks – are 

glad of the company, but 

are segregated by age and 

species to prevent fighting 

and additional injuries. 

Between 2002 and 2014 the 

facility took in nearly 4,500 

herons and egrets, most of 

them black-crowned night 

herons and snowy egrets.

PHOTO

STORY

O See more of Suzi’s photographs

at www.discoverwildlife.com

SUZI ESZTERHAS is an award- 

winning wildlife photographer 

whose pictures regularly appear 

in BBC Wildlife Magazine. She 

has undertaken commissions 

and led tours and workshops 

everywhere from Antarctica  

to the Arctic and Montana: 

www.suzieszterhas.com
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The Most Perfect Thing 
By Tim Birkhead
Bloomsbury £16.99

The renowned biologist Tim
Birkhead is justly acclaimed
for his brilliance at explaining
complex science in a beguilingly
lively style. Now he has turned
his expert eye on one of nature’s
greatest miracles. A truckload of
bird books are published every
year, but very few concentrate
on their eggs. Here we have the
best account possible, one that
combines thrilling explorations
of scientific research with
passion. Though it is only April,
I suspect that this beautifully
written volume will end up
my best bird book of 2016.
Jonathan Elphick Ornithologist

The Bee Book
By Fergus Chadwick et al.  
Dorling Kindersley £16.99

Despite their ubiquity,
honeybees remain shrouded in
myth and misunderstanding, so
it’s reassuring to see this book’s
sensible and non-sensationalist
statements on colony collapse
disorder, Africanised bees and
the modest health benefits of
royal jelly. This simple pictorial
guide takes readers on a tour
from the evolution of bees and
pollination, to domestication, the
practicalities of beekeeping and
recipes using honey. What could 
be better than reading this in a
bath full of honey and lavender
soap, lit with beeswax candles?
Richard Jones Entomologist

How one farmer made the landscape wild again.

THE REWARDS
OF RESTORATION

John Lewis-Stempel is a Herefordshire man
through and through, the latest in a long
line of farmers from the rich Welsh borders,
and he’s proud of his land – or he would
like to be. This is a charming account of his
attempt to go back to basics, using traditional 
methods of farming to entice wildlife to

return to what he initially sees as barren land.
His erudite musings on his daily rounds at the bird

table, in the fields with his sheep and sitting (somewhat
uncomfortably) on his small, 60-year-old Ferguson tractor 
express his passion and respect for the ancient land, and
its slightly magical, gradual change. But this is not just a
whimsical fantasy – Lewis-Stempel’s disdain for the effects
of modern farming is quite serious (the twin farmers in the
next fields are dubbed ‘the Chemical Brothers’). And in the
face of such wonderful accounts of starlings, kestrels, barn
owls and hares, all attracted to one four-acre (1.6ha) square
of sanctuary, it’s hard to argue with him.
Heather McKay Section editor, BBC Countryfile Magazine

The Running Hare
By John-Lewis Stempel Doubleday £14.99 (out 5 May)

BOOK
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return to what

The corn bunting, a 
farmland specialist, has 
declined by 91 per cent 

since 1970 because of 
the loss of traditional 

farming methods.
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REVIEWS BOOKS

Paul
Hobson
Professional photographer an
BBC Wildlife regular Paul share
his wealth of experience.

Why did you decide

to write this book?

All of the talks I’ve given
over the years have made
me realise that lots of people
want to know how they can
find wildlife and get close
enough to photograph it.
My book answers both these
questions for photographers
of all abilities.

Which species have you

found to be the hardest 

to photograph?

The nightingale – it took me
three years to get an image
that I was happy with [see
the feature on p74]. The
male mainly sings from
shady scrub when he returns
to the UK. However, before
his mate arrives he perches 
a little more out in the
open, meaning that you get
roughly 10 days each year 
to capture a picture.

What are the best species

for beginners to shoot?

They should go for
straightforward subjects such
as urban pigeons, deer in
parks or butterflies in their
garden. It’s best to hone
your skills and creativity with
achievable targets before you
set out to find rare or more 
cautious species.

What field skills do you

need to shoot wildlife?

Patience is vital, as well as
an understanding of how 
an animal lives. So watch
your subject beforehand 

and get to know its routine.
However, never forget that
its welfare is paramount,
so read and follow The
Nature Photographers’
Code of Practice, which
was drawn up by the Royal
Photographic Society:
http://bit.ly/1YmYcy7.

How do you stalk wildlife

and get close to it?

Tread carefully, and use cover
such as hedges and gullies.
You also need to make sure
that mammals don’t catch

your scent, so take note of 
the wind direction.

What advice would you

give to an amateur who

hopes to turn pro?

The market is very crowded
– even the most experienced
professionals run workshops,
lead tours and write articles.
You need to be a ‘jack of all
trades’ – good with images,
competent on the computer,
and a bit of a wordsmith.
You must also be confident
enough to sell both your
pictures and your skills.

OWildlife Photography Field Skills and Techniques

by Paul Hobson is an in-depth guide to 

photographing UK species (£16.99 plus P&P –  

UK buyers pay £3): www.paulhobson.co.uk

`
IT’S BEST 

TO HONE 

YOUR SKILLS 

BEFORE YOU 

SET OUT TO 

FIND RARE 

SPECIES”

The Water Vole
By Christine Gregory
Vertebrate Publishing £16.99

It’s a tough call writing about

the water vole. How do you

convey the urgency of the

situation – the species is

Britain’s fastest-declining

mammal – without sounding

as if all is lost? What’s

excellent about Christine

Gregory’s guide, subtitled The

Story of One of Britain’s Most

Endangered Mammals, is that

it manages to be galvanising

and hopeful as well as realistic.

In clear, bite-sized chunks

of text she takes us through

the species’ history and legal

status, as well as field signs,

the dynamics of riverbank

ecology and, most importantly,

how we might look out for and 

report water vole activity.

The pages are lavishly

illustrated with the author’s

charming photographs – she

has clearly spent hundreds of

hours observing the species

– and her passion shines

through despite the formal

tone. Comprehensive, salutary

and engaging, the book works

as both a rallying cry and a

first-class field guide.

Kate Long Water vole surveyor

Spring: An Anthology for  
the Changing Seasons
By Melissa Harrison (ed)
Elliott & Thompson £12.99

As Gerard Manley Hopkins
wrote, “Nothing is as beautiful
as spring.” He is one of many
authors, poets and naturalists
featured in this tremendous,
soul-lifting collection. From the
10th-century poem The Seafarer,
via Kenneth Grahame’s spring-
cleaning Mole and the common
toad of George Orwell’s essay, to
fascinating present-day writings
(including how to sex a hedgehog,
and crayfish breeding behaviour),
Spring is a profound evocationg
of what rejuvenation means to 
the winter-stunned psyche.
Lucy Jones Nature writer

Shallow Seas
By Peter Hayward
HarperCollins £35

In his latest book marine biologist
Peter Hayward dives offshore to
discuss the creatures that scuttle,
scratch and suck their way across 
Europe’s continental shelves.
Though their great diversity is
wondrous, Shallow Seas left me
frustrated. These seas are not
what they were, Hayward writes:
“Towed benthic fishing gear is
creating catastrophic damage to
shelf environments.” However,
he says nothing about how we
can help the situation, so readers
who are looking for conservation
insights will be disappointed.
Callum Roberts Professor of 

marine conservation

MEET THE AUTHO

d
res 

OR

Habitat loss and the 
introduction of mink  

have had a devastating 
efect on water voles.
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USING THE FORCES

‘Rockstar’ physicist Brian Cox is no stranger
to natural-history television, bringing us his
Wonders of Life for BBC Two back in 2013.
Now he returns, to BBC One this time, with
the new four-parter Forces of Nature. “In a
nutshell, the series explores how simple
phenomena – the flutter of a butterfly’s
wings, the passing of the seasons,
the shape of a snowflake
– can lead to a deeper
understanding of the world
and the universe beyond,”
says head of BBC Science
Andrew Cohen.

He continues, “We want
to communicate the idea
that the world is beautiful
to look at, but even more
beautiful to understand.

We’ve filmed all over the globe to reveal
events that viewers are unlikely to have seen
before, giving insights into our planet that
will really jump off the screen.”

For instance, why the Earth is round
is explored through dramatic footage
of Spanish human-tower competitions
(literally towers of humans as tall as eight
bodies high, topped with the bravest of six-
year-olds); how water enabled life to begin
is investigated by following divers through

the underwater caves of a
halocline – the boundary
between fresh and salt
water – off the coast of
the Dominican Republic;
and what happens when
the sun, the moon and
the Earth all align is
illustrated by a surfer
riding the Pororoca tidal
bore, which thunders up

the Amazon from the Atlantic Ocean during
the spring and autumn equinoxes.

Wildlife, too, reveals nature’s forces at
work – manatees in Florida illustrate how
an animal’s shape is sculpted from its
surrounding environment; a sequence of
migrating humpback whales demonstrates
why the sea is blue; and bioluminescent
Japanese firefly squid reveal how energy
is used in the processes of life.

“Forces of Nature combines the BBC’s
best blue-chip film-making with Brian
Cox’s ability to introduce the audience to
new levels of complexity,” says Andrew.
“We hope the series will change the way
you view the world.”
Sarah McPherson Section editor
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The Kawah Ijen volcano 
in Indonesia, which burns 
bright blue when sulphur 

combusts on contact 
with air, features in the 

new BBC One series 
Forces of Nature.

TV
CHOICE

DON’T MISS OUT!
Catch up with any TV and radio
programmes that you’ve missed 
at www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer

`
THE WORLD 
IS BEAUTIFUL 

TO LOOK AT, 
BUT EVEN MORE 
BEAUTIFUL TO 
UNDERSTAND”

Brian Cox on why the Earth is round, why lava is red and other secrets of the universe.

Forces of Nature

TV BBC One
Four parts, due to air in May
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REVIEWS BROADCAST

Zoos are busily rebranding
themselves as centres of
research, conservation and
education, but to what extent
do they achieve these aims?
For BBC Two’s latest Horizon
series, biologist and presenter
Liz Bonnin explores why zoos
house animals and what they
need to do to keep up with
modern science. Given our
vastly improved knowledge of
animal behaviour and the fact
that natural-history television is
opening up the wildlife world
like never before, Liz investigates
whether we can justify keeping 
animals in captivity.D
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What was the

most exciting

location you

filmed in?

This had
to be the Kawah Ijen
sulphur volcano in East
Java, Indonesia (left), which
we filmed to illustrate the
elements that make up
planet Earth. The air is full of
poisonous sulphur dioxide,
and the gas is so corrosive
that it can burn your eyes and
mouth and even dissolve your
teeth. Our camera team was
positioned right in the heart
of what is essentially a boiling
cauldron of sulphur, and
one of the crew got burned,
though not seriously.

Were there other mishaps?

We also sent a camera team
to Iceland to film moonbows
– remarkable lunar rainbows
created when the light of the
moon is reflected and refracted 
through water droplets or
mist. The cameraman on
that shoot managed to
dislocate his shoulder.

Did you use any special 

filming techniques?

Yes – we used as much
innovative technology as
possible. For instance, we used
wirecams to film the human 
towers in Spain and ibex
scaling near-vertical surfaces in
the Alps, and drone cameras to
film the Northern Lights.

What was the biggest

challenge you faced?

Trying to present the most
extraordinary phenomena on
the planet while weaving in 
rich, deep stories about how 
our universe works. It’s an 
intriguing combination and
makes the series unique.

Back in 2001, this epic eight-

parter aired on BBC One to an

audience of roughly 12 million

people. Narrated by David

Attenborough, it was the first

comprehensive look at the

ocean systems of the world,

taking viewers to cold and

warm waters, coral reefs, open

oceans, tidal seas and down

beneath the surface, revealing

the hunting and survival skills

of some our most incredible

marine species. Highlights

include 400,000 ridley’s

turtles laying eggs along just

one mile (1.6km) of Costa

Rican beach; dolphins working

co-operatively to bubble-net

sardines; and a pod of orcas

chasing a grey whale calf.

The BBC is venturing back

into the world’s waters for a

brand new series for autumn

2017, which will look at new

species identified since Blue

Planet – such as the blankett

octopus, yeti crab and velvet 

belly lanternshark; visit

new locations, including the

giant underwater waterfalls

of Norway; and reveal new

behaviour, such as dolphins

using discarded shells to 

trap their fish prey. 

 Blue Planet captures 
dramatic stories from our 

seas, such as dolphins 
bubble-netting sardines.

BLUE PLANET

ZOOS: FOR BETTER

OR WORSE?

50%

AT THE

BBC STORE

GET

Q DIGITAL HIGHLIGHT

Another chance to delve into the 
depths of the ocean world. 

Download for £4.99 (RRP £9.99) from https://store.bbc.com/the-blue-planet

with the code PLANET50. O�er ends 31.5.2016.Ts & Cs: http://bbc.in/1TvqJjS

OFF 

CELEBRATE 90 YEARS

OF A BBC LEGEND

 Q&A

Andrew Cohen

ANDREW COHEN is head of BBC 

Science and executive producer 

of Forces of Nature.

Sir David 
in a scene 

from Light on 

Earth, due to 
air in May.

Inspiring Attenborough:
Sir David at 90
TV BBC One
Due to air on 8 May

Horizon: Should We  
Close Our Zoos?
TV BBC Two
Catch up on iPlayer

An Indian  
rhino in a zoo.

In celebration of his 90th
(see p31), David Attenborough
will be intervie d b Ki tewed by Kirsty
Young, the preesenter of Desert
Island Discs, for
this one-hour
special. Recordded
in front of a
studio audiencce
of film-makerss,
conservationists,
zoologists and
members of
the public, the
interview will
showcase
highlights fromm
the naturalist’ss
seven-decade
career. It’s no
This Is Your Life
retrospective,
however, rather
a look at the
current status 

of some of the species that
David has brought to our
screens – such as mountain
gorillas, which he encountered
for Life on Earth (1979) – andh
a preview of his forthcoming

d ti i ludingproductions, inclu Light
on Earth andh et Earth IIPlan .
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GRAND DADDY BOUTIQUE 

HOTEL CAPE TOWN

Our iconic city centre hotel is a heritage 
building and has been operating as a 
hotel for over 120 years with 24 rooms, 
two suites and seven airstream trailers! 

The Grand Daddy Boutique Hotel is the 
Mother City’s most original, convenient 
and fun place to stay! 

By day or night, the legendary, luxurious 
and quirky hotel bustles with an energy 

that is quintessentially Cape Town. Our 
unique hotel features a popular outdoor 
cinema, top class recently re-launched 
eatery called “Thirty Ate”, boutique hotel 
accommodation and South Africa’s only 

rooftop airstream trailer park! 

CHEETAH PLAINS 

SABI SAND 

Cheetah Plains Private Game Reserve 
promises an authentic safari experience 
with breathtaking panoramas, plentiful 
wildlife, comfortable bush-style 

accommodation and delicious South 
African home-style dining. 

The reserve boarders both the Kruger 
National Park and the Mala Mala Game 
Reserve – the perfect neighbours. You are 

also guaranteed exclusivity as our private 
concession traversing rights dictate that 
only two game vehicles can traverse 
individual areas at a time. Exclusivity at 
game sighting is the norm at Cheetah 

Plains.

JACI’S LODGES 

MADIKWE

Jaci’s Safari Lodges and Jaci’s Tree 
Lodges invites guests to safari in style 
with all the creature comforts - the 
true definition of ‘glamping’! Jaci’s 

Tree Lodges is the ideal destination for 
intimate weddings, honeymoons, family 
getaways and photographers. Jaci’s 

prides itself on its specialized safari 
experiences, South African inspired 
cuisine and outdoor starlit dining. 

With the recent addition of our 

submerged “Terrapin” photographic 
hide and custom built photographic 
equipment, Jaci’s Lodges has become the 

destination in Madikwe for both amateur 
and professional photographers alike. 

African Secrets prides itself in creating and sustaining exceptional South
African safari and city experiences that surpass guest expectations. 

Call: +27 (0)83 419 1334 / +27 (0)83 700 2071 

Web: www.africansecretsmanagement.com

Email: reservations@africansecretsmanagement.com

Advertisement Feature
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AFRICA

Let Us Show It To You
Roy Safaris

ArushaTanzania
www.roysafaris.com

Half day whale shark encounters and long term internshipsCHOLE MJINI TREE HOUSE LODGE

2chole@gmail.com / cholemjini.com    Mafia Island Marine Park, Tanzania    4whalesharks@gmail.com / kitukiblu.com  

“a holiday for the soul” i i  whale sharks October through February
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AFRICA

T. +44 (0)1454 269 182

www.conservationafrica.net

E. info@conservationafrica.net

Lend a hand with 

rhino conservation 

and wildlife 

rehabilitation in 

South Africa and 

Zimbabwe

WORK WITH THE WILDLIFE

Tailor-made safaris expertly created 

around you, using our vast experience 

and knowledge.

Small Group expert-led safaris  

that take you under the skin of  

Africa’s most varied and interesting 

wildlife destinations.

Special interest Safaris

Photography - Birding - Walking - 

Gorillas - Conservation

Call us for ideas and inspiration or  

let us help you develop your own ideas 

in to an affordable reality.

Feature Safaris:

ZAKOUMA - CHAD. 

Simply staggering. 

Abundant and diverse wildlife.

Many unique species.

Safari dates planned for 2017

www.busangasafaris.com    info@busangasafari.co.uk    01628 621685       
Zambia - Botswana - Tanzania - Kenya - Namibia - Zimbabwe - Congo - Uganda - Rwanda - Ethiopia - Sudan - Chad

S

L
ESSSSSS
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WWW.TRACKSSAFARIS.CO.UK

01386 830264
ATOLandTTAbonded to give you 100%financial protection

Tailor made and small group safaris to:

Botswana, Congo, Ethiopia, Kenya,Madagascar, Malawi,

Mozambique, Namibia, Rwanda, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda,

Zambia, Zimbabwe,Madagascar, India, Sri Lanka and IndianOcean.

NO SINGLE
SUPPLEMENT

SAFARIS
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AFRICA

Bespoke Safari Outfitters Since 1988

  www.amazingtanzania.com  -  info@amazingtanzania.com

ELEPHANT TRAILS SAFARI CO.ELEPHANT TRAILS SAFARI CO
PO Box 989, Maun, Botswana

Tel: +267 6864 845
Fax: +267 6864 657

Email: reservations@elephanttrails.com

Okavango Delta, Moremi Game
Reserve, Chobe National Park,

Central Kalahai Game Reserve, NXai
Pan National Park, Makgadikgadi

Pans and much more…

Luxury and Affordable Tented Safaris

www.elephanttrails.com

www.MTTSafaris.com
Email: leslie@mamatembotours.com • Tel: 00 260 962 831 707

MTT Zambia Ltd, specialist for East, West, Central
and Southern Africa. Based in Zambia. 

“BESPOKE, AWARD WINNING TRAVEL”

The ‘Hidden Gem of Laikipia’, El Karama is
a down to earth, family- owned lodge offering authentic Kenyan hospitality, excellent 
wildlife and a strong conservation ethos. 

Activities include guided game walks, night drives, game drives, bush meals, farm 
visits and tailor made kids’ activities.

Find out more at:

www.laikipiasafaris.com
Or email: elkaramalodge@gmail.com

Just l ike  home
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 safari@originsafaris.com
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AFRICA

www.saharaatlastours.com | Contact us at: info@saharaatlastours.com

SAHARA ATLAS TOURS
Discover Morocco for wildlife and nature!

• Excellent birdwatching in  
mountains, desert, wetlands

• Wild Barbary ape colonies

• Fossils in the Sahara Desert (as in 
David Attenborough’s Life on Earth)

• Stunning scenery, off-road  
adventure, fascinating culture

4x4 tours, customised to your nature 
interests. Experienced English-speaking 
driver-guides. We specialise in working 
with photographers and artists.

w w w. s e v e r i n - t r a v e l . c o m

Rathausplatz 2, 59846 Sundern, Germany, Tel. +49 (0) 2933 987 160

Fax +49 (0) 2933 987 166, africa@severin-travel.de

12 nights Severin Sea Lodge****/Bamburi Beach double room 

incl. half board and airport transfers

Severin Tsavo Safari incl. 2 overnights Severin Safari Camp, 

full board, game drives, Sundowner at Poacher’s Lookout, park entrance fee

Per person from €999

Severin Busch & Beach in Kenya

Sentinel Mara Camp is an owner run, luxury tented

eco-camp set up in a forest along the Mara river inside

the famous Masai Mara reserve. Sentinel is for those

who love being authentically close to nature, but

appreciate luxurious accommodation in an intimate

setting. Sentinel is in an excellent location, with superb

game viewing and has been described as....

www.sentinelmaracamp.com

info@sentinelsafaris.com

+254 722 700077 or +254 735 479152
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CARIBBEANCANADA

CANADA

Week-long gentle explorations where you meet the locals 

(like this humpback) from June to August  

Wildland Tours:  www.wildlands.com

WHALES, PUFFINS, AND ICEBERGS

MOOSE, CARIBOU, AND LIGHTHOUSE TRAILS

Special July Whale Study programmes

Direct flights from Heathrow and Dublin to 

St. John’s, Newfoundland, Canada.

MotMot Travel specialises in tailor-made and small group birding
and wildlife holidays to all the Caribbean islands and surrounding
Latin American countries including Costa Rica and Colombia.
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ơ����
�����
advice on all aspects of your visit. We know all the best local guides 
and places to stay and can design a holiday that is as organised or 
relaxed as you want it to be.

Caribbean Specialists

01327 359622
mail@motmottravel.com
www.motmottravel.com
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EUROPE UK

UK

WORLDWIDE

01298 83563
www.greentours.co.uk

WILDLIFE
AT LEISURE

• 20 years experience
• Small groups
• Expert leaders

Tours that take the strain 
out of enjoying wildlife.
One hotel, direct flights, 
and more time to relax.

  Unique photo opportunities of a 
large selection of British wildlife 
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Pembrokeshire’s stunning wildlife, then look no
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for your perfect Pembrokeshire holiday. We are a
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The little brown bat is

found throughout North

America, and can eat

half its bodyweight in

insects in one night.

EMAIL YOUR
QUESTIONS TO

wildquestions@
immediate.co.uk
or post to Q&A, BBC Wildlife
Magazine, Immediate Media
Company, 2nd Floor, Tower House,
Fairfax Street, Bristol BS1 3BN

BEN GARROD
is an evolutionary

biologist who

specialises in

both primates

and skeletons.

Just how much do bats  
help to control pests?

Q BATS

A  It has long been assumed that insectivorous 
bats are good for agriculture, but only recently 
have their effects been measured directly.
Experiments in the USA show that the numbers
of corn earworm caterpillars increase by nearly
60 per cent when bats are excluded from corn
fields, resulting in over 50 per cent more damage

to the crop. Not only do the bats eat the adult 
moths, but they also seem to frighten them off. 
In addition the presence of bats suppressed
harmful fungi that are transmitted to the crops
by herbivorous insects. Globally, bats could be
saving more than $1 billion-worth of corn
crops alone. Stuart Blackman
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OUR 
EXPERTS

PHIL GATES
regularly writes

for BBC Wildlife

and is a senior

lecturer in botany at

Durham University.

SAM HOBSON
is a wildlife

photographer

who regularly

contributes to

BBC Wildlife.

STUART
BLACKMAN
is a science

writer who is

mildly obsessed

with evolution.

GRAHAM
APPLETON
is an expert

on waders who

formerly worked

for the BTO.
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How big is the world’s  
largest frog?
A If a species’ common name

includes the word ‘Goliath’, then
people quite rightly expect it to be big.
The Goliath bird-eating spider, birdwing
butterfly, tigerfish, grouper and beetle, for
instance, all come top – or nearly top – of
the size stakes in their respective families.
So it’s no surprise that the nomenclature of
the planet’s largest frog also homages the
famous Philistine giant.

The Goliath frog Conraua goliath, which
reaches 32cm (snout to vent) and weighs
over 3kg, is a denizen of fast-flowing,
sandy-bottomed rivers in the rainforests
of northern Equatorial Guinea and south-
west Cameroon. Unfortunately the
oversized amphibians’ rather confined
distribution makes them highly vulnerable
to ongoing habitat loss, collection for the pet
trade and – in particular – harvesting by
humans for food. According to the IUCN,
harvesting caused a species decline of over
50 per cent during the 1990s.
Sarah McPherson Section editor

Q B IO LOGY

Q RECORD -BREAKERS

A Cockchafers, along with stag beetles, dung beetles, dor
beetles and scarabs, have the last three to seven segments
of their antennae expanded into flat, plate-like leaves, which
sit in a distinctive fan-like arrangement. Antennae are the
olfactory sense organs of insects, and this formation greatly
increases the surface area available for the chemosensors.

Insects usually need to sniff out two things – food sources
and mates. In dung beetles, male and female antennae are very
similar, suggesting that both are attracted to faecal odours, so
can locate a mate at a pat. Male and female cockchafers may use
some subtle chemical signal from decay, or particular roots, to
co-ordinate a rendezvous, but the fact that males have seven club
segments and females only six suggests that males also respond
to female pheromone scents. Richard Jones Entomologist

Why do
cockchafers
have feathery
antennae?

Q I N S ECTS

Cockchafers – here a male – 
emerge in late April and often 

fly into lit windows at dusk. 

Can any animals
eat plastic waste?
A Plastics can take decades, centuries

or even millennia to biodegrade

may be harmful or even fatal to

animals that ingest them. Ther

exceptions, though. Waxwor

caterpillars of Indian mealm

which usually feed on bees

can also digest polyethylen

which is used to make plas

bags. And the larvae of th

mealworm beetle are abl

to survive on an exclusi

diet of polystyrene –

one of the most

persistent plastic

pollutants – to no

apparent ill-e�ect.

Their droppings can

be used as compos

Both species diges

plastic with the h

of bacteria living

their gut. SB
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Goliath frogs
are considered a
delicacy in their
native range.

 

  

 

 

Plastic waste has 
a devastating 
impact on wildlife.
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Q M A R I N E  M A M M A L S

A The need for milk is an essential
part of the development of any young 
mammal, and being aquatic makes 
breastfeeding considerably harder. 
Species from three orders – Carnivora 
(including seals and sealions), Cetacea 
(dolphins and whales) and Sirenia 
(manatees and dugongs) – live and 
feed at sea. Seals and sealions have 
retractable nipples that tuck inside the 
body when the baby is not feeding, but 
animals that are fully restricted to the 

sea, such as whales and dolphins, have
evolved ‘mammary slits’ – special folds
of skin that enclose the feeding glands.
We are still unsure, but it is thought that
either the calves can curl their tongues to
channel released milk, or that specialised
muscles actually contract the mammary
glands, squeezing milk into the baby’s
mouth. The blue whale has the largest
mammary glands on Earth – each is
about 1.5m long and weighs as much
as a baby elephant. Ben Garrod

How do whales 
breastfeed underwater?

WHAT
IS IT?

It’s a brave beast that bites this tail. The

spiky appendage belongs to an armadillo 

girdled lizard, as does the mouth  

that’s biting it. The reptile 

is the sole member

of the genus

Ouroborus, named after the mythical

serpent that ate its own tail – a symbol

of continuity, eternity, rebirth and

cycles of life. For this creature,

though, the behaviour is more

about self-preservation, exposing

attackers to its impenetrable

spines while protecting its

vulnerable underparts. The

species is unusually sociable,

living in groups of up to 30 in

rocky crevices in South African

deserts, and bears very large, live

young – usually just one – that  

are fed by the parents. SB
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V O L U N T E E R I N G

HOW CAN  
I HELP...

What does the Hampshire
Dormice Group (HDG) do?
Hazel – or common – dormice are very

rare and vulnerable in the UK, so we help

by monitoring populations in Hampshire.

In 2014 we also started to attend events

to inform the public of the species’ plight.

Last year we were awarded funding to

help us to set up new monitoring sites.

How can volunteers help?
We always need volunteers for our autumn

nut hunts. You can tell when a nut has

been chewed by a dormouse by the shape

of the toothmarks, so these are a telltale

sign of their presence, enabling us to

identify suitable new monitoring sites. The

search areas can be quite large, so more

people makes the task quicker and more

enjoyable. We then need help installing

nestboxes, which have to be checked once

a month between April and November.

This is really good fun, because you never

know what you might find – a nest, an

individual quietly snoozing or a whole

family jumping around. 

How much time is requested?
There are no set requirements – just

whatever time it takes to monitor the

nestbox(es) and perhaps also attend  

a couple of events.

Do you need qualifications?
Dormouse knowledge is obviously an

advantage, but training is provided. To

monitor a nestbox, at least one person

present must hold a Natural England Class

Licence. The licence-holder oversees and

trains non-licensed volunteers, who can

then obtain their own licence when they

have enough experience.

Ruth Holland, HDG

O www.hampshiredormousegroup.co.uk

Hampshire Dormouse Group

A volunteer 
cradles a sleepy 

dormouse.

Like any young mammal, 
cetaceans (here a bottlenose 

dolphin) depend on milk. 

An armadillo
girdled lizard
assumes its
impregnable
defensive
posture.
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A The UK has always been warm enough for malaria, and native
mosquitoes are quite capable of carrying it. Our endemic malaria, ague, was
once widespread in the Fens. The microbe that caused it, Plasmodium, was
discovered in the 1890s, just as drainage of mosquito breeding sites was
diluting the disease to the point of extinction. However, soldiers returning
from World War 1 brought malaria to repatriation camps in Kent, where 
local mosquitoes picked it up, resulting in 491 cases. The outbreak
was contained, with a repeat after World War II. Ague was the mild
P. vivax (mortality 1–2 per cent of untreated cases); the more deadlyx
P. falciparum (25–50 per cent) needs tropical heat. Even the worst warmingm
scenario is unlikely to change our climate sufficiently; the story in Southern
Europe, the USA, Central Asia and Australia could be very different. RJ 

Q E C O L O G Y The last oicial case of
home-grown malaria in

the UK was in 1953.

1
MANTLED HOWLER

MONKEY

Santa Rosa NP

The rasping calls of adult males 

can travel up to 1km even in

dense rainforest, so you will

probably hear these monkeys

before you see them. Morning

and evening are the prime 

howling times.

2
RESPLENDENT QUETZAL 

Los Quetzales NP

Covering some 5,000ha of

cloud forest in the Talamanca

Mountains, Los Quetzales is a

great place to encounter one

of Central America’s ‘must-see’

birds – they are often spotted 

in wild avocado trees.

3
JAGUAR

Tortuguero NP

The most sought-after of the

Americas’ big cats, the jaguar

is fond of nesting green and

leatherback turtles. Look out

for paw prints on the beach.

4
STRAWBERRY POISON

ARROW FROG

Puerto Viejo de Talamanca

While poison arrow frogs can

be seen over much of lowland

Central America, Puerto Viejo

de Talamanca is extremely

accessible – listen out for the

‘chirping’ of the strawberry or

‘blue jeans’ species.

5
OLIVE RIDLEY

SEA TURTLE

Caño Island Biological Reserve

There’s a host of marine wildlife 

– from brain corals and sea

fans to reef sharks and pilot

whales – to be spotted in this

fabulous island paradise, but an

encounter with an olive ridley 

would take some beating.

6
THREE-TOED SLOTH

Manuel Antonio NP

A small national park with

easy trails, Manuel Antonio

is the perfect place to search 

for either of Costa Rica’s

common sloth species – look 

out for large, grey-brown

mammalian oddities high  

in the canopy.

W H AT  C A N I S E E I N . . .

It's a wildlife paradise and a famous
ecotourist destination – so which
species are you most likely to spot?

5
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S
eabirds live the extreme life of
a mariner for most of the year,
traversing oceans in the wildest of

weathers. When it’s time to nest, however,
they seek out remote islands, sea stacks
and coastal cliffs. So it’s small wonder that
with more than 6,000 islands and nearly
32,000km of coastline, the British Isles
are home to some of the most spectacular
colonies in the world. Cliffs become vast,
raucous seabird cities, where neighbours
jostle for space in every nook and cranny.
It’s overcrowded, high-rise living, but the
sea views are worth it. Sam Hobson

PHOTOGRAPHY

How to shoot 

seabird cities
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� FIND A FLOCK IN FLIGHT

By using a medium-length lens (eg 300mm), you can get close 

to the action and still fill the frame with birds. Seabirds often fly 

in from foraging trips en masse, and by removing the cliff you 

can create an abstract, pattern-like image. Use a small aperture 

and focus on the middle distance to increase the depth of field. 
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� SOFTEN THE SEA

Seabirds are quietest 

when incubating eggs, 

providing the chance 

for more experimental 

shots. Here a long 

exposure blends the 

movement of the sea 

into a painterly haze. 

Crashing waves appear 

as soft brushstrokes 

against jagged rocks, 

creating an ethereal 

scene punctuated by a 

sprinkling of seabirds.

� SEEK SHADE

Countershading is 

common among 

seabirds, like these 

kittiwakes, which are a 

mix of bright white and 

dark grey. Setting them 

against dark, guano-

streaked rocks creates a 

monochrome effect, and 

composition becomes 

key. Crop in on a few pairs 

to capture the dynamics 

of the colony – each 

must fight to raise  

a family succesfully.

A  Turnstones are highly adaptable 
when it comes to finding food. If 
opportunities arise, they take them 
– high tides washing maggots out of 
seaweed beds; cockle diggers disturbing 
cockle beds; even a dead porpoise 
washing up on the beach. 

In 1998 a large flock started to feed 
regularly on grain and fish-meal on a 
dock in the Wash Estuary. Researchers 
at the University of East Anglia showed 
that the availability of this supplementary 
food appeared to play a significant role 

in supporting the species in years when 
cockles were in short supply. 

There’s not much of a jump from 
picking bits out of fish boxes in a 
harbour to eating chips on the sea front. 
If a turnstone discovers an easy meal 
outside a Norfolk takeaway, the bird is 
probably going to continue to eat there. 
But if the flock is getting bigger, then 
perhaps we should ask why – especially 
at a time when cockle numbers are 
threatened by exploitation, development 
pressures and disease. Graham Appleton

Q B I RDS

Why do turnstones eat chips?

SHARE YOUR 

IMAGES WITH US

For more 

expert tips  

and advice on how to 

improve your wildlife 

photography, visit 

www.discoverwildlife.

com where you can 

also enter our online 

photo competitions.

I

Q BOTANY

Turnstones are named 
for their habit of turning 

stones to find prey – 
and bags to find chips?

A Resembling the furry body of a bumbblebee
and emitting a scent that mimics the femmale
sex pheromones, bee orchid flowers induce
male bees to try to mate with them, pickinng
up and transferring the sticky male pollinnia in the
process. This strategy is successful in Conntinental
bee orchids, but rarely effective in our nattive Ophrys
apifera, which instead self-pollinates whenn its pollinia
dangle down and touch the stigma below.. This is highly
efficient, with most flowers setting thousaands of seeds 
– unlike pollination in the fly orchid O. innsectifera,
which dupes digger wasps but achieves leess than
20 per cent seed-set. However, such inbreeeding can
sometimes produce malformed blooms. PPhil Gates

There’s not
always a bee-line
for bee orchids.

How successful
orchids at pollin
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A VERY CUNNING KINGFISHER

Mortality and morality
I noticed with more than a little
trepidation the coverline of the
April issue of BBC Wildlife:
“Immortality: what animals can
teach us about life and death”. I
assumed that it was going to be
yet another article written from
the religious or philosophical
angle like one or two essays in
previous issues, rather than
based in science. Thankfully
this was not the case, and
it was a pertinent and very
interesting article, albeit rather
too short. The thought of being
continually recycled as carbon
and other atoms throughout
millennia in diverse forms is
an amazing prospect. It’s the
quality, variety and purpose  
in life that matter.

However, I almost misread
“immortality” as “immorality”.
I wonder if an essay on what
animals can teach us about
morality would be interesting,
too – are there any exemplary role
models in the natural world?
Chris Toyne, Via email

Garden stars
Rob Buckley (Feedback, April) is
not alone in having clever little
birds in his garden. I’ve noticed
over the past few years that a
number of species have learned
to perch on feeders, including 
dunnocks, the local robin,
starlings and even jackdaws
when they can manage it!
Myra Miller, Via email

Descent of the beavers
Your answer to the question
‘Were beavers really parachuted
into the USA?’ (Q&A, April)
inspired a lively conversation
with my four children, aged
11–17. Three of them claimed it
was stupid, while the one who
thought it was probably true
because it seemed so silly asked
questions like, “How did the
beavers know when to open theO
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LETTER
OF THE
MONTH

Ettrick Water runs close to the back of
our home in the Scottish Borders, and the
area is relatively rich in wildlife. Kingfishers
are rare on our river because it rises and
falls very quickly, and can run in flood for
lengthy periods. On the other hand, otters
are relatively common, though rarely seen.

I recently spotted a kingfisher feeding on
some small fish in the river, and on closer
observation noticed that an otter was also
feeding in the water close by, probably on
small trout – it caught its prey then fed as it
floated on the surface on its back, with the
fish firmly held between its front paws.

The kingfisher eventually became aware of
the otter and watched it fishing from a branch
overhanging the river. As soon as the mustelid
went back to hunting, the bird dived into the
river where the otter had been feeding and
retrieved small scraps of fish before returning

to its perch to eat. This happened three times
over a 20-minute period before the bird flew
away. The otter carried on feeding for a further
10 minutes before swimming towards me and
vanishing into the long grass on the riverbank.

I am very much of the opinion that the
kingfisher was taking advantage of the otter’s
fishing strategy, and I wondered if this specific
behaviour has been observed before. It was
almost as though the kingfisher had decided it
would be easier to pick up the pieces the otter
left than fish for itself.
John Weir, Ettrickbridge

Mike Toms of the British Trust for Ornithology

says: “Though kingfishers usually catch fish for

themselves, they do occasionally take fish that

are already dead or scavenge titbits from other

predators. They even go so far as to harass dippers

for small fish, and rob water shrews of their prey.”

The Letter of the Month wins a pair of HI-TEC Altitude Lite I 

waterproof boots, worth £59.99 and perfect for hiking.  

They are available in sizes 7–13 for men and 4–8 for 

women. For more information visit www.hi-tec.co.uk

BE A WINNING WRITER

An otter tucks into 
a trout – does a 

kingfisher lurk  
on a nearby bank?

YOUR FEEDBACK Want to get something off
your chest? This is the place.
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Blogger of the Month
This month’s winner is Emma Caton who

blogs at http://thezoologist.co.uk. Visit

www.discoverwildlife.com to read Emma’s

blog post and find out how you can join our 

Local Patch Reporters project.
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1 FROG in Worthing, West Sussex, by Sara Sadler

2 NIGHTINGALE SINGING in Leigh-on-Sea, Essex,

by Peter W Cherry

3 FOX CUB AND VIXEN in the UK by Steven Crawley

O Enter our monthly online

photographic competition at

www.discoverwildlife.com/

your-photos/photo-contest

1

3

2

marten has a creamy-white bib;
the pine marten’s is more yellow.
Jean Haskell, Edinburgh

Meeting a man of war
The answer to the question ‘What
kind of creature is the Portuguese 
man of war?’ (Q&A, March)
was fascinating. In July 2015 I
found a Portuguese man of war
while I was in Cornwall, which
was a rare discovery because

they only occasionally wash up
on UK shores. It was good to
see information about marine
invertebrates in the magazine.
Callum McGrath, http://callums 
wildlifediaries.wordpress.com

Dinosaur discoveries
Further to your Discoveries
article (April), I’m sure I’m
not alone in being fascinated
by the recent dinosaur finds,
which include the discovery of a
pregnant T. Rex from 68 millionx
years ago – in fact there are now
so many new fossil finds each
year that it’s difficult to keep up!
These discoveries are valuable
not only because they shed
light on the lives of long-extinct
species – it’s hard to believe
that up until a few decades ago
dinosaurs were considered slow-
moving, plodding creatures – but
because they give us a better
understanding of the behaviour
of present-day animals. It all
makes me wonder: how much
of the fossil record is yet to be
discovered? There must be still-
uncovered areas with plentiful
supplies of dinosaur bones.
Stephen McCarthy, Glasgow

ONLINE PHOTO CONTEST
THEME: WILDLIFE IN SPRING

GET INVOLVED!

Bird talk
The swallows skimmed the su
The ducks went deeper,
The kestrels wavered,
The flamingos stood their gro
The woodpeckers picked hole
The ostriches took it in their
The skylarks were up in the a
The kiwis kept their feet on th
The buzzards went round in
The crows came straight to th
The robins called a spade a s
The albatrosses took the wide
The parrots expressed themsel
The condors assumed the hig
The petrels were all at sea,
The owls were completely in t
The wrynecks spoke obliquely,
The peacocks showed their tr
The thrushes opened a whole
The vultures had some bones t
The pigeons couldn’t see the w
The weaver birds tied up the l
Tim Hopkins, Luton
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Callum saw this man 
of war in Cornwall.
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2SCOTTISH 
SPECTACLE

I was staying at a holiday 

cottage in Ardnamurchan, 

Scotland, in May when I took 

this picture. Each evening one 

or two pine martens would 

visit the garden to feed on 

the treats we had left out for 

them. I had never seen pine 

martens before, and was 

able to photograph these 

charismatic creatures from 

the comfort of a warm room. 

Mike Snelle,  

Pembrokeshire, UK

PHOTO
CHOICE

3OUT OF HARM’S WAY
Paynes Prairie Preserve State Park is

a very popular wildlife spot in Florida, USA,

that is home to many alligators and other

predators. I imagine that it must be very

challenging for any young animal to survive

here, but this hatchling had the right idea and

found the safest place in the swamp to rest.

Mirko Bonet, Florida, USA

4CATCH ME IF YOU CAN
Whale sharks swim in the shallows close to the beach near La

Paz Bay, Baja California, Mexico. Their distinctive spotted form can

be seen through the clear water and snorkellers swim alongside

them. Watching them from a fishing boat, and taking this photo,

made me realise just how large and powerful these sharks are –

the snorkellers found it diicult to keep up with them.

Claire Waring, Northamptonshire, UK

1PICTURE 
POSTCARD

My wife and I woke up at 

6am in Amboseli National 

Park, Kenya, and went 

outside to see the sun rise 

over Mount Kilimanjaro. As 

we watched the beautiful 

spectacle an African 

elephant walked in front of 

the scene and I captured 

the perfect view on camera. 

I looked on with amazement 

as the colours of the sky 

changed behind this 

magnificent animal. 

Michal Aubrecht,  

Dublin, Ireland
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5ANNUAL VISITORS
Screech owls have been nesting in the maple

tree in my yard for the past three years – the

birds of prey usually arrive in early May. I took this

shot in June of one of the parents incubating their

eggs. The owl was so well camouflaged that when 

it closed its eyes it was practically invisible. 

Blake Hess, Colorado, USA

6WE HAVE LIFT OFF
While on a walk along the River Quoile,

Downpatrick, Northern Ireland, I saw a few mute

swans upstream that started to fly further up the

river. I spotted some more and thought that they

would probably do the same. As I was trying to

position myself to catch them on camera, this

individual came running along the surface of the

water and gave me my best wildlife shot to date.

Chris Henry, Newtownards, Northern Ireland
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SARA FROST

worked as a guide

in the Hebrides for

three years, running

trips to see whales

and other wildlife around the

Corryvreckan whirlpool.
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A
n icy wave hit my face, the salt
water stinging my eyes and
spraying over the eyepieces of
my binoculars, which I wiped 
clean for the umpteenth time.

The cliffs of Scarba towered over us as we
bobbed about searching for the Corryvreckan
whirlpool, one of the largest in the world. 
“Well, it was here yesterday,” didn’t quite feel
like the right thing to say. Strong tidal currents
are forced against an underwater rock buttress
over 100m high, creating the phenomenon
and attracting large shoals of fish to feed on
marine invertebrates – fish that in turn attract
the larger predators we had come here to see.

I had promised my guests an experience to 
remember. As they clung onto the gunwales
for dear life, their faces dripping with the
round of tea I’d optimistically made, it looked
as though I’d been right. I doubted they would
want to thank me, though.

The skipper merrily pushed
on into the swell, oblivious
from his seat in the warm, dry 
wheelhouse to the chaos out on
deck. A young lad had just used
my camera case as a sick bag – 

“HERE WE GO, FOLKS!” I YELLED. 
STRONG CURRENTS BEGAN TO 

RIP THROUGH THE CHANNEL LIKE 
UNDERWATER TORNADOS.

O The whirlpool featured in BBC Two’s
Hebrides – Islands on the Edge in 2013.
See a clip at http://bbc.in/1R4Vv4o

h
A WILD WORLD OF

RIPPING YARNS

TalesTal
from the

THE ‘RESTAURANT’ AT THE 

CORRYVRECKAN WHIRLPOOL  

WAS OPEN FOR BUSINESS…

after three years of wildlife-guiding on a boat
I had my sea legs, but when applying for the
job I’d had visions of sailing peacefully into
the sunset with dolphins leaping over the 
bow, not cleaning up regurgitated breakfasts.

The white crest of a wave suddenly
danced around in a circle. The whirlpool 
had woken up. “Here we go, folks!” I yelled.
Strong currents began to rip through the
channel like underwater tornados, and I
knew that we weren’t the only ones waiting
for the whirlpool to start.

“Pfooo!”
The glistening back of a minke whale

appeared at the side of the boat, sinking
back beneath the water and gliding
underneath us, the fishy smell from  
its spray burning my nostrils.

Hundreds of seabirds, too, had been
waiting for the best seafood restaurant in

town to open. Screaming gannets, circling
40m above us, plummeted from the sky,
hitting the water like arrows in a rush to
jump the queue. Razorbills and guillemots,
surfacing with wriggling sandeels after
every dive, called noisily to their chicks
which were paddling furiously in tow.

The spectacle changed the mood of our
guests. Joyful cries rang out as porpoises,
working together to chase the fish into bait
balls, leaped through the waves. Children
gasped as the huge silhouette of a white-tailed
eagle suddenly dominated the sky, panicking
the gulls. And cheers greeted the minke whale
that erupted from the heart of the spiralling
waves, breaching and landing with a crash.

After a turbulent hour, the vortex melted
back into the churning waves, and the
diners began to leave as the restaurant
closed for another day. The terror on my

guests’ faces had been replaced
by salt-encrusted smiles. An
experience to remember?
Absolutely! 

MINKE WHALE (AND OTHERS(( )

THE GULF OF CORRYVRECKAN

WHO? 

WHAT? 

WHERE? 

S
a

ra
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t

Sara’s guests were
lucky enough to see this

breaching minke whale
at the Corryvreckan

whirlpool (inset).
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